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Faulkner's Light ·in August is imI?ortant to an' adequate assessment ot the 
,. 
novel. ·critics have b<;en · quick ~~- P.£Jint · t.Q the significance of the ·re- ... ~ 
•,;' .. 
' l~gious facf6r ·in -·a book which has as· its central theme the destructive 
. -
What has received insufficient att·entlon is the cent;.f·al ·significance 
of the Rev. Gail Hightower. Us-ually, his story 1:tas bee·n seetl as one of 
t, 
---·-··----- ---·---------------, -- --, . 
three major story strands, along with those of Lena·Grove and Joe Christ-
mas. Frequentl_y he_,,is thought to be of relatively minor importance._ 
,_ 
Hightower's strand, however, provides the _reader with the fulle~t treat-
... 
.. •. '"::"I' ' • ~ .. ·_, ... 
r" .• ~- •. 
ment of Southern religion. He is- the·~~.~inst.itutional rep.resentative .of the ~·--
...... -. .-.~.,i.- -
... 
. . -- - . -----;-- - ----
. . ;'1. 
. ~ ., 
--·------------~~ 
--·-~-. ------- ---.- ----
. ·-·-· 
J.,..:.,· . 
. . . 
. 
,~ ... ''r-r '-, .--11' ..... _ 
. I 
Southern Calvinist ethos.· And, more .than any other character -in .the ... 
·novel, 'he is one who resis·t·s· life and suffers'" from the disastrous conse-
quences o·f,that resistance. .· ~ 
··" 
Hightowe~'s rebirth, careful!~ delineated ~y the novelist, appe~rs 
. - .-,< ..J:' - ... - -- -··---
' 
.. to be the key to ,wha_tever hope Faulkner offers his readers iri" Light in 
~~ - - --- - -----------
-
-August. This -rebirth can ~-e seen in terms of a" series of· conc~ptual and 
.... 
· t·hematic antitheses.. Highto~e~'·s ps.ychological ·growth, for ·example, is 
- -- -------------·-·- ------- " 
------ ~--~- --
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reunion and from rejection o·f the pastoral role.to partial reaffirmation 
of that role. The minister undergoes a physic~l rebirth and renewal which 
pa~allels the psychological process. And, in terms of religion, he moves 
\ 
\, j ' 
\ ... .. -
from\darkness toward light' from fatalism to r·enewed responsibility' from ;-
\. 




' Hightower does~110-i--~ie at the end of the novel, nor is tt necessary 
to· believe that he retr~s -to his ·fantasy. That he experiences at least 
,. 
a partia'l redemption· is significant .i-n a ~ork which would otherwise(\ ·appear 
to yield a hopeless pessimism. Most .previous interpretations of his role 
. . 
in the novel have provided helpful if partial insights. If this thesis -
· · , · 'ts correct, the painSt'aking way in which' Faulkner ~~~- ~-es crib~~ the 




· does not minimize the significa·nce· of the other major characters of Light 
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Though Light in August attracted scholaerly attention immediately· 
fo_llowing publication in 1932, critical work on the novel has been es-
pecially extensive .since· it was added to the Mo.dern Library in 1950. 
There have been thos~ who have criticized .. Faulkner's work for lack of 
-- .. ' 
\ 
unity. 
"-. . . 
Malcolm Cowley;\ for example, insisted that the work "combines 
.-
. 
,, ____ .. two or more themes having. little relation to each other. "l Others have 
~- . 
complained about i·ts structural incoherence2 qr the disproportionate \ 
'· . .. 
·' 
emphasis in the book upon Joe C_h_1:is-tmas. 3 But where a unity of a sort 
·-
has been rec0cgnized, it has very oft_eri been seen in terms of religion. r"' 
I 
• ,, ·4 I In 1939, George Marion O'Donnell's.essay established a trend of the 
' 
.. 
earlier criticism by suggesting that the·-~central core of Faulkner's work 
lies in the conflict between tt.atlition and the modern world. O'Donnell , 
suggested that Gail H~ghtower re-presents the ineffectual Sarto·ris tra-
d:ition, while Joe Christmas is a k.ind of· Sno·pes. 4 Efforts .by ~alcolm 
. 
Cowley5 and Robert Penn Warren6, while amending this thesis, depended 
-heavily on its substance. Th~n·, in 1951, Cleanth Bro.oks argued that 
-· ,
_ the boo~ is given structure by tJ'le iso~ation of. its major characters from 
1 1··,, \ ' 
~he community, 7 a point _of .view larg~ly_ shared by -Robert Jacobs, some 
--~ months later, in ''Faulkner and the Tragedy of Isolatlon. 118 




















1------.. ---~-""'---~-. -----.--·_ .. - -f'.ter~r-eeen-t c!iticism has been--even more spec~r1.c aoout . ~li_e_r_. e--1-----i-g----io_u_s ______ _ 
-·=.c·---~-----_- ~-- ------- -+--- ·=co~t_en-t g_f Light in Augus·t. · .. William Van O'-Connor saw-its. unj.ty. in---terms, / / 
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ticate.d Christian readings_ of Faulkner, held~that Light in August embodies 
\ ' :-,. .. 
" '., L 4 ... ~ ... :-. 
the nOV~\\ist I g· _"theological center• 1tlJ . 




In view of this weight of 
\ 
.• •t . '\ 
unde~standing ~f the religious 
critical opi-nion, _it is cle,r .that an 
dimension of th\ work is ·crucial "to its 
. 
.. -




t'ion of the novel•;. th~me,. State1 so '"'well by Edmund L. Volpd' "The . 
- ----. ··---~-~----
destructtve ·consequepces of resistance to -life, the inability to a.ccept _ 
II' ,, 
the pleasure and the· pain that is the sum of humap life. 1114 What has not . I 
..... , been sufficiently- stressed is that ho.th th·e subject matter and -theme ·of 
--Light i!! Augus-t point to the cei;itral s~gnificance of the Rev •. Gail High-
- ' \ 
. . 
,. 
.. tow~r, D~ D. For not', only does the ·Hightower st,ory strand give us the 
' . 
~ -- - ----- - --· 
---~~. - - fullest treatment 9f Southern religion; and-not onl~ is .t~e minister._the 
.. 
... .. . . .. 
institutional represerita'tive of Souther~ Calvin.ism; he is also, more - , .. 
-----·--··----
obviously, than any otheF c-haracter -in the book, one who evades life. 
' 
· ~ - What I shall attempt to demonstrate, in the following_ pages, is that· -
' ' 
.. ' 
. _ .. --· 
the-key to whatever hope· and .meaning Faulkner offers his readers in Light 
'). 
-- _ _......._ 
'I / I , 1 
.a;-man who shows .. no~ only t~~, de~truc_tive consequences .<?~ resisti,Qg iife : . ·. -~~ 
... ,-· 
j. ·. 
--- --------~ ... --- ,-
-- ---- -but also .. the possibilities_ of renewal. Some--general attention tp the. 
. / 
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nature of Southern Calvi_nism and to the place of Hightow~r' S_ sto_r.y .,:i.Q._,_t.becc.,, .. ,., ... ~-_: ___ :-- -... 
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n~vel~will _precede a close ,examinat~c:>n of the process of rebirth. It is. 
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\\ ... --- ---. '- - \ 
-\- · .\ the novel is pervaded by religious· images, Symbols,\\yp_es, 
·-\- ~-:.:.-- -· - tions What _ sort o·f religion does he fi-nd? Roughly ,··\~hat sort of Southern· 
and institu-
~.~\:,-~ .. ' Profe~tarit religion. which owes .most 1~' doctrine and. pr~~\~ce to the C;lvin-
\ - --. ·r. 
\ ist tr~dition. This tradition- is not, to be surei to be· e4uated_with the' . \ . \ . • \ t.. .. 
)'' - \ 
- ;:·. '\- ~e.achings of John· Calvin himself; it represents rather "a religious and 




_ -- cuitural r~~idue _filtering down through the Presbyterianism o,f the nine-




and Rob_ert Daniel have suggested that a middle te·nn such as "Calvinic" be 
... ,, 
• 
;; - . •, 
employed for this culture-religion, in much the same way as w~ ~istinguish 
between Hel'lenistic and Hellenic.2 
. 
Faulkner apparently chooses Presby-
.. 
terianism as his model (Hightower is an ex-Presbyterian minister) becaus~ 
....... -- .. 
it has historisally been ~he most doctrinal of the major Protestant bodies 
.. -
and because of its direct ,descent from the influence of Jo};ln -Calvin. :And __ · 
-·· •k__.. ........ ,. ___ :4 
-·7" 
_,_ -·· - - .the' a_pparent neglect of Mississippi Is more numerous Bapt.ists and Met_hodists --
-





-- ----- -- - . - - - --- . ~ - --------·- - ---- -· --~-- - - -- --··· - ---- ---------. -- - -- -- - - - --- --- -- --·-
of ways -about ... to-·be enumerated, is as strong in these latter groups as 
- - -· ·~-· --- -- _____ ..__,.:._, -·· . ~- '._ . ----- __ .....,_ __ --~-· . - . ~ . ·---· -. , ... --.·---. -- ...... . ~~ . ·- --
'-.... 
in the Presbyterian tradition. 
·With Calvin's central doctrine, that of God's absolute sovereignty,. 
'-
- .. 
-- - ---- --- -- -_· --- -doctrines 
. ' 
that of -·predestination, for example, derive·--froni that'· core. 
. . .....___ 
', --
---~-----------
---1It-t1_ .t ~i-s---poss~ble to ... summarize- the . theological· c-haracteristics of Southern.-
- ,. 
~ .. ,, 
/ 
.. ~alviJ)ism (as they ar_e reflected in Light in August),. drawing here from 
. 
--·-- ·--- . -
-- --- -- --- --------_ ------- ----- -----·------ ---·-
..... 
_.,,,- • r 
the discussions b·y O'Connor, Cot_~rell, Poug1as--and--Da'i1iel, Alwyn .Ber 
• . t. <t·• J•I 
. _,.' -- ::__; ...... ~~- --:--~---
.,,·, - . 
! --
' -
-- - . ------~ -· 
~ 
and -Ernest Trice Thompson: . ~ ~, - : ~--- ~- · ... __ _, 
... · -·' ·-~-.,; _:~---l~f"=·-----...,...---~--_.___-~-----·~·--~----------~---
-: ~·.. - -~.-1 ~- ~;-- ; I". -· ... 
< ·, .-· ... - . ·;. 
- --- '---- -----'-----'---~-·.: __ -- - . -- - ·- -- - - - - . ·- ----
- ' 'lo • ,·. 
•- • - ' di . ...... :. . _._ 
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1. The belief i·n original ·sin and natural depravity. 
. Man is doomed, yet·;, paradoxically, can repent by act 
of choiceo Thus, Highto1ver is "Done ·Damned, "3 yet is 
rather consistently treated as though capable of a 
fuller response to life. 
2. The belief that sexuality is the cn,-ie·f_ -~_ign. 
man's fallen nature, wit"h drukeµness following 
_closely. ' · 
\ 
3. The belief (as trnest Trice Thompson has put ~t) \\ 
"that the present life is only a brief interlude 1.n 
which the individual prepared for eternity. n4 Ac- \ 
companying this conviction was the picture of this 
' . ~ . \. 
world as the stage in which the contest between good 
and evil for the soul of the believer was continu-
eusly waged. Note Hight6wer's conviction that Byron 
---Bunch's concern. fo.r Lena Grove was the work of -"the ·~ 
devi 1" (p. 269). ·~-~.-~ , ... 
4. -- The elevation of righteousness abov~ _love. If 
6ne must be careful about facile distinctions between 
Old and New Testaments, it is nonetheless fair t6 
ob~erve that Calvinism has unusually strong emphasis 




~ -Ill : --- -
s·. A strong sense of predestinatieµ. Pred·estinatibtt 
-· --------- -··- .- 4-- - -
:i-\ls a derivative of -fhe belief in. absolute sovereignty, 
though it passes rather easily into vario~s forms of 
fatalism. In Light in August, in addition to the nu-
merous references to."the player" and "the opponent," 
there is a pervasive feeling in many of the charac-
---~-~,_.~--~--~,~..----,-. ------- - , -- ,t:ers that things' have been ·worked out apart from --thei-r--------
voli'tion. 
6. An ambivalent attitude toward women. Woman is 
frequently seen as the evader of .the· law, the temp-
- tress, in contrast to the masculine_ order of law and 
regularity. Hightower is suspicious of Lena Grove 





;_-- marriageo - Joe Christmas_ prefers the harsh legalism 
-






.. -· ~ 
. - - ~ -
... . - --- . ;;:. -
• 
. ' 
, · __ of.his stepfather, Mc~achern, to the softness of 




Not that the above doctt'ines are alway-s precisely for.mula~e~.~~·~Fr.e-
-~ , .. ' ., .. "· .. . . > ., . 
'• ,·,_·· • . /. ' I' 
;-~--~---~~:·:_::·:·~~--~----~quently, as-· Alw~_ Berlan~ i~-minds~-us ,:---th-e~y- are rath~r npa.'rt-.. of t1ie· a"t-mos~~ · .·> ._-· 
. . 
.--:... -- _•:· 
.... 
' ~ r. 
~-
-- .:: -- . . ,_ pherE;_, 11-_ in much the way that John . ..,Locke·• s theories ·about individua.·1 rights· ----: ........ 
. . . . ~ - . ' - -- ----- - ------ -----· ~-------·-
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Citizen's\1:p.ind in 'spite of the 
'· 
inha,,it John Q. • . fact that their origin is 
'\. 
unkn~wn to him.5 The same would seem to be true of the following social 
'\ 
and cultural concomitants of\:. the. Calvinist -doctrine, which ,help to explain 
·,\ \. 
~--\ \ } 
\ . \ 




1: In the ethical sph~r-e,, a -pronounced tendency 
toward moralism and grab~le~s legalism, r~sulting· ~~ -
- \ ' \._ in strict conification of.behavior and a punitive 
.. . 
.._ ...... -......... ~ 
attitude toward of fenders.... Among_. the pro.scribed 
activities, as listed in Thompson's recent Presby-
terians in the South, are drinking, gambling, smoking, 
cursing, ball-playing, and even novel-re~di,ng!-O,> _ ., --
Faulkner's characterization of McEachern can be more 
.·;.; 
~ ..... -.~----.. 
1,• .. ,(...-:. 
fully appreciated in this context. 
- . ~ 
2. The implied sanction if not support of white 
b ' 
supremacy. The SouthernPresbyterian Church, ·dur-
ing -the struggle of conscience preceding the Civil 
War,, held that slave-holding was no bar .to Christian 
communion;7 thus old Doc Hines and other citizens in 
Light in August see no ·discrepan ... cy between Christian 
I 
p~ofession and racism. 
3.. The danger of fan.aticism in -religious exp_ressiori •. 
This appears in H;ightower' s violent visi.on and in the 
__________ tendency of .Hin~s., McEachern, Percy Grimm, and even 
Joanna Burderi ·to confuse the self and God. 
)' 
. .. 
4'1-l- ..,, .. - • 
--·~ 
. ......... ·.I"\,, - - • 
-· 
.... '. -·--.: 
4. Emotional rigidity and inflexibility of behavior. 
_- _ .. -_ 
- --Irvin.g. Howe8 and Irving Ma-lin9 have· ·dealt· ·exten·stvely·--··p.-,-.····· .'~---r - ~--·°".r---.-· , .. 
~ith the book's chaiacters iQ terms of these catego-
ries, as we shall.have occasion to note when focusing 
on Gail Hightower. 
·~· . ~-




1-~-~.....__~---------=-------f~·nctions a11d · a~ ~!l!!~t-~!'~-+~ ~epres s i venes s. Peter ----·-------. -~---------'---=------~ 
./- Swi-ggart has d:i.scussefcl the "Puritan". riatur-e=-ot-~-tlle'··~~---,. 
peopl_e· in Faulkner's novE;J, incJ~ging _llightower and_ __ 
-Christmas, .. the n1an ot· 11ext_erior calm, interior rage. 1110 
·- ----------------··-----·---·-· --~--~------- -
- - - -- - - - - - ·- - --------~----- --- - - --
-~-- ---
------~~_j_\ _ ___::___ _ =------:~-
In view of: the above, it is ·not surpris_ini that the institution_a.l_ ___ f 
......... 
c....:.__~___:_---C .... h___ r __ is,_t.ianit...y__o£_._Light in ·Augu.s-t---.~ears a- c-lose-r-esemb-lanc·e to that Phar1·sa1.--c-~_~-.-__ -_ ---·---
-"--- C: -:.:_:.··-----·- -·---~---·--------· 
. ---=-~- -- -· __ , __ - . --··-- ----
----·-··--- --------------- ·-
' ~ ~ -- o----
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' . - . 
' . -·-
~- • j ~. 
that Gail Hightow~r is ·speaking for William Faulkner in the ,following 
passage on the failure of the Chur-c·h: 
8. 
( . 
_,, __ .... - .... : 
, . I . 
- ... _ . 
... 
- ---~----· -- -- ... 
· It seems to him that he has seen it all the wh.ile; 
that that which is ~estroying the.Church is not 
... ~- ·- - ~----- ----,,....-.-~~-----·- ~- - ~--··· 
... ( 
' 9 
-- . ~- -l 
......... ... .. 
• ',..,. I 
.. , _.,._ 
.. 
...::--... : .:...-·-·. ... ... 
the outward groping of those within it nor the in-
ward groping of those 'tvithout, but ,the pro.Jessionals 
·who control it and 'tvho have removed the bells from 
its steepleso He seems to see them, endless, without 





ecst~sy or passion but in adjuration, threat, and 
- J 
-~ 
doom. He s~ems to see the churches. of the world like 
a ~ampart, like one of those barricades of the middle-
ages-planted w~th dead and sharpened stakes, against~ 
·- truth and aga:lnst that peace in which to sin and be 
forgiven.which is .the life of man. (pp. 426-42?). 
,. ' 
···''".·i- ·or, agaitr, conside.r the protest against the life-denying and self-
crucifying tendencies in the Southern Protestant ·ethos which occurs in .. 
the famot.fs passage on Protestant music: 
~-~ the music has still a quality stern and i~placable, 
deliberate and without p~ss:ion so much as .immolation' 
pleading, asking, for ho~ love' n.ot life' 'foJ;JJidding 
it to others, demanding.in sonorous tones death a.a 
though death were the ·bo'on, 
'· 




- .. - -
--· 
. - - -- ..... - ~ ;-· .-·:: -- . - . Pleasure, ecstasy, they [ Sout.he1:n--ProtestanfsJ--·canno-e-----;-·_:_---:----...__:.-
seem to bear: ·their escap·e: from it is in violence, 
r-~----::-:'-',.;.:.,.--~-.------.;... ___ LJi.~.rink_ing_ .. ar\~_f ight i ng and praying; catastrophe too , 
· .. ··~) 
---------.. ----
-------· --- ------ ----:-----'~-
' 
the violence identfc~l and apparently inescapable. 
And .§.2. 'tvhy. should not their religion drive them to 
~ crucifixion of themselves and one another? 
------ - ------ -- -- ----(~p. 321-322, _italics Faulkner's) 
\..~-,, . . 
... -. 
• ... ·_ f 
-------~----
, · ·-2! Aug_~st is pri:mar~ly ~Faulkner's attack on the relig~on of his na-
.-
- -- ---- -- - ---- - -- - - ..... d' 
---- -- - ----------------· ., 
---~ -------
tive country. And,· to a degree, this contention is. sµrely true.- Just·- as _____ _ 
.,. I 
..._.-2..;-.-' .. ..~ 
" \-... .. 
in Absalom, Absalom!· Faulkner , .. s,atirizes the :inconsistency· __ of t,he aboli-
/ ~-
. . - - ·- -.. ,· 
I :...,_ 
- -- - - - ---- - - ~ - ' --· ---'-- - ------ ----- . -----·-'-· . . _.- . -- - ·-::- -- ------ -- - --· -~-. -_ .-/_ --:.:--~~..: ... __ --·---='~. T' • --~---·l-;(~ 
- -''"'~''-' '---~-_:__ _:__t-ionist Co:J_dfield, ~hq__Yl~~ ag·ainst slavery bu·t willing t6 J.pr.c;-f-ft'-15.'y it_,_ ·. -· ~-~~ -- ---------
---·-----




• • • 
- - • 1 • 
·~ 
ar----:r---:--,--:-------,--.-~ ____ -__,!a~n~-a~--l:-fµst-~~s.~-j;n--As---!-Lav~DYin&: e_e ho~ds up _fqr ridicule the specious 
"' 
,,-,'- ·-· ) 
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_Cc!l,Suist!Y of ·,the .preacher,_ Whitfield, here he considers the whole -spectrµm 
-
-
of Southern ·culture-religion: instituti-onal ch·ristianity, fundamentalist· 
racism, narr6~-minded legalism, fanati~ and misguided cert~tude (Percy 
-Grimm), obsessive guilt masking as philanthropy (Joanna 'Bur-den), and the . . 
tendency to escape from the realities of life into the glories ~f the past 
. ,. . 
, ... -- --- -..... 
- - ~ . . 
((;ail Hightower). ·-.'The book "contains a. great deal about th·e failure o-f 
\ - n• 
' \ 
re!~gion_for the modern world."11 It is."Faulkner's most fully documented 
' i '. ~. ,,._. t·. 
stat'ement on what he sees as tq~- ~eli-gious errors and racist guilt of his 
.. ..C---" 
region. ul2· That .chaos in human relations wh_ich the novel exhibits, writes 
A • 
· -Joseph Gold,· is dtie to three dangerous states of mind: · religious guilt-~ 
(embodied in.-lo.anna Burden); ari'd teligiosity (embodied in McEachern); 
and the, te_ndency to look b.ackward toward a mythic past (embodied in High-
lL-~__:_~.a.:..----~----
tower) which leads i-to inability to participat·e creatively in the p~ese{Jt.13 
' . ' 
On the other· hand, there is reason ,to believe that the.novelist owes ·. 
- ----· ·---- -
--
a great deal _to the very tradition he i's ·.att:acking. One can·v1ew Light 
in ~ugust.-, as Hyatt Waggoner does, for example, as a, de~ply Christian 
\, 
,_ 




exemplars of -piety in the name o.f · a more valid piety. l4 'J;he~e would appear 
to be validity in Alwyn Ber.land's belief that "FaulJ.ttler creat~viri"' 
' . 
__ J 
.. ist world in· order to reject its· doctri11~-~ at -the ___ same-=··~ime"-~ha·t the novel= - -
'-,_,,.• 
/ 
· · exhibits F~ulkt!yr' s u.nconscious but contiriuing __ _adh_er_e_o_ce t9 __ Ca:Lvin_1._· s_m_-a_s ______ .. -
14--~~--......---- ----'1---- ·1; ..... .-. 
>. ' 
an attitude, ·a limiting frame to vision, an -emotional· set. 1115· 
.. 
···--- . ------
, A~l in all,, Faulkner's attitude toward Calvinism .,.seems to be that . , 
- -
_.;: •. --· .f -:-:::~ ....... :;::;:;=z.- - ... - _._.......;...~- -
. 
' -
-~-·-:.... _; __ :_: __ ~,-~-,-;~·.,::."":;~,.;;~~..:.r.----.. c---:_---..--------• --·--:-... ~--::.~:: . . -_·: •.. ·-- - ~ -
r .a.,,.) 
of Joe _Christmas: - he both fights -it and deeply ·trusts·_ it·. . . . . One can cite 
... 
J..!.. _)o .. 
fl \ _, 
·- . 
.. . -lL~~--~-~,-~---====-=~··~~~~±~~~-. .1' .. --
• - .- . • • - l, ~ 
---· ... ~---~~-~---. ---:---r-- · ... ~- --~--,....u, • -
. ·, . --~ 
. . : 
,..;· .. 
- • ... •• • ,.. .. t . ~f-1 • - • • - • --~ ,.. ·-
- • - -
... -- • ;;> • - .. -
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. ~. 
.. ' -.r• , , • 
a nu.mber of ways in which the tradition has apparently influenced the 
• ..., I -~· ;,. 
. 
- ~- - ,- ~ - ~ 
. ~-
-
novelist, among them the following, which I have selected from some of 
... ~ ..... , 
..r· the critigµe~ cited above: 
. ' -





1. The gloomy tone .that characterizes mucn of his 
writ.ing except wh·en it is ·grotesquely humorous. 
"1,, .... "T ............. .. 
\ 
' 
) . ., 
-~ --~ .. -. .· :~1-;;;9:~-\ ' ~ -2. The strain of misogyny that runs thr_ough his work. 
3. The sense.of doom~that hangs heavily on many of 
Faulkner's c·haractets, along with their limited powe;_ 




' ';· ..... :. 






4. · The "-typical" Faulkner style: violent, tortured,. 
doom-ridden, and apocalyptic. 
'5. The notion of time. Sartre's contention that 
Faulkner cu~~ ___ off_ the future16 may be seen in terms 
----~----_--npf the influence of pr~destination, which, as Berland 
has observed, tends toward .the movement of time past 1 . 
and future toward the present moment.17 
We shall have occasion to note some of the above·rnfluences in 
---=-----,------Fau-1-k-ner-'-s -po-r-t-ra-y-a:1 ... -of the-Rev. Gail Hightower. Before doing so, how-_-
________ :.: 
-.? 
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,, . 
ship to Southern religion. 'Simon McEachern, for examp~~e, surely 
repre.~ents the ·harshness· and cruelty of a _ reii~gion hardened into .dogma-
.. 
tism. In addit_ion,'· with his c~nst;~~t e~phasis on "work" and the "fear 
-. 
. -- -~'- " - - . - - - --~,::._ ____ ----- -----. - -- -~ - -+-- _.....;.·_--_-_:.:.:....__-- -
-·of God " 
. ' 
he illustrates the c·lo~e relationship .of the Protestant e.thic 
..... 
~- - -- - ---J~ - ~-- ----------- -----~-----
~ 
- ~ ..•. / to the ·capitalj.st ethic, Old Doc .. Hines. is a· mad, fundamentalist racist. 
-------~-'-:--/ --- - - - _ .. _ -------
.· 




·. ist -heritag~ _ as th~ _9t~ers do to its Sou.thern r.~lativ~_. 
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. ; :_s...· . . . . . 
-h~r family reflect~ the c-lpse connection between sin a11d s.exu~lity ,- · the . . . ,·:. 
-- , __ , - ,._. •· ·-· 
,_J 
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' \ \ . 
'\ 
people·~ ··· 'Percy Grimm's sec·ularized Calvinism issues in·· fanatic self-
.... - - . - . 
\ 
. .... 
' ..... ,. 
....:. 




\· faith in the rightness and infallib~lity of his actions" (p. 402). Byron 
' . . 
\ 
·\ . . ... \ - . . 
B.usch, whose relationship with Hi-ghtower will be discussed late·r, is an 
I ,' ' ' 







o_f sin ,. (p. 41). . - -
.... ' -
And throughout the novel one finds fre·quent references 
' ........ 
to punitive and unsympathetic attitudes towar4 the s·inner -on· ,the·. p·art of 
~--~h~ "good ~omen" of the community. '"' .. 
In terms o.f she_er space and· empliasi's·;··· of course·, the common assumption 
)J.,•, 11 .'- ---- ... -· _, 
that Joe Christmas is the central figure of Light in August .. is surely_" not 
-----imfH.1~· s-placed. -In-Joe,- the crippling influence of S_outhern religion is 
,· strikingly evident. One may c~centrate on his exp·etiences with religious 
1 










------··- - -- . 
convittion, sees him lar~eli as a p~tential Negro·and tries to force him-
. ·v., 
. .,. 
·to pray with h,er. Despit~ the novel's rather strange comment that Joe's 
, . 
was a life of "h~althy and normal sin" .(p. 227), Calvini~m has ie{ft 'its 
' 
-- .... 
mark: he ftnds it hard to accept the naturalness of sex,·r-ssick~ned by 
,,,., .. I J: 
0 
.... _. the thought of menstruatio~, is unable to form close affectional ties with 
anyone. His .violence in the little Negro church toward the end of the 
11 ... -- ... .J 
""--........ 
. "". . - - ---- - ------ \ 




to .him: a thing to be hated-, fea;_ed, and despised-. --.,. - . 
. .__ 
; :·_ ...,,_,.......;.....;;,.a:-.. ••.-,-,- .. -- -
But it ·'is the apparent car.e with which Faulkner .parallels· Joe's'· 
. -· 
:,. _-
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_sen·se in which. he is or is not a "Christ-figure." The 
· -· · t . \ :· evidence for this identification has been fully exhibited by Helman, Cot-
We are not here dtre-ctly conce.rned with -the Christ·tan· _ , , \ rell, and others. 
. ' 
.. -"~~olism _ in 
·- ' rela,tionship 
--~ .i \. 
\ 
\ 
.. · - adventurous. 
. 
.. 
Christmas/ story, but rather with its significance for his 
to Hightower. Some:···interpretations have been rather too 
Jerome Gavin, for example, argues that Joe'~ Negto and 
white blood strains repr·esent the dual ___ nature, human and divine, of 
, Ctirist. 1-8 Similarly, Alwyn·· B~rland, apparently accepting the testimony 
\ 
\ 
of Gavin Stevens (p. 393), argues ___ that the black blood represents or.j.ginal 
• • l-tJ;\·"' 
• 
sin.19 
'i \.""' • • 
Much more helpful is this observation by, .. "c •... ,Hugh .. Helman relat~ve 
to the Christ-parallels! 
These parallels have been 'tusmissed as insignificant, 
-
I pelieve, because critics have looked for a theological 
Saviour, whose death becomes an effective expiation for 
man's guilt, and viewed in these terms Joe Chtistmas 
-
., .. 
--------------~--------- is a cru_~l and irreverent travesty on Christ. Howev~~,. ______ :_~----------· 
Faulkner has defined the function of aLlegory to be a 
- -
- chart against which man can measure himself atid learn. 
;· ;1 
'to know what he is.' And Christian ·allegory tis es · · · 
Christ as 'a matchless example of suffering and s~cri-
J 
-------__ --__ ·--:. ~---___ f_i_c_e __ a_n_d __ the promise of hope' (Paris Revo--,-p-.------;4;--:;2:--.-)-.-------.-. -~- ---.---
; 
: 
The Christ to whom Faulkner parallels Joe Christmas 
is not the Messiah of St. Paul's epi~tles but the 






he hath no form nor 6omliness; and 
when we shall see· him there .. is no 
beauty that we should desire him. , 
He is despised and rejected of men; 
a man of sorrows and atquainted with 
i: 







' ...,, .faces from him; he was despised, and 
·· we esteemed him not. --'\(Isaiah liii ~ 41 
. ~ 2-3)2? 
I, 
-(JI 




· -· - ... k·- --·~--............. ....... --·~ -
. ~ 
Beekman Cott:rell has suggested that,. at a--deeper level, Joe represents 
.... -~ . 
. ' 
~ ·1..~_ .. ..;,,;., .. - - • ~---- -· --
- .. ,iffie- hllmanity for whi~h <;:h;rist·"'died.·1-121 Sl~ii_~;l:.y, ~rsula- Brumm has 
... ... . "' i -
~ ' •• • • ,. L 
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. ,, 
" <{ .. t. '' ' . . . , . . . t 
. . ... ,. .. -
\ '·--, oJ· 
' '•-, i;.._.. . 
has. commen~ed · that Joe represents .Chri.st insofar as t~he latter is -"the 
archetype of man suffering. ·u2~ , I,t is this line of- in~e-r·pretati?n, I 
think, that ·most helps us to understand Joe's relationship ·to. Hightower.·· 
The ultimate thing 'asked of the old minister is to sa.crifice · himself on 
Joe's behalf, and in Hightower's final vision, the face of Joe Christmas 
. . 




Alfred Kazin puts it, "th.e incarnation of 
• 1 
. ' 
or; more speai f ~cally ,_ al · . . 
I maO '.-,.-that, is,· Of m~dern~man • n 24 










'),.,, He -is the prime·· ·example ....... of the way i'n which inhuman creeds·· and social 
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--:-~ .. 
-- -- . - - :· --;-:.. _:_ ... _ ..... ,: ....... -- -
"' -: ... 
/ 
.. 
abstractions lead to-crucifixion of human··beings.- He is like "one ofc the 
least of these" of St. Matthew's Gospel, a man in prison, naked, hungry, 
' 
thirsty, and sick. Men (inc.luding Hightowe;r) are judged in· tetms of 
. - - .. •... -~. - ··- __.__ . .::, [/ 
their response to him. And, following the logic of that Gospel, in~smuch 
,. I f/ ~ L 
as men have not treat.ed him·with understanding and.hav&-denied __ him_the _ 
• ••••• ) 4 •• • ..... ~ ... : .... ··~A . ·• • ·, • 
-
_/ 
possibil~ty of life,, they hav~ also done so to Christ. The work .of the 
_ Pharisees and __ power structures of this w~rld _£Q_~_tinues to _bedev~l-~hum=a=n='1.:':';::t=iy~. ====1 
It- is interesting to contrast Christmas and Hightower in terms ~f 
I 
--- Faulkner-' s use of the doctrine of predestination •. To be sure, the novel~ 
"I 
· ist is not very clear in his philosophical .concepts, and it may be claimed 








portraying his characters ·as .having varying degrees of freedom and in--·· . 
- ~. ------------ ~ """' -
-------
s howi n'g that ati of man's fr~etiom lies withi~ ·a ··s~_ructure of nece~sity. :.~ . 
- -. . .. . 
C~ea·rly, though all men have som~. treedorri,_ ·Joe is ~res-ented largely as a. 
. :, t • 
victim of fate. ·Though it is tru.e t-hat ·his·- i 0solatiori is -pat~.ly "his self~:· -· 
-- -
C 
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. 
immolation to the God of his ·own pride"25 and that Faulkner suggests 
freedom by· calling him· "Faustus" after t.he dan_ce-hall incident·, Joe 
Christmas is primarily the man to whom thin~s happen (p •. 103), t~~ o!i'f · 
' ··for whom things are _"waiting to· be done" (p. 97). Throughout the hpve~, 
~-
he moves unde; __ ~1!7 . shadow of grim determinism and never escapes the cir.cle 
. 
~ 








--~~--~of ."luck"· and frequently speaks in terms of necessity, there is, as w~ 
.. 
shall see presently, ·a s~eady movement in th~ direction of personal 
responsibility and awareness of freedom. And though he is not respon:a-ible . .-
for the c'ondi tions that make him afraid of life' he achieves insight into 
his own responsibiltty for the suffering of other human beings. His .,,.,. 
,. ... .. . ~•• circle, as :.l shall ·attempt to demonstrate,, is not a closed one, but 
~-=,,__,--__,.--.,--,----,-~-e~x~~~.in-the direction of human possibility. 
.------· --In the Universi~y of Virginia di_scussiqns ,-- Faulkner said of his 
-
-~ 
novel: "As I told that story I had to 'ge-c··more and more into it, but 
. 
. 
~---.-· .. ~ .... 1· -- . --•·-· ------· - ----:-~:-- -- - ' ... _ • - . that was mainly the· story of t·ena Grove. 26 The reader __ · 
' C r -------- ---· 
• 
-
----r-----·,.:-r-·.,.-·-·-···-·- ..... ~-----~----·-------------..------•-. - . 
-l-11w 
"¥ 
s not to pay--roo much. at tenti-o~n=---xtc--=o:----:r:t~h:--::e:----=n:---=o----=-:v=-=e:.--ill-!°i--:s:--:;:t:--r'--:::s=---=p:--:-u~b-llJc-u-t-t-e-r-a-n-c-e-s-:--c-e-r----=-~. 
- ..--• --~-~ - - -- -
. -- . 
. 
:_i•-• ···---·---· •• 
.. 
t:ainly, thoug_h Lena's stpry may have been first. in Faulkner's • 
' .. 
·-would be ·difficult indeed to assign her .first -place either ,11. ~ct"". 
,· :llt • . 
, 
interest oI" significance. She has, indeed, ·like Joe, ·oeen the subject 
o.f a good deal of critical at · tion. W-ith her lfunflagging and tranquil 
--------~---
~- -~~~~-~-~~ L~~---=-==· -~-.. _..__ot _· --,--~~----faith" (p. 6), · she is the novel's representative of the ''implacable and 
_.,._,. ...... 
immemorial earth" (p. 2~). ~s _with Joe Christmas, so.with Lena Grove,_.-;(····· c;._ ~-
• ~ .• 
2 
\-· 






•. . . 
' .. 
--. · · ---· · --· -- ~--~ -· On 1 y ,... or 
' 
so-"··lt/- ·sJ~e~s··· tcf ·m~ ,.- in ·t_lie.: se-nse tltat: .. ,.her preg-nancy 'and deli ve~y -- .. ,~,.,,r I'~ 
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_· provide the oc·casion. fo-r hope i·Q\ Light in August. Through fu~r, Byron 
\ ' 
-:-=:::: 





-Bunch rejoins the commun~ty and Ga,~l_ Hightower takes a big step back into· - ,I ... 














Perhaps so. But ceit~rally Leila represents·· Hfe i_n its 
\\ 
natur~{ and ongoing formS, li~_tuned to 11ttk very immutable laws which 
,:,;, 
·~,--- ----- I 
., earth must obey" (p. 295). Chiistmas is not so attuned. Lucas Burch 
--- ------ .:... 
-. t 
·_ hates -"'the µ~tural world·, "an animal fleeing alone, desiring.· no fellowa-id, 
.J 
clinging to its· sol~t-ary depend·ence upon its own muscles alone an·cr·--which, 
in the pause to renew .breath, hates every tree and gr.assblade in sight 
' . -as if it were a live enem.y" · (pp. 379-380). And Hightow·er, removed from 
life,· is·:,uall~ removed 




from nature: "he does not actually see the 












'..ai:.~:c. .. ' baby that this reunion takes place. She symbolizes th~t "life," with~ .. 
. 
. 
its pain's and· pleasures, that. the ex-minister has been resisting • ., 
Lena is rural, healthy"' iri'C·an~ animal_ seuse,-naively trusting, yet 
--------~--~~=======--------------
shrewd enough to manipulate others to a surprising degree. It seems 
unlikely, as some critft-s-ha-ve suggested, that she is the. redemptive 
1 figure of the n.ovel. One may be fond of ~ena, as Irving Howe has said, 
bt.ii one cann~1: iden.tify with her •. ·neSpite ~er native cunning,· she iit, toP. 
/' 
-~ veg~t~ble~life, too ~eagerly intelligent.29 Her alleged-redeeming influ~. 






a simp~e return to nature. 




If Lena, rough{y, represents the natural world,· .. ~~r · redemptiveness 
. ' 
~ .... , 
1-. ... • 
; 
--~ 
..._ _________ .... 
'I 
. -
·. · _' ,·_ ~---~~~. ____ ..... ,,~,-:-~-woul_d seem to mean· ·that-· the likes· ·of· Joe ~~::!~-Ymas, Percy G_rimm,~ and 
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,_ - - . 
,, 
·Ga~l Hightower can be saved simply' by reve1rting .. to her kind of "Noble 
.•. Savag_~." If.'.there is no other way out than-tthis, '-Light -in August leaves· 
I' ........ 
us with atf unrelieyed despair: 
exercise that option. 
\ _ _,_ 
fdr the abov~ characters simply·cannbt 
\ 
\ 




..,. ' \ 
\ 




· . I ·suggest that thEr novel presents us with another _pd·~s.ib~l~ty: · that · .. • 
... - . . 
\ 
there is 6i{~ other char~ter 
\. 





.· . \,\. \ 
\o whatev_er positive meaning _the book contains •. : Gail Hightowet moves 
.... \. 
\ 
from hopelessness and unreality toward moral tllumination, ~wareness, 
Iv ~ -· 
and.understanding. As his crippling belief in the unreality of his own.~ 
existence is weakened by the·events of· the nov~l, he achieves dramatic 
insigft· into the significance of- his past failures and he experiences 
- . 
genuine renewal.· Following some attention to -the organization of Light 
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·-- - I have discussed Joe Chr.istmas 
# ··\\~~' _., , .... , 
and Leria Grove ·a.t some 
\~ ./ ; ' • r 
length becaus~ 
·,j, ic, -..: ---- -·· 
.r \ 
, \; 
t·heir stories (assocfatiqg Bunch with Lena, Joanna with Joe). form -1two of ~ 
. \ 
- I-' •, \ 
\ 
.._.,: -
the three major action strands in the novel. 
I 
\ 
The other oqe, of course, 
' ' '\ 
', " . . 
. \ \ ·. is that of Hightower .. In.order better to understand the lat·ter' s role 
-, 
\~ ... - . 
.. ~-- ~. .. . ' . 
\, ' -
,\ \ .. 
\\ : . • .• -: .C ~ • 
\ ' . 
\. \ . 
. '\\\ 
. \. 
.. ·-······ ·····-····· , ..... ' \· . 
\ 
... ",t •• 
' in Light in August and the relationship of ·his story to the· otli.er~, it ~---,t;,;· 
-
~.. . \· 





.. 'will be helpful to outline briefly the· major occurrences'\of the 
\, 
.• ·• . \ I . 
... 
' .... _ _;,;_,_ ~ -I - - _.,. ... --~-~ 






-' \ C. Hugh Helman has suggesteq. that the book consis·ts of three l~i'rgely 
separate stories, tied loosely together by the accident of tifue . (all even1s 
.. 
occurring-· i:l) the same ten days) ,_,,.some interchange of characters, and the 
. ~ 
device of having-people irrone strand narrate the events of another.! 
' . 
Thus Lucas Burch is not only the father of Lena·' s illegitimate child but 
. ,, 
also Joe Christmas' helper and betrayer. Byron B.unch, in lgve w.i th Lena, 
is a .. frien~ of Hightower, and narrates much of the Joe Christmas story 
.and much of the s·tory·of· Hightower's early li.fe. Through ·the appeal of 
• I> 
·I 
. .. . . 
----"' - - -
. 
. . "-..; . . . . .. -
Joe_' s grandmother' Mrs. _Hines' H~ghtower lies . it1 _o_~~~: --~?' save. Joe I~-- li~e ~-_r ___ . -~-
-~------·-- ----·--------------·---- --~~- --
--------,L ...1_..:._ ____ . --· ·- - -• ·-. ---- ·····---- -------··---~~---------•.,.....,..,,-•---..---· ..... _,. __ .. •-•--• _( __ ..,..~•-----.-· ···-•--i--~----- -"- - . - - __ _,_., 
And, of course, Hightower delivers Lena's baby. The use of·multiple nar-
. ~•--------------~- ----- - ---·-- ---
rators (including an qmniscient one) .gives us fhe advantage, as so fre-
.< - _....,.._,, 
-quently i:~ Faulkner, of viewing the same events and people from.-a number 
.::,J...:· .... ,.,_ 
_p ··-, 
- ----------- ,--- - - ---
--0,f different. perspectives. It als·o forces the reader to exercise his 
,. . ... 
/ 
. 
critical :judgme_nt -in s~lecting the most cred'ible version on ·occasions 
~ - 1i. . 
- ···- --~·· _______ ..___ ____ ---·-------·---- ----- ·-. ·---· ----·- •. • .• ·-·~-·-·· •• :!: •• _.,_ •• ·- ---- •• • • 




. when the> accounts vary. 
:•·····-4 ··-
.. 
But. .the book appea;~~to me to have· ct more substantial .unity than_. · · ,,. 
--~·-·,o ·•• -, •- -a ___ •:!._~·:~.•'••~------.... ------·-
., .,· 
. - "Helman would admit.· , ~hapter · 1 begins with Lena' s arrival in· Mis s·issi ppi ,-
- ~....: .. -.::--~..:.:-·:- _".!.:__.' __ 
\,---~ .... -.-· ·-- - --· - - ------C----..&-. ____ .. -·----
. . ~-
. .. . . . . ~..... ,,..-, 
- ., .. . 
--~- -_~L_:._:~"~~:------~--· _} ----nin~ months. pregnant, .. having hitch-bik~d a11- th~? way. from -Alabamaf : __ . 
. .. , 
----------------~-----··--·~- -- -~~- .--··- --·- -=-----··-- -----------~----. - ·--------· -~· ~ 
. . 
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. ~ .. , . 
,1( • ·.- .. 
Helped by Mr. an4 Mrs. Armstid·, she makes her way to· Jefferson in search 
_of Lucas Burch • 
•..• . _,.J••I 
This is Lena's chapter;· but be~ore it ends, · the reader 
.. . 
·-·-
learns about the fire at the Burd~n residence, the fi're -which (he learns , 




· , . ·fled. Similarly, chapter two records the meett-ng of Lena and Byron_ Bunch, 














• • r 
,--And, though the chapter is ostensibly ·Byrori' s, we l.earn. through· him of 
... 
Christmas·• arrival in Jeffer,son, his job._at the sawmill, his friendship 
.. ,.,:,..r, 
with Burch, his cabin out at the· Burden place. And we learn that the 
· ' f · only man who really knows Byron is a "fifty year-old outcast who has been 
c, 
~ ' '-\. . . .. 
denie·d by his church" (p. 42), an ex-ministe·r whom ByrC?n visits only at 
\. 
night. Thus, in these f~rst.chapters, which ~elong by emphasis to Lena 
.· . -~-and Byron, we· are introduced to every· major character in the b.ook and, 
in additioh, to a number of the book's major concerns • 
.,/ . f . .. 
Chapter 3 recounts the story of young Hightower'·s arrival in Jefferson, 
- ... , ........ . 
~ . 
his wild mixture of dogma and a vi~ion of his. Civil War· grandfathe1;., his · 
. 
-




a back street in town and his removal from·_ life. We are introduced to 
· ·h·~~ "vision." ·But we are also told_, _;significantly,· that he once delivered 
. .... . . 
a Negr.o baby-.-s_ig11ificatitly :r· think because it· is his later performance 
~--
-· 
'--as midwife that marks a dramatie.-step in his re-entry int0- life. Thus' 
at the very beginning o.f the Hightower strand, we have· a- clue to later~ 
. " 
i_ ~-~yelopme11t_s. 
» f.'~ : ·. • -
The same · thing ·.·occurs in the · four't:h. chapter, also Hightower 1 ·s. ·_· 
T'f"t"• ,, 




· -Byron tells him abou~ _ !iena' s_arriva!_an~ Joanna's murder, both of which .. · 
----,~-.---'-'----I 
'· . '. 
• • ,"."-.• ~. ! r ·,. • 
___ .r 
events are to provid·e a situat~on call~tng for- de~ision · on t~e ol.d man's ~- .. :.-~ .... 
. \ 
- ---- -- - -----··· ------ . 
.._.. ' 
:., . 
... __ .. ______ - __ ;.'" ~···-_• _ .. ·.__.·part later ~!!-~!1-~ _nave!._._._ 
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.. - ·-- --.'--;,': ... 
.... . 
... ... 
The fifth chapter is a flashback to events before· ·-the murder.- It 
. . 
begins with Joe .and_ Bro_wn (Burch) quarreling in the cabin at the Burden 
-. 
· ·homestead, but its purpose appears to be to prepare the reader for what 
. . 
- . 
is ·coming-:-· The· omniscient narrator informs us of Chri:s.tmas' resentment 
toward Joanna Burden just before the murder and of hj.s obsessive cbnvic-
J 
tion that "Something is going to happen" -(p-. 93). ,, ... Joe's walk through_-
the ·Negro section of town underscores his .. confusion·'-about raci~l ·identity · 
~ . ' ., ·.· .. -, ,•t' 




childhood .and youth, dur-ing which we get some understanding of the ,force~ 
that --went into the making of· t,his disturbed and violent man. - Joe's rela-
"'--
tionship,s with his step111other, ·Mrs. f Eacher~, and With the waitress, 
B.obbiet prepare us for the later bizarre affair wit_h Joanna .• -+ His mis-
.. 
·--- --·<' 
tr~atment' by.Hines, McEachern, and Bobbie'·s "friends'.' clarifies for us 
~ 







. •• •• I~ -- -~---,___- -----···-------~----·--· - - ..,r ."!' .j- .,.. ...... , ___ \_.-·. .· ...• -· - -- • -~ - _, ~'----"!·,• --•-• $·••..C'''" ____ _,_. ___ ... _____ ~-'f"'-r..';•~-.... -- .• -• ...... ,-...•,s • .. & •.... 
' 
• T 'f • ~~ Joanna, her family histo~y,. and her strange arid vJolent seductioe by 
I .• .. 
. -- . ~ .... -- -
-0.· 
Christmas, while the next chapter ·.,portrays Joan~a' s · sexual. excesses;. he_r 
_. .F· ·: 
:·· 
, __ 
. increa·sing domination of the relationship, and her pre~ictable mu~9er ··at ' ~·; ,, ;, __ ~ ~ ...... ~, b 
-- it . . . 
. ---·~·~······~---· #! ....... ~------·-·· .. ···"' -· •. 




·Beginning with chapte.r i3, the Hightower strand begins to assume· 
more and more importance. An ironic contrast is---drawn between · the ;osse 
. ),'( 
J_ ----- - --~ - -·· . -t· 
. ·---.. .. . 
.slow and pea.ce£~1, and along the streets the decorous people moved 
f • r··- .. -·· -- • . - ·' • ( 
... ~- -. -
" 
... L 




,$ --· •• 
t---,---~-;-----~....:___:_-'---·-_:_----=··=c.:· -~~"--~ __ lmmedi~ately_ ther.eafter, - Byron . informs .. Hi_ghtqwer that, in spite of repu-
- tation, he is 'moving LencJ: to. the 'cp.bin:'.recently_ va,cated· _by .Burch· -a_nd 
I· 
~ -- ·- _..,,, .:.- -, _ ... '. - . . . 
.. J a 
-.... . . . 
~-.. ~-~ • .,.._._ j• - ..., -..:, -.- . ·. --
~'-~ . 
.. -~--.;,.. - . ·::t_ .. ·.~:.:._·_· 
. • - . , . 
-!-.... 
---··--
. _..._ ... 
. --
t • '-• • ._ '• 
·.,-- --
·-
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. . .  . 
-,Christmas and that Joe's- t;ail · has b¥n found. : Event~ are ·moving . toward 
. . 
~ -- ---~ 
a crisis for the old minister. And they continue to move. , Chapter 14 
.• , ... ,. ' 
. detail~ Joe's experi~nce in a Negro church and his capture at Motts~own:_, 
-- Theri (chapter· 15) the Hineses l~arn of the arrest and go to Jefferson.~· 
... 
' . --
They go· _with Byron to Hightower' s house (cha,.~J:er 16), and. the distraught 
,, 
old man, asked· to lfe i!.} Jpe's·beha-lf, refuses. Chapter 17 tells __ the 
\, 
story of the birth. of_ Lena~~ baby agp "the '_surge of something almost ltot-;-=:-
,almost triumph~nt'_~ (p. - ·35s) tha,t fills the renewed clergyman. After a 




_attempt to fight him,_ we are returned to the old house on the back street. 
Joe Christmas chooses it- as his s_anctuary (high tower) aft_er ·his escape 
. . ' 
from the law and, despite Hightower' s lie to protect him; is castrated 
. -
. by Percy Grimm. -This m~jor thrust of the Hightower strand climaxes, wit~ 
•.. 
the~ 20th cha_pter, which begins with his early life and concludes (as I 
, .. b~lieve) with his moral illumination and release from· spirit~al DOOaage. 
~.- . . -: ..... 
.. \. 
Follo_wing these chapter·s., which we shall examine more carefully while · 
documenting Hightowet:~.s r.ebirth;_ the novel concludes with a comic ·chapter 
_ recounted by a iurni ture dealer w-ho had given Lena and Byron and tne baby 
,. . ' . 
a rid.e. Lena is again on the road, and he~_ part of ·the story, .. at· l_east~ l 





Though ~-F~J!Jkner has g~ven mor·e _ spa-ce to the Jc:,~ Christmas strand ~ 
------
. ' ..,,.,.,. '' 
Light in August than to others, ·it is by no· means clear; as ~ have indi- · 
' .. 
' ' • r . • , /. 
cated in. 'a preliminary way,. that Joe-1 S' ·is the most important· story in the . 
• ·.·,·.1-
_\'.. -n~ve 1. 
.,• ... ---- .~ . ···-
And though there is no special. virtue in making imperious claims · 
/ •· .. 
. 
for. OE.e or another characte.r' it is nec~ssary, I think, to :raise t_he 
:.-.~,..._-.;;:._ ·--
.--c . . 
. ;·"-··· . --,,. . 
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~· .. ' .... 
• 0 - _ _. 
-. 
-- -~· 
'.--. questiQn of the,ir relati v·e_ .{mportance to -~_he -meaning' of the. novel. Just. 
what -is the relationship qf _the Hight-ewer part of the·· story to the- other· 
.. 
-strands? . - - -•- - I 
,_ ........ ~.····· 
..... 
" t.- - ~·• ' 
·-,. " - Perhaps the most natural thing :to do is to ·view it simpl-~-t as~ op.e_ of 
\· 
\ 
;. ""!-~ .• . ~ . 
, 
three sto;ies which go into the making of the whole .•... ,. Thus Ilse ~Dusoir 
~_in~, in her impor~ant article, suggested that of the three interwoven 
tales, .. tha.t. of Christmas is c1. tragedy, :th~t of Hightower a kind of 
"problem novel," and that-·~of Lena ~a-·cpmedy~ 2 In similar tripartJte 
l 
fashion, Olga tick~ry,.who sees Joanna·and not Lena as the important 
I 
. - . . \ 
female character; propos~s ,that e·a.c·h~ of the major figures represents a 
---,_ \ 
personification of a rejected attribute. The South, seeirig itself as 
"" 
• J 
opposites and thus rejects the Negro (Joe), the Northerner (J~~nna) ~nd 




The virtue of such schemes lies in their 
- ·.-inclusiveness. The --protiit~m is·.that it is difficult ·to compress the rich-
------ --- , _______ - ·--







- •. { 
-- -- - . ·----- .. 
··ness of -ariy-~of--t-he strands __ intQ. ~~:y~~s~c~ rtea~ scheme. The Hightower t_al~ ~ _·.·~=-,~"-·-· 
• -· :ll,. 
:i.- ~---,·------ ------··---~~----·------- - -------or-----· - -- - ----·---
for example, has both t_:ragic·· and comic elements;· and one doubts whether 
--- --
the old minist'er' s alleged apostasy is of major importance in the novel . .. 
o-
:_ ;t-fore f~u,i_tful, I th.ink, have been the· ~uggestions that· the- Hightower 
~-~ 
_ strand, in on·e way or .another, serves as a ~ind of .connecting l~nk be.tween 
• :: ~-# 
Cl . 
. th_e stori-es. R.B •. McElderrr, - in his study of the ·narrative structure of 
:· 
.... 
. ____ ._ ---·- --- - - • 
.J,~-·- , - -- -
' 1 .. • 
' I • 
1tight in ~ugust-;-~~ncluded t~at-~~Hightowe+' s · s-t~ry links the Lena Grove . 
~-- -
. 
...:. . ----.... .. _ ·- ... 
~.-~.; ~·::~f •. ~·-··~--.·-
ana Joe Christmas sections of -the book,,4 a ~ugge·.sti·on which our. survey __ .·/ 
.. · .... -,:"~-~_._,_~ 
." 
• I ( 
. J. 




, . . 
~-. -· · .. __ .. ·. :_, __ _. .o_f the novel'.s 6rgariizati-~n might suppor·t, except that a ·simi.lar· cJaim 
•, ' 
... 
. :---~ - ~ .... ' .. -
. • . 6 
-·· -- - - ---- -· -----=---~~.-~. -
I ••. t-
-· ·.,_ .... 
•' .:3:~- ~ .. __ -· 
' ., 
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---- ~-- __ ._,. ___ _ 
---~-·-- ~------ -~ ---- -· 
--------:-- - . .., 
- . 
- I . -
"· 
_l • 
- ... > ;.--:.-~ .• -: · - • -
_ ·equa·lly be supported. Irving Howe is clo·ser to stating the w~y in which 
·-.. ':.... .... __,._ ....... _ -
•• 
High.tower~ unifies. the se.ctions of the- book in an observation which has 
become a common one: that the old minister provides. "a reflective con-
-sci-ousness upon whic_h the conduct of Lena and Christmas can register. n5 
-It· has long been recognized tha~ he functions' as i kind ~-f center: ~f 
' 
.J,- ., ... 
... 
' " ',~ .. .:.1....... -
int_elligence, so muc\l so, in_ fac~, ·. that a numbe~of_ critics have accused' 
• r ---- - 1 
. -- .. 
-· 
,,, .. j•s:• 
·~· 
_. ·-,.- Faulkner of undue authorial intrusion. He is the most .t.hought·ful · charac-
I 
--
r'.-. -··· .·t, 
ter· in the boo~, and. h~ story appears :to. have provided the novelis't:"'·-an / ' _ ... 
·- '., l .• ~~ 
opportunity to meditate dn the significance of the·action in the stories 
-- . 
r ·• . 
.,, 
of Lena and Joe. As .Phyllis Hirshleifer has put it," the care with which 
·· ··Faulkner gives us the details of Hight9wer' s life in the penultimate 
·',' , .. ·1· 
.. . .. --- --. ·-- -~ - --· -
. ' 
.. 
chapter "is not anti-climactic after Christmas's death, but the vital 
' 
· philosophical counterpart of it. 11 6 
' 
'-2. 
Here, in other~_words, is where w~ are 
I .: 
-
. , · · most likely to detect the major conceptual significance of the nov~l. 





Faulkn.er himself,- in- ~~e- University 0~ Virg:inia discussions, 
·----·---·-------- ______ .. ~-~-~_j_g~J:apo_sed llt_ghto:w~r' s story to that of Christmas. Asked why he put the 
.... ,_, . 
-- ··- --··--·- -
-- ---- --




. ~--- ------~- - ---
-----~----
.. 
.. -- :_ .. \, .· 




. ( .. 
chapter about the minister's early life so close to th·e end of the novel, 
.. 
-·. , he replied: "It seemed to me tfiat was the most !'effective place to put ., 
that, 'to underline --.the ~ragedy of Christmas's s.tory by the tragedy of .. · .. 
his antithesis</"7 
-< 
Beach Langston has suggested that-Faulkner's meaning 
-- ·, ---





the 20th chapter when he· is "crucified'' on ·the ·Wheel of Truth.8-----1a:w!~~ce 
.. 
.. -• ~ 
--------~Tbempson 15erieves th~f wh·at-the · no.velist means- ·to-- -do--i-s~-eon-tr-a-st a - ~..:., ... •·<·-· 
\ . ,\--., r, I'• I 
t~ag~dy-~i chat~cter.(Hig~tower's) with a trage~y o~ fl~e (~oe's)j insofar· l. -. 
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, \ _Both of these ,suggestions ~ay be true. 
, 
Yet there is, it.seems~to -
me, another poss<>ibility that does not strain credibility. _ The book's - - - "· 
_. ··-· ·--~ ..... ~~ .. _,_ .i'i. ·-··---.. - _., ' 
. weight of consciousness, -as Irving H6we has accurately pointed out, falls 
' .. --- . ~- -. .,... . .. 
. - -- -... """' 
..n.::;. 
I mainly on Gail Hightowet, for two reasons~ For one thing, as we have had . i 
.,,.._ I '" J .,. "f 
... -- .. "'";· 
. ' 
occasion to note eariier, the readei;- finds it hard to --identify with 1 ·ter1a' s 
., ·· meager intelligence -and p_ritnitive simplicity. Sor another, we see Joe 
\ 
Christmas mainl~ from the "outside." And 'Since we do not sufficiently 
.......... 
\~~ter his inner life, the b-~~den o_f __ J:he. govel'·s~·
1
consc~ousness desceq.de, 
\ \ \ \ \ 
', 
~--··· ·-, . .,- \ \ 
o~ th£! old minister, HOwe··vi<ews this emphasis a~
1 
a failure on Faulkrl~r's 
pa~,t.\ He doe~1 not regard Hightower aS capable. of .,reflecting for us th~ 
\ \ I 
' \ \ \ \ 
. \ 









,·,:-· the book's final- word and that Hightower remains caught in- his web of 
-
" fantasy until the.very end. _This, indeed, is Howe's interpretation of· 
' ' 
· the penultimate c~apter-,·· ai;i interpretation th~t, as_ I shall show, does 




\ .· I find a m~jor .ciue· to_ Hightow·er' s signifi~nc~ in the· discussion 
~ 
-· ~~ .. ,._ 
of ·the novel by Edmond L. Vo'ipe. ·i Discussing the character of Byron Bunch, 
'· 
.. -
-=-... ~ .... _ -- ...• ~ Volpe says: 
~ ,· .-·· _.,.-
·.sig~ifi~antly,-:iiowev~r, throughout .the novel~ ,Byron-" 
is kept-at a distance. We are told nothing of his 
past, of the forces that have formed his character. 
~To·hav~ done so would have been to make Byron the 
~entral figure in the.book because he would have -
po_rtrayed the road from n_~gation to affirmation, a 
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-crihe. ·light in August deals·with extremes--resis-
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-·-·--·--·· 
~--~Y contention is that--Light in August contains a ·--figure who does, indeed, =:... 
. - '~ . 
_,,..:"" 
~ . 
--po):'tray the road frorµ negation to affirmation, and whose journey on this 
-
road Faulkner takes great care tQ __ .underline. Not only does Hightower' s 
stoiy carry the main weight of consciousriess in the riovel; it forms the 
/ 
. . 
antithesis to· the Christmas story in a way not previousl-Y· indicated by· f 
' 
the critics: Hightower ·is the man who makes .that very esc~ape from the 
·-circle of fatality that Joe Christmas has been unable to. make. He is the 
figure who moves from bo_n.da:ge toward freedom, from illusion toward reality,· 
from darkness toward light. And, in the terms that Vo'lpe has suggested, 
he thus becomes the central figure of the novel. Carl Ben~on, I think, 
. . 
was closest to this point of view in his discussion in the ·south Atlantic 
• II I. ~ • I..' 
•.;• I It- Tl/ tf 
Quarterly in October, 1954. E~en though he believes that Hightower 
' $_uccumbs finally t.o his vision, he qonetheless sees sufficient redempti~e --.. 
'-.. l, • 




/.. ·· si,gnific~nce 'in his. growth to· view him as central in the narrative, as -· 
·-,:.:--:~~..J.t.m.::,;,a .$Fd.L i~iJ'.U :sr;.:u::1:a:!l,,IE..a.CWC .. i:a:tJWU:::lh'iJt.uz:,:i, . ..:;m ... J.,.~~-.;-,..r-r.~,rr..._r:t:rr::r2rz;r:..-r..":~~.-.::c:~-:i;ri:7~71:"'.r-rn:r.-.arni.~1\-.~,--..-. .. ,-r.r-.-:-c;-:-.,.::.~r,!'.T~;~c-~'t~.;. ··'• M ,(.,.1 o._,. ,c ... -,;-__ . re-;:-."\:"--:-.· r-.~7r-:---.-;---~·,-:--,-:-:i".'•-r-r:-•cr-c~.-;;-r-~-;<"r.,-~·-:!--·~-~-;---;:-·o:...,.~~- 7 _~9:7_ . ..,_ J ..• -:t-s•.1-...<t•;.Vl.'l-l"'J>-... :::,1.rur-.-n.~yl'JI.Y!U~rm\'.~~?l:."'"~~"1Z.1'1m 
'J•'\'-• • 
·-- ---- ·-.-------- the key to the ethical problems raised by the novel, and as its "mor~l ... - . ·- - - - -- ... . 
.. 
/ 
.. . :"' 




"..C_· _,,. .. 
. . 
here. 1112 -Hightowe~' s .· rebirth during the course of the narrative, as I 
·shall: now _attempt- to_Ji¢1lqn-.st..r-atte, leada us as ·clos.e to affirmation 'as ,.·-~--
. Faulkn~r' s novel allows· us to come-. I 31;,'I 
'' \-- - ,/ • . ... ,,u 
-
,·i"f"; . . · •,!' 
. .•. · 
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When he first met Joe Christmas, Byron Bunc·h_ thought. "how a man·' s 
,/··· 
.,.._,."· ... -...... name, which is sup~osed to be just the sound for who he is, can be some-
., '-~-
. ' how an a·ugur of what he will do, if ouher men can only __ :read the me~ning -· ___ .,.,:- · 
-~'-----"-~~-- in time" . (p .. 29). Since both here and, in the Un~virsity of Virginia lee-
,, I ,l-'. ~, 





~\·:·· • .the__mgst part, they have been content to ca-11 attention to its obvious 
\, · ~·: ··-· or "ab=~~;;--~~~:;a1112, ~i(nificance .!ithout s.uggestii:ig .a specific source.t~ 
surprising that critics hi~e puzzled over the name Gail Highto~er. 
··•-.1, __ ,_ 
For' 
. ..( ·-· 
- -.,_ 
Fau.lJcner, of course, has provided a number of-clues within the novel. 
··-.. 
I 
The honorary title -appended to the name, he tells us, is -·exp-lic~~ed by 




----------..====------------_ _.. _ -___ --_how-·iligh~owe·r c~m-e -t'q poss-ess a-d~-~ire·e ·us-ual°Iy--awardecl--~er:itorio-us-
performance in the ministry. The first ·name may· well be ·a play on· _t_~e. 
- -
----
111an' s lifelong temptation to '·-escape from "the harsh gale of living"· (p. 419). 
.-----··----------·-.· --t· ------ _· -----
ter' s qo~e as "a_ forgotten flag above a ruined ·_fc;,rtres·s" (p_. 318) and of 
_;_ -- -· --;;-- -.,. - . 
J 
11\1 .. · • : 
. . ' 
' . . ,./ 
_'!. •. 
.-,· his house as a place ot. "~efµg~" .(-2.,.. 39.0)v 1 f0~ the· ~teeing J~e Christl1laS. 
, 
"That old outcast minister,u-says-Gavin Stev~ns, "was ;a sanctuary which 
'\ 
.. 
would would be'_ inviolabie not ·only 'to offic'ers ~nd mobs, but to the very 
- ' 
· °"i-rrevocable pa.st"_ (p. 392). All _ these suggestions point to a man· who has 
-
lived high above.the terrrirs of ordinary e~istence. 
. 
' ' 
Phyllis Hirshleifer has made a more specific -~ugge_stion as· to· .. s.ource 
- - -,--' 
- - .. . ::. --- -- -.. 
(apparent iy using the second chapter of Isaic!h): "T·J;1e · ,name t Hightower 1 
~-----'----,---.,----·-------------"' ,, -··: - ---·- --- .. -- - ----- --~----------------- ------- '------·--~-------·--·----·--· ----------~-< 
.ll 
-- - --- - -·----·--------·------------------ ---~------------- ....... ------------------------·--
. ' 
..,__.._~_ ...-.. :,---,;;, ... -:-;-.. -._-:---, ~--------- ------· -· 
. •· . 
····-- - -- ----·- _:•·.-:·."':-::-:-· -- __ :___, _·-it.$elf·. may echo the ~hreat in· Isaia~that on the day of judgment 'every 
,I' ' 
- .• . . .. ~ 
' 
-··-- _.,....... 
( ·< ____, . 
high tower ..• -..shall be bowed g2~, and the haught"ines'·s o.f men shall be made 
' •, .. 
\-_ 1' ... -. • ... 
--.::., .. -·-·· . 
- -- - - -
' , 
- . • • • . • 1 ··-~:: 
- . ~.. • .. 
- , 
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I de~t~. n3 As we shall observe, the theme of judgment doe~ s·eem a part of .\ · !
. . . . , *:·,~<:;\ \. I 
~- _-· ::::::::: s t:t::::t:::r~:s:0:::::::~f::::g::s::v:::::e:s b:::::::e~er::.re··· \. · ~\. 
-. 
i' •. \ 
\ \ . ,·•• .. 1· 





. ' ~ 
'~The Lord ·~s my Rock,. in him will I trust: ·. 'ne···1.s my shield, and the horn----·-----~--·":~.--.. -
. 
o'f my· salvation, -my high tower and my r·efuge, my savior; thou sa~est me .. 
- ....... __ from v~ence.114 --------- ... ~·· 
-
./ 
~- -• ' 
Has -not Gail Hightower' s atti·tude toward _religion been almost-
....... 
. 
precisely that of the psalmist? Featful of the violence of ~eality, he 
has created an even harsher violence in his f~.ntasy 
fl" • ":t,.-·t,i . 
~~., .. ,. ----- --·-··'- ____ ... ___ ---· 
.---· ... 
. ~·, ......... ·' ligion as high tower and refuge froin life, mi~sing 
life>. misusing re-
the call to the 
.... , .. 
ministry __ a_s a means of- escaping those very human predicaments of life, 
.. ) .. 
· death, and suff_ering that are the substance of the minister's obligation: ,,,.,, 
·--·~ --- - -..:.;_·:· ... -=--~~---~·· ="·-~·-~·· ~~--"'- Q 
. _ :.~:-···~. ---·-· ~ ........ ·, . . .. :.,·., ·:-· · · .. :·'. ,-.He ·bel~eved with .a calm joy that· t·f ever there - · ·· -
~---,.:."f.~~~-:..,.,t,,..-.~-,a:=:··~,"..c. . .. -,.~~---: ··· .:..~.-;rwa.s· shelter,· it would be the Church; that .if· ever· 
· · ___ ..... _____ :·"· truth could. walk naked and without. shame or fear, 
-----···--···--.----··" it"would,.be in the seminary. :·When he believed that 
~--·· ~ 
- . ------~----"'~--·~--~--------- -·\---






·<·t he had heard the call it seemed to him that he 
.. ..., 
.... 
could see his futur~, his life, intact and on all 
· .... sides complete and inviolable, like a classic and 
ser.ene vase, where the spirit could be born· anew -~· 
' . 
#,·- sheltered from the harsh gale of living and die so, 
\.·.· ·,. peacefully, with only the far ·sound ·of the· circum-
vented wind, with sca~ce even a handful of rotting--
dust to be disposed _of. (p. 419) 
. . ~ 
' ·.!. 
. . . 
-~ .... ------·.....l.~-"c-'-~-·-'.· .. ~ ~ . . . 
. ,, ... fJ;ie .. ,K~atsian:~r:ri.-:image,·above, is used freque.ntly through9.ut the novel.' 
- - --- ---~----:'.-....-..;-_~-----.: - -~- -- .:.. - ---------·-•--,~. 
,... ·-
- ~ . ,; . - . . ·-··' . 
. ' 
Just as Jo_e Christmas ·sees urns "·c:r.aked" and "not ••• perfect" (p. 165) and 
. 
. . !, .. ' ' . 
. . 
- . • ,.- ~ c, •• 
. - . . . . ... 
. ·. . . .. .. . . . - . · ' ... ·.· - -· - --\ 
. . ·... . ,· . . . .···- .. -- - . ·- ··-·-·----~-------
.. -~.--.~.-:->~-.;.-~is, .as VoI{fe say~~ ·revolt~d to·I~arn. this fact about.his world,5. young . ----------.·-· 
-----·- -.--' . \ \ >t_1-- J. 
.. --- . - ~ ;.: -· . 
- I,, 
• ....__ .. ., - -
. ·, 
, . , .. , ... :· Hightowe_r _uses all his re~ol:lrces to .keep. his ill~~ie:n~. ~ntact:. · ·The:sickly-· 
f .•• ' 
1: .. , . . 
' . \,'• -··· .:-_ . 
,· ·. "" ~ 
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boy, raised ·among t~~~ ghosts and phantoms of· the past; grew up worshiping 
_._, .... 
~ ~ ·. ( -. -
-.. ., .. 




;cp.icken house_ during the Civil War.· Faulkner is .care-f.µl· (in chapter 20) 
'· 
:to fi 11 in the details for us. 
. -
Gail was an only child, "born i·nto the ' . -~- - ,-~~ 
. ,..--
'. 
autumri of his moth'ir' s and.: father's l~~es_; whose organs already required -
·t1:ie unfl~gging care of. a Swiss watch" (p. 411).- .... Jlis -fa_ther was 50 when 
,~I'-
~ 
·Gail was born and ·there was. never. any closene~s between the111. Just· as 
--·- ....- . 
. ·--
. young Bayard in Faulkner's Sartoris went b·ack two generations to -identify 
\ - .. ~,,., ,._ -~' 
-, 
with the ···old Colonel and as the younger Compsons felt quite keenl};, the 
' 
. 
-- ~. .. , ... Jr ~ 
palpable presence of the pld General (in The Sourid and the Fury), so 
young Gail identified, not with his robust father-, but with the distant 
and shady sub~tance of i- former generation. If the ny present 
1·\---
~ttc;tchment, it was to ,the ·mothe_~, whom tile boy thought of as 'without 
~ I 
... ,... I 
legs, feet; as being only tha-t·-thin face' and .the two eyes which -seemed · 
~---~~ ----- - . - -- -· - ·- ·-· - -- ·-----·----- ·------' -- ------- -·-------· - ----- -- ----" -- ---- ----- - --------.----·-- ----·- - . -·-· -- . ~-- -- ----· - -----... --------··--·- ----- -------- - -- - ------ . -- -- ·------- •- -
-
- --- _ .... ". ..- . --- ...----~-------~-- -·-· ,. __ ... - - .. -daily to grow ... ·bigger ~_nd pigger-, -as -though about to embrace _all s·eeing"--·:-· ------:·--~----. 
·• --- ·------ . ·~-- __ ,L,.· ----·-· 
• ~ 
__ , ______________ ,, _ -- - (p. 416 ). . rn· this atmosphere of --sic:~ness-, i-n, -whi~h--t-he, .. on-1-y.--"adu-lts---i-n~--~----'-----------.. 
his life se·emed like ''phantoms'' ·(p •. 415), fascinated by the Civil War · 
-
tales of the old Negro4 Cinthy, sick at the very thought pf vio).ence, 
• • 4 - • N 
• 
. ' . -
·_ yet unable to tear himself away from. the household mementos of that vio- -
,..,.,,..,. 





-· -• • . ·~··: "! •.. 
.. 
. /. he,..foUllded his· life on the shifting sallds of fantasy. · , <' . " 





--~-~--=----~--.-----,,...;.-=·-=· ~-~==-Fi~~~-,,. .. e~.~1en-a' s _ aai-ve ··faith in Ptbvitience, is- mi1:rot=ed-.:tn~--C:-ail 's- fa-E-~-a-·e-r-· --=--~~~--.. 
'. 
. . , 
'• 
: ..... •• w 
. -. ' -- . !7bO; . r:~~sing. to allow his wifeT to accep't~- -the aid . of n~ighbprs ·duri,n-~,:,. 
~ ,4 
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the_ famine-endangered years of. the Civil War, reminded her that G'od would 
provide.-- Her reply was bitter: "'Provide what? Dandelions and ditch '·--~---.. ~--~ 
weeds?'" (p. 409). This young man, b.y the age of·twenty-one, was riding 
. . 
:..•' 
sixteen miles every Sunday to pr«=:~ch in a small Presbyterian chapel back 
............ \- •. , •• , •• #, 
He "did not touch .and ·had -~~ver tasted_" (p. 412) whisk~y. • \ \_ ,- in the hills. • ~~ • ··-----....... ____ :-.:-·T ....... ~:__ ' 
\ 
He was, ~cc-ord~ng to his own father, "' a ·sanctimonious cuss'" whose -only.: -----· 
.. --------~·- - -
requir~ment for a wife was "'~9mebody that can sing alto out of a Presby-
.. ~ ~- -
.::i..,.< .,._.-,. ;- ... r ··-·· ' , .,, 
. .. • -h b k',I fl c· 413) <,.- ___ ,. __ ;-{ : . ... _ter~an ymn oo p. · .• He .was an abolitionist who r6ught for the 
- ; __ :-~-.~··--- -----; _. -- --•-- -
. ·south,. a ·man, in ·whom -opposing princ~.e_les clashed in such a way that "he 
. - -
was two separate and cOmplete people, one of whom dwe11e'\ by serene rules· 
. / \ 
in a world where reality did not exist" (p. 415). · \ 
. ~ . ~-· . ·~ >) 
, Nor was reality very. palatable to his"'--r'son. As Gail grew to manhood, 
..... 
' 
he ,allowed each prush with t!1_e_ harsher c~~c~~.~tances ~f ~~ife to'" dr_ive 




- ___ __:_--- --~-~ ~--
' ' . 
__ ·~--~· ~ __ _ .. _~~ .. ,,_,_: ______ ~Qt.possible ~ream,, for ~~- _8.~~ -~~ the Ch~rch __ not on_ly · a place where he 
__ .,._ 








might dwell ser-ene and above. the - fray but a means of re~ur.ning ·to the · . 
-- •--··· ----·-------- --~,~-·,t,;. ---------- _ .... - --~--c--···--------· ----·- ---- ------ ----. ·'iJ,-· ... , - - ·-·------- ---------------,~--=""------
.··• -,y.A ,, .......... --- .. 
- - .. '• -- . 
-/ scene of his grandfath~r· s dubious triumph. ~is choice of a wife is .al~o 
·- ; :_ .. revealing: _ 
,--
... 
She. was"· the 'daughte·r ~of one of the ministers __ , 
-·-.., ...... the te~ch~rs, in the college. Like himself, she 
was an only child •. He believed at once that 
she was beautiful, because h~Mhad heard of her 
-before he ever saw her and when he did see her he 
'ald not see 'her at all because of the face which 
. . . 
~he-had already created in his mind.· ije did not be-
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- ··; ;Th~ourtship i.tself was the young lady's idea, for Gail ha_d not the 
,-
-
·initiative to conceive it. For three y~ars "her eyes had watched him 
·. 4.-. 
··:-:,with almost desperate ca.1culation" '(p. 420), so· anxious was ·she to escape 
. 
. 
: the boredom an·a ·routine of seminary life. Her cues provoked his mechani-




. ' . 
state car-r-i-ed- over into and 'existing still among the living like t,wo , 
, ' 
. ·-r<r--\ f ' . 
- ' .• 
' shadows chained tqgether with the shadow of a chain" (p. 420). But when 
,. ,, .... 
· ~er suggested :Lt and told him· how much she hated the seminary, he accepted 
it without surprise, just as\he accepted her revelation that they would 
'-. . 
' . 
. have to connive with the elders of the hier~rchy in order to get the 
. 
I • 
Jeffe~son appointment. Under her firm tutelage Gail allowed himself to 
"I be led i~¢p by step until they found the~selves on the tr~in, speeding 
· t·oward Jefferson, Hightower' s excited youn.g voice babbling \tbout his 
... ._ ~ ' 
. 
- -- ..... --- -~> ·- ,· 
I 




---- ---· ·-·-----~ 




Neither wife nor career lasted·/very l~ng', and we receive the uncanny· 
'--. ·-.~ .r 
--· .. 
. . - ----
--- ·--- ---·------ - . 
impression that at some level, their remo·val too,- was· a· part of Hightower' s 
' > Jife plan,~ necessary prelude to his.prolonged retreat fr~m life. From k 1 
,-
the beginning, the young clergyman was· unable to see hi~ congregation as 
' l'i • r 
• 
. fallible huma_n beings, "faces full of bafflement and hunger and eagerness"_.:.,_, 
" 
., . ' ( 
' 
--·· ·-· . ... - --- -- --- - - . ,,... ___ .. ~ C-p. 427) awaiting ·his h·elp. He w.,as little more than a showman, "the, 
·----.... I 
, . 
dogma he was supposed to preach al 1. full of gallpping. cav~lry and defeat 
. , 
. - r 
" - • • 
. • " ,_ .i , i I 
.) 
- .,,::-. I.. 
... 
· - and glory" (p. · 5.4), "offering· instead of the ·crucified shape of pity -a~d 
-............. . - 1 
. 
.... / 
____ . __________________ love_,-· _a_ -~-l\r~gg~rtpg-_c:1nd_un_ch~§t·ened bravo~ kilJed_-with a sh_?t~~~- _in _a. p~~-~e- ---'"---___._ __ 
··- ..,. -. ·------. - - ·-\, 
.... 
' "' - . <·' • 
. 
ftil- henho-us·e" (pp. 427-428) .. ··To his ·congregation "he sounded like it .. · · ;"~ 
.. .. • • ·•.• • 
--- ~ • 
• •• •. 
• 
.. • .~ 
.,. --·.. # 
. . ... 
- .---.:.._ 
. . ;---· ··- .. · wa's the town he desired to·.'-live in -and not ·the chu_rch-·and the~. people-who ~ . ' 
. . ·:....-- --'.'- ' -. 
- • r,,j • 
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-· . 
composed the church, that he wanted to serve. As if h~ did not care· about 
~he people, ~he living people, about_whether they want~d him_here. or not1' 
.. ,_ .· 
(p. ·52). Confusing relig~o·n and ~he galloping cavalry and his dead. -· ___.;;...,;;...--'·fl. .. , ... 
? -------~ ---· 





the very beginning, he was captiv~ _to a false _belief, .. ~he belief that his \.--------~--
present life was unreal; a·n opportunity merely to rehearse again and 
again. the events ·of "the. only day_ he seemed to have ever lived· in" (p. · 53) • 
... ...... ~. - . -~.-..·- ...... 
.. _ 1 • • 
"Where . there is no identity, · t,\lere can be no intimacy. Impotent an·d 
? 
--; • • • _.r~-' ~'l,~. 
. . 
sufficient unto himself in his dream wor,ld, Hightower. built an impassable. 
barrier between himself and his young wife. Sometimes she woul.d not ·even · 
come to the church· where her own husband ... was preaching. She began to 
. develop "that frozen look on her face" (p. 54) and became alienat~d from 
\ 
"I,\ ..... , 







hotel and after another attem~ at .. ·makin·g · the best of the situation · 
- ~..;..,_-· ==•·•·-=-a•rt"I"=~ """"· ~==;;;;;;==.i••••-···~-- • • ···•,s,,'.'-':;"'-~=,~~.J==,;.;,c~.-;"~C-=-==cc;··c,:-;.-Cr.-c_ .· ----~,c·,=·~-~~·-;·~c.,ec.,:,-,,~"-'-~7 .:.~-- · ·' ·-.- "'\':"-f=e"·"---===.ec:;,~=·,'"="~"°""'"""-"'="==:..~.,;===c:-c:===7'·•:c·c,-~-.cc-.... :, .... - '.-. . cc•.-.·.•- ====.::i;.::.; -·- ~- - __ .... ----i~-.:.~-.":·;.-
. . 
suffered a nervous breakdown. i\f.ter c1. few months.in a·mental hospita1, 
. . 
--------;-........_,.,. ___ _ 
_.g~ . . \ -
_}Ir_§_. Hightower_ was for a_ time.s. ___ "a.s _ ~hey belie_y_ed that the minister's wife 
.. 
should be" (p. 56). _ But the interval .. could not .. last; the t-r-ips to 
.. 
·····----~- -- ·--- · ·- · ----- · ·--------------M ....empiii s re.~umed. 
. .....if 
' r' 
And one Sunday morning the congregation read in the: 
' •..ap.. 
·~.. . ~ . ..,..,:,:. 
paper that the wife o~ the Rev.- Gai_l· Hightower, D. D., had jumped or £al-- --
> 
.,..._ .. _ .... _________ ........,.. _____ ~------
-- -~--- -----··~--· ---- _ _,, .• , .. ___ ····~- • .!lo - •---r -· -- ·---- . - . .. - - -- - - -- - - - - .. - - - - --
. - . 
' 
len from a Memphis hotel wit;tdow, having been registered there ·as wife to · · 
.. 
- . 
,- -- .. / 
.. a man--.who was with--~ he·r at the titlle. 
. -... ---... 
-l,-- - . 
:J . . .. 
,; 
i • ( 
/ ) 
-
. . ~· 
When these even-ts led inexorably to· his d·ismissal froni the church, _ 
' . 
-----::-------,---_,·........,._ ,--=u..--.ghtower accep-ted ft'-- not---as ·-~the--ulti.mate blow-,- bu-; as- if· this. wera.c-tb ___ e_______ • 
.... ... ' 
• + 
r·--
-· ----·,-·-'•·---.---····,- . ·. ~ .. 
•·' ::..·. 
· ·. -long:.expected ho'~~~ Holding a hy.pi[lal be.fore <his face to avoid photograph~fS •-• · .. 
• . "> • ._.'/{"/{'/4,11.,\1;,U . .,. • . • • 
. & . 
·followi~g the finc1:l s-ervice, he could not -avo~_d oi;ie_· pictur-e. · -.It revealed . -
•, • t. ·':. .'"';-.:- ;-r··· - ... , ·-- -----. -;l..,~ ~,; .-- • 
~~.· 
_. . .. 
-• . -·- - ... 
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him "holding the hymn book b~fore his face. And behind the book his 
• 
. . 








·prints" (p. 59). He was acting, "making it appear that he was being 
,' ~. \ '·· l, ~ ~ 
.. ... •, 
driven; uncomplaining, into that which·he did not even.then- admit had 
J • 




becam~ .. -a ·man n~t only covertly but -ove_rtly beaten, hidden, out of· 1ife. 
. I 
Al_l · spiritual authority was removed, a -inatter underlined neatly_ at his 
,,. • •f, ". ~,. . ... . 
i wife's funeral when another minister f:ook from hi!Il the ~ible, the book 
of the people of God (p. 59). He bought a little house on a q~iet and 
hidden street and settled down to a lifetime. of fantasy and isolation. , 
Every evening, he sat at his window from sundown to full dark, waiting 
~ ....... 
· for his recurring vision. Anef regularly, it_ came upon him, the crash-
~ ~ng of hooves and the.violent noise, the waving of flags and th~ rushing 
- ··--':"'.':::'':" ..... ~:·~·-~:<~=-:-c:_':".'r~ ... ~-.J!~:~~~~~ -. - --.-· ---· -·- .. __.. -. ·-· •.•. "'"'-•., -----:;------·,,:·· ····--·-·-·•: ·.········-···· - -··- -~ -- - • _-------- ·.·- - •. _ ·.· .•. ·-._·· •• , .. -_. ---.------ - .--.-- ~ -· - - •.. -.----- - .• - --- -- . • ---:-:- .- . 
past of figures of a bygon.e age, "phantoms who loomed heroic and tre-
. - --~. ___ -,, 
-· 
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now filled his Y!aking and sleeping life" (p. 410). ~-. 
Before the arrival of Lena Gr6've in Jefi'erson, Byron ··Bunch has- be·en 
-----------,-----~..._ ;---.-~-----··----------- -------------.. -- -----. - .; -- <, I 
. -- -------· - -· 
• >r1 
\·', 
·•,the ·o-ld man's Qnly contact with life •. V.isiting with_ him "only at night" 
-------··· ~-·-(-p~.-~ 41) in- order to avoid·, public- notice-,· Byron, · himself an -as.cetic re--------
_.·'. cl~s·e,,, ·admires the old minister- for his knowledge ~nd still respects him· 
..... 
as a man o·f God. 
.. 
It is one of Faulkner's nice ·to·uches· in L·ight in Augu~t 
"' --L 
that this man, who comes to· Hightower for c_ounser; himself becomes ~~- _ -~ _ 
~ .... t ~ 
tr. j - • 
I .:.., ~ ,· • 
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important instrument of the latter's.rebirth, i~volving him with the 
--~ ..... • .t . 
· problems of Lena and·Joe and prodding--Hightower's conscience .. on seve·ral .,-~---·--
. . . .. . 
. r 
. . .... 
... ~- -.· 
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important occasfons. A shbrt sentence early-in the novel seems to serve 
a.s a porten·t of momentous changes to come: "Then Byron fell in love" 




• • (p._' 4Z_). Thus the arrival' of Lena Gr6ve in~-Jefferson, Mississippi,.· 
'-. . 
----__,_ __ ___ 
' 
.• ... ..f 
,--<,...>-b~gin~ not only the novel but a~so-~he·process of chang~ in Gail Hightower 
which, as I see.-it·, carries the major burden of thepnovel's redemptive . ~-.~, . 
significance •.... ,,. 
....._ -I ,. 
•--:-. . 
Four years previous to the·events reiounted in the novei, th~ 
. -~ .. 
' \., 
·minister had alr'eady taken a tentative step back into li_fe. Among bi's. 
many ~ooks, apparently, was one -~hat acquainted him_with at·least the 
rudiments of obstetrics, ,and in response to an emergency he successfully 
' 




• ' J suggests,.it was apparently "just too close to that other business" 
.. 
(p. 64). Despite the doctor's praise, the town had ... bee~ too long in the. 
----~-.... , 
habit of saying disparaging things about the disg:r..~ced minister and:- .. "when . . . 
-,::c'~"''"'cccc-c=~,. ~-~-'!'c.c-7---:_''~ . -~.-~,·:~ .,,.~-,.._·-·-,~,,--.. ·--~-~--~-~--:.------ ., ----~-:-.. --.--·--~---,.:.~.----.:~.~- ... ~--,.-c,>-:~·-:•·•~·-c"·--.·,,,_.~,:.-.. ··--- ·:-r·-- -----~' ··-·--· ·,·-···--· ,, .... _ -·-· • ·. ·: ... . •.• · .... ·.-· ii' .. ,. 'H . • · .. , .• ,, 
.. •• . · ·. · . · · anything gets to · be a hab1 t, 1 t also n1:ana.ges to_ get a right good d1s_tance -
l,r•·-' \ • . . 




~I • ' 
. ·.~ 
.• 
•--c~l't!. ,-. - --·•·,-.n-'-·',-"'.·'-~..,, 
·-
-- - - • - ._ ~ • f 
. 
---- ·-··--- ·~ ... , ....... ,. 
r:-· . 




______ i:s c!:PPcJ.J;_~_gtJy __ Il_Qt_.ifying ___ th.e ... reader himself not ~t-o-let~-habi-t--be--t-he-:-s-o-1~-. ---------~-----~---:-;: 
,--~-
.. 
-determinant in his vi.ew of Hightower • Even the actiali ~tself (midwife.ry) ~ - . 
·----..,._..,,,_. __ _._ __ _ 
.............. . . -
" . 
chi'ld. This early in the novel, the·. potential for the. minister's rebirtn 
'-- . \ 
. \. 
· is thus--Suggested' • .. · ... .. ,, " . . 
,_ ... 
• 1.- ~ •· 
'· ., - .. •· ,., .. 
,,. ~\ 
. "I .. 
' ·.~: :.:'"r'.···· .. ,f! ----~o~, l:io~~-Y-~-~-' wi_th _the.~ar.riv_al of--Lena-,--be-gi-n-s.;--th-at----Ew.i:n-pp,:c-ess,, --------~----· -------·--------,-~-- ~--~ ---. ___ -;...--====--=----------.,--~-•- .-r.· ,; - ~-:· 
-
. 
":--~--of-resistance and. renewal wh~ch. is th~ th.emati-c-. cente~,. .ot Light in August. ~ 
"' - .' .. 
. . 
' ~ ;; . -
. 
••• ---=' 




.,J_laving tplcl. Hightower about· Len!!., Byro_n_ -s-ee_s · in his -race "something laterii:, 
..... ~ ... ·- -. -
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about to wake, of which Hightowe!· himself is· una~are, as .. -if sqmething . .. ~ ... 
'\ .._ r ." I.{ 
inside the man were trying'" to warn or prepare :him" (p. 70)_. I -The miriist~r · ·:. 
' 
', _.-
' •l ·•"'\ 
r 
' 
. - . -- .. . II_-.-,~-'~- tries to p~rsuade Byron to a~oid responsibility for the pregnant .girl 
. . 
.... , .... (p. 71). ~ :·on hi~ face is "a quality of ~~rinking and fo·reboding" (p. _ .7·2),. 
-... __ --·-J 
l • .- ... And ·when Byro·n tells him th~t Lena· has re-opened. the. questi·on of his· -·,f .. 





... pastoral role ("' Can he- still ,:narry. ·folks?'"), the expression becomes one r -·· • 
r - . 
o~·-··outright "denial and ,flight". (p. "77) ~ The des\cription is repeated 
with a variation as ·the minister learns that Joe Christmas is part Negro·:·. 
_r - -
---- . 
. ' \"'·' •('· 
there seems to come over his whole body a '~shrinking and denial, and-
--
.. ,. -~ ····.·--. Byron -sees. __ that the still, flaccid, big face is suddenly slick with sweat"· 
. ·-· (pp. 77-78). The fat, ind~ed, is tn the fi;~. 
··--. ---·- ___ ....... -- -
- Shortly thereafter (though the- long ·story of Joe Christmas intervenes), 
.. - -
/ 




_by Burch-and Christmas,. in spite of p_robable gossip. Hightower has "the ./· 
" , I 
• ' ' 
--• ,' ,;jl_ 0 ,.• ·; 
·- .. ' ·~ . 
. 
. 
. - . / 
. . · smell of _plump un~c!sh~~~--fle~h ~~-~ ~nf~ef;~ c_lothing--that odor of unfas:-.:·· _ ........... ...:.,.-,.."'9'•--.,·-o,--•· ., .... ,,,,, __ ___,..,~,:-... ;;,-·::~·- - _____ ,__ •. ,....·~-...;-}~.' • ,., ___ - ··;,. •• 
. ! 
. . . , . 
. 
\. 
--- _ -~'----- tidious sedentation, -of static over.flesh not oft~n .enough bathed," which ' !~ ,-
-. '·····-t• •.' 
.. 
.. 
_;,~ ' .. 
.. ·- -- ---- ... - ....... - .... - . 
., 
- ---~ 








aint none of your trouble. 
' ' 
You. haven't even seen -her., apd--,.1I dont reckon 
-- - . _ . you ever ~-wi 11 • 
... ~ ' .: . f .., ...... 
,. ' ' ' . __ \ . . . . -------.--~-----· ----···--·-··· I- reckon likely you have never seen him [Chr.istmas0J to , 
.. ____ .. --- -
' . know it either. It'--s .. ·just that I thought maybe ••• '" (pp. 262-263) • 
-... ,--------· 
• ·- ?_, 
·.,-_·, 
- - , 
• • • •• - • . •. ', l l\ ·t Hav_ing just meditated on -t·he terrible things that Man· ·has to .bear··· 
....___ -





·-------~--!'-----~.-------··-----(p~ 262)_, __ J~J:~htowe; __ ~.9~-~~-~PQ!!~~---~Q __ J~_yj:qn_'$ ____ .,h_e.s_i_tating_b1d .. for--hel~-w-i=-t:-h-------:-----11 
,,. "1 '"' -.-._.-
.. 
. . 
- ~--... ~·---~- ·? .. -.;'; - . 
-·· ' .. 
a neat rationalization: "'I am not in. life any more,' he-thinks • 'That's · · 
~=----- _.,.- ::::). 
why ther_:_ ts no use in e~e~ ying_tP med~le, interfere.,. He_ oo_u_ld .hear _ . , ~ . _ 
-
- ..... ---;- -
' ' 
. --,.··-
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-"~~ =---~-- ' . - . 
I t 
-------·----·-----..._-----
--~~__.,....__...,_._..__,,.. ___________ ~ ---~-------...;.;._-
· .,~,. ·.34 •. 
.J,. • •• ---t.' ' 
... . ·~ ·- ..... ~, 
[•· .. 
)_ .. . ,·._ . •· '· 
.. 
I' 
me no more than that man and that woman (ay, and that child) would hear 
or heed me if I tried to .come back into life'" (p. 263). 
"' 
. -;i;..- .... 
'- . ·, 
The idea, apparently, has occurred-to him. But resistance is ·strong: 
-....... 
______ 
--....,.. _____ ----=-~ --







·/ . -···-~ f~-
··' J"'.... 
" 
:-- . "' The thing, the only thing, for her- to ,do is to go back to Alabama'" 
. ...... 
(p. 264). He warns Byron against Lena'·s naive trust· in_ Providence, 
' 
scolds him for neglecting .. to see t'hat ·evil arid the appearance of evil are 
frequently related (p. 267). He actuses his friend of being helped by 
-- ~--~-- --- -· 
the devil (p. 269) :. · And, lijter in the day;· 1earri':[ng from the propr~et9~·===· ==--~=-:--::-:: 
. ., 
in a fresh wave of fear, "the earth itself ••• rocking faintly, preparing 
. 
,, 
"' .. ,_ 






n·r I went! I went~ I have bought immunity. I have paid. I have paid'" 
. "to live apart from the mainstream of .. life. 
- ~-
Returning to~ .. t.be ".dead and 
..,,., 
......... ;. ... 
. -·· -!l ' 
- - ------··· -
---------·-- - --·
·-·. -·------
-~. - . ~- ______ . ____ __t...} .. ·.~- -•. !---··.--··_ 
. . 
-·--·--·-~--=-,----- ····- ·etnpty little street -whe"~e----his.-·dead·_and .empty _small .. _house waited," he ___ ·-·----------.... --._ 
• ·-- ~6- ... - • -
tt I , : •• / " r al~' 
---·-····•i .. ··'\. 
,_ ___ ~--
.. 
. . . 
~epeats t~e reirain: 
' .. 
.... , . 
' ---- ··-- -. ·-;·- ·- - -
, . But s ti 11, even ·1n the qui~E-=~s~ti;e_e-t~ ·-whe·re sca:r:c~ .· •. ,., .· . 
anyone ever paused now to look.:. at, remember·, the 
sign, and his house, his sanctuary, cilready in I • 
~ight, it goes on bepeath the top of his_mind that· 
would cozen and soothe him: '·I went. I w?nt. ·r 
, have bought immunity. ' It is lfk~ words spoken 
. aloud now: reiterative, ·patient, just'ificative: . 
' I paid for it. I didn't quibble about-the P!ice. 
No man can say that. I just wanted peace; I paid· _ 
·them their price without quibblingo' The street 
shimmers and, swims; he has been sweating, but now_ 
even the air of·noon feels cool upon himo Then 





-- ... ------- ---
--- ----- ---
---'------'-,------,------"---'-------_-·_-·-~------------sweat ,-'-'·:heat,. ~mi-rag_e.,~all, ___ rush§__~ _ _fq._s~9-~_ into a ~,,. .... 
. ~ finality which abro.gat~S all logic and justifi~~~;a~~---~~~-·----· ·~-~~~."~~~~I 
:'-. . . ' 







tion and obliterates it like fire would:. I .will . .: • .:.., .. c::.:;..·. 
., ' ,.-. 
not!. I will not: (pp. 271-272,_.italics Faulkner's) --- v-.- - .... 
. . 
~ \ 
.,;. _________ - _ _J 
. . 
. . \. -. 
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... ~ .... ·'- ... "--· 35; 
,. · .. 
. --· -.-· ·--·--;;;- -
.. 
- . ~~ ' 
r 
Despite A similar pattern. conti~s. thiough the rest of the· chapter. 
~the-frantic promises to himself to avoid the fray, Hightower cannot help. 
- ( .. 
. .f 





It· shows in h~s walk, h'is carriage; leaning forward. 
-Hightower says to himself As though he has lear!'.led 




,. ,. fast and erect; suddenly Hig-htower says, almos·t _ 
aloud: 'He has done something. He has taken a 
step.' (p. 272, italics Faul.kner' s) 
. 
· . 
. ~ ---------· ... ~ ........ 
. There- is a note of gr.udging admiraJ:ion in this passage. Byron's love for 
. , 
Lena is obvious.~. He speaks "in that riew voice: th~t •. _voice brief, terse, 
-- . :\l I • 
""'• ,.:, -·- . 




to the cabin, and, what is more, he has pitched a tent near by so that 
·-:~r-J:r~ .. 
> - • T 
- . 
he can hear her if she needs hi'm. But t~e old minister resists the ap·peal 
......... _ .. 
· .. · of this obvious devotion. His posture is that "o.f the eastern ido.lt' 
,--- . ---+----·--- ·-·-· __ ., ___ ·--·- -·- ...... 
1




and suffering.~-. ·He sc~ffs, at his _friend:- '~You·· will .tell me that you ha,ve-
,,,} -- .!.-.--,--- •..• -
just learned io)v.e; I' -will tell you that you have just learned hope" (p. 275) • 
. 
---- ---- - --·· - ,"--·· 
__ -----·-·--- Hightower' s advice is clear:· ____ Byron must leave Jefferson; for the. result. 
........ _____ __..,.. .. j 
of his· present C:ourse of action must be on~ of two things, sin or marriage •. 
I •. 
-- - -· ·-- - ---·--- - --- . ~-· - -· .. 
Iii 
' ti. 
Either alternative· fill_s ~ightower ·,ith · ..dread (p. 27.6). 
,. 
". . 
it_ thi·s_ poiQ~ Byron :aunch_inserts the-. (j:rst·of ·t.hos_e little prods 
... ~ . ) . 
, .. 
----------- . 
.\ to conscience that play-. a part in the renewal process: "'But I did not" 
. expect thiJs. That y_on too would turn ·against a woman wronged and -be~ 
f .. , ... 1 
trayed--' '' (p •. 276).. The appeal ·is not sticces·sful. · The thought. of 
' . . ....,.,__ ________ ·-------·----·-·. -- . 
\..•,·- ........ .... - -- - -- -- ------------------ ----------·----•--------------··------ -~-----· ---~-----~-·-------·-···------,----------·-·-- ------- --- ·------ --------·--------- -
------· -----'---------
- ' -- - ' . ._---:--·~·- --
.. marriage has stirred_. in Hightower an old and intense suspicion of ... ,fenii-
. n'i~nity. God did -not make marriage. .:Women·· di<;l. - And "'~!iat woman,, gooq 
-···· . ' 
'ti ~ 
·' 
or bad, ha-s- ever suff-ered · from any. brute as men have suffered from- .g<?C??.--~- __ . .  . 
r -
. - ' .. ) . . ' 
..,.. \ .... - - - ·,...,..• .. ~· 
. -:-~· 
• 
. ·. .:. 
. /o • 
-~ . 
. .. 
i- . ' 
.•. ~ .... -... --,~ .... _.:'_::._· ___ ·· .. ___ .. ~ -- . - ·_ .. i.:...:~!:_~,, .... -. 




___ ,.. __ _ 
~------ .,;,- ·- . - ~ - . _---- -- . -- . 
.. • .\ .. , 
I 




. . JR' 
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,,. ,,__ -_ ---- ---
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_'. -- .. -.:. •. ·~:_:_ ~ .. ----.~--. 
- ,-.__,--... -· - --
-
·wotrien? '" (pp •. 276-:277) Hightower speaks quietly, but he· is .~cft yet ready 





the window, the seen~ of his recurring vision. 
~ 
There is another envious . 
··-;· ~- ?- ' 1·1.~_,- ...... ' 












,. - :"" 
r· , 
there is nothing else in the world'" (p~·278, italics·Faulkner's). But· 
the incident has brought on the need for retreat. ·He regrets that he 
··; 
has gotten out of the "habit" of prayer, thinkiQg of 
-' -
···how when he was young, a ·youth, he had loved dark-
• •' l 
., . -. 
. 
ness, of walking or sitting alone among trees at 
night. Then· the ground, the· bark of trees, became 
actrial, savage, filled with, evocative of, strange 




~ ..... .., 4 
afraid of it. He feared; he loved in being afraid. 
---Then one <l?Y while at the seminary he realised that 
he was no-longer afraid .. It was as though a door· 
had shut somewhere. He was no longer afraid of 
darkness. He just hated it; he would flee from it, 
to walls, to artificial light. !Yes,' he thinks. 
'. 0 I should never have let myself get out of the habit 








' Unable to f. · , .rel{ltionship to wha't I take eo be the theme of Li~!:tt. i~ August. 
-~~,~-----_ .__ __ ~ ..• - •. -... ---_, ~---·::·:·:-:7":-:··-:-·. ---:-·--- - --- --:-·· ... ·.---:--:_-·· .,.~- ··· .. -·--------=------------ . ...:.- .-.--- .. ----·---·-------- ---·-----







.. ----~--··--, .... --· ... -
i:", 
;~,. . . 
,l' 
·;: ·-
accep·t ···the mixed· pleasures ~lJP. Rains of tif~t, he has fled reality and 
.. _-~/. 
resisted the dangers an,d- delights <:?.~ existence. And, as the chapter ends, 
we see the old, man in full r·etreat. He gets" out ·his dogeared copy of 
-~, 
- . - . . . . . 
, • - C • 
Tennyson, which, he reflects, is even better than praying. The romantic 
dream ·takes ove~. This __ · is ·far: sup~rior to ~eality. "It is like listening 
I/ ' .. 
in .i cathedral ttf~~a eunuch_ chantiµg_ in a lan·guage which he· does not even 
' ' 
- . .,. 
. 
..... 
1--~--------· u-n ........ d-e ...... rS-tand!.1----C-l}.~-"2-18-)-.~---· -~_~_ - ------ --- - : - --- --. ------.------------------------------------· ----------. -- -
~~~~~~~--,-~~~~,,--~~~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=--~--~--~-~=------=-----~---~ ~-=--~~~~~~~~-








·- ·· . .,._ · .. -~ 
. . 
. . . 
- ---- .. _t' .. 
, ··shortly - th.er ea'.£ teJ;, · Byron . vis i-ts his frie?nd ·again and finds hi.m asleep 
_,,,......._.-•-~ c.A 
• •• • .•• C _,,._.,_ •V"' 
. . 
·.in-a -canvas deck ·-cha.ir. 
'II.--,.· .... · . ) 
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37.-. ..-~--· -- . 
.....:.~-- _____ -_ ;:_ -'-·- ---------· . ~- ~- ---- ---
:· and supin~ness and shabby· remoten·ess from the· world_,. i~ somehow the 




to disturb him. But now the ~eader notices that the ol,d minister, ·awake-, ... ·, . 
. -"':- - -- . ---- . 
. 
--- ,I • 
-~ 
. •" ~ 
· has lost his· superficial calm • .,.- ·· He is becoming emotionally involved, j ., • . • • • 
,- -· 
4 1' -~1 · .• ,-_,~... . 
I • . 
--;: ------ ~-... . -
Something is ~t work within him, for now he violently and~ · ·sarcastic. 
.·, 
;. . 
I 1)"•'.' ,·' .· , ' I . '· ' r , 
--•. 
uncharacteristically attacks Byron as Lena's paramour~ Then anger fades . , ·I 
. .. 




"I dont mean that. You know I , .. dont. But it is 
not right to bother me, to worry me," .. when I have--
. 
. ' 
when I have taught mysel~. to stay--~~ve been taug~t 
by them to stay--That this should co*e to me, taking 
me after I am old, and reconciled to what they 
demand- - " · "(p. 319) 
.. 
. - ~ ' -. 
.Note how the old clergyma_n gradually shifts the ·mood of the passage 
. from one in which he is actively responsible tot~~ kin~of passivity · . 
... . 
~ 
in which he cin blame hi-s pred_icament on others. When Byron (again work-
._ ing _011_his. friend.' s conscience) reminds· him that he is, after all, a man 
. 




- 0 - • • • 
...... ,. ........ -. 
. . I<; .: 
~ . 





------~·----~___.,, ________ . ~-- - ---- ·11· - ·,, ...... - • -
--~.·: 
~~- :-- ---·---~----~------... ----- --- --- -.--
. . 
r" =am not a .man o·f God. _And not through my own 
desire. Remember that. Not of my own c_hoice · that · 
-~ -
I am no longer ·a man of God. I~.was by the will, 
~·-.:- ..... ..: .. 
---'- ·-··· ·--··; 
____ ._ ·- _- .. ---~-- _ •• •• _____ ,L • ------:---· ...... _. ~: •'•_•!.. ·---·-· -
the more than behest, of them like you and like 
her and like hfm in the jail yonder and like them 
who put him ther~ to do their will upon, as they 
did upon me •••• (p~ '319} 
. .., 





' ·---- Byron, ·n~w mor~l guide on Hightower's jourqey back into life, sounds the 
., . . . . . . 
. 
·-
. not~ of re~p~1:l_~!'bJ.1J~y: __ "rot!_ m~de _yog~ __ CQQ_j_~~ p~fOJ;f:!_J:;_hat;~1 (p._ 3.20) .. ___ --~---- __ _ ~~-------
-----·-- ---,-· --·-- --~· 
And _shor~ly thereafter the_· old man i's abl·e to. express these insights into 
-· .· . · ... , ... -. . 
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. ... ' .. -.. ~ 
the violence· and· self-destructive elements in Southern 'Pro·testantism 
... 
--(pp.· - 321--322) to wh{ch- we'"-teferred earli~r. 
·, The minister is beginning 




The du~l proce~s of· developlng -ins.ight ~and. ·attempts at 
. . •······ 
. ~ 
. . . 
evasion·· 
#·~ .. ----... 
'· 
----~ continu'es ,-as -reality once a&:in intrudes on the hapless clergyman in th~ •. ::;----.------ . 
-
·-~---.______ . 
- ---- ~ - ~---- - - ----- --
· persons of old. 1)9~ Hines and his wife. Once again, it is Byron who 
~- P!Ovides the occasion for decision. Hightower senses that something· is" -
1 I 
L 
.. :. C, . 
= 
._ r-.-..J:o be asked of .him and that "It will be Byron who will ask it" (p. 340). _______ -~-"-._,__-e_~_ 
. 
~- He "sits 
.•· -, ' 
looking more than ever like an awkward beast tricked and be-· 
-fooled of the need for flight, brought now to bay by those.who tricked --
and fooled it" (p. 338) .. "'What :L.s it you want me to do?'" he ·asks, 
... -...---..------------------'~~--Shall I ·gtJ p·1·eaa· giillty·to the murder? Is tliat·it?'"._(p. 34-1) .• '.The 
I -
~) 
sarcasm has return~d, but it is a nervous sarcasm. Byron notes that the ... ·· .. 
. 
. 
. . . ~ o,.ld. ·man's conscience is working: "It's li1:<e he. ·knows there is something . 
J . 
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·nearer him than me to. convince"· (p. 342). - Earlier; Bun~h h~s given us .... . 
. .. 
. 
--.,· -· . . 
~-·-· t·he clue to. Hight.owe:,;' s rieuroti·c resistance to ·change by observing /that 
·:- - -.) 
•- ·-. - -- -----.. .... --·· . ff:l·a fellow is "more afraid of the trouble he might ha~e tha~ he ever is·~ 
He' tl · ci1ng to ·troµble he.' s used to_ 
~ 
of the tr~uble he 1·i\·~lr(:!ady .got. --- ---· ----------------:--,------·-· -------- ··' ----
.. 
.r•-·-- .... . ~fore he'll risk a change'" (p. 65). Now-he prods his friend's con-
. 
. . -:-:---.- . . .. •o•,· '•• M 
·-·----~ __ ::··-~----------.-~---~-~_ct·ence ·oncer more: - ..... rt rs. the good men that cant 'deny the bill when it 
.. 
• 
:.- comes a·round'" -(p. 341) •. The question is asked:· will.the clergyman lie 
_q 
to save Joe Christmis, 'preten·ding that the yoting lmari ~lep~ in his house 
- ------·- -· - ·~--
,. __ 
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01:i:_ the __ night ·of~ the murder-?-- -The lie would -s~aJLe~;~j_o_a~.:bti:t-. opeo Higbtowe.:i:r:......··-=----. ·-· ----_,.._ -""~ .... -~,..;;. 5 
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Hightower a~ this moment is due to ambivalence: - he wetcomes as· much as 
·:.. ~ 
. ---·-----:::. ~ .......... ~ 
--.., .. ,'._;:cc__~"""~--- .. 
he fears t~e violation of' his isolation. 6 The tension proves unbearabl~;<, . 
.. 
• L~ ~:~-:~~~~ 
-.. --··-~·· ... · 
and the old man, pushed to the limit_ c:>_~ his emot.ional reso.urces, · now · 
_ _. '• _ _.._ r 
4 ,,.,. 
- - . , 
. \- · shouts his refusal: 
= .. ---.... • -- .• 
• 
"'It's·not because I cant, dont dare to,.'" -he·fhou.~s~ 
-
"'it's because I went! I-went!· do you hear?'"· (p. 342) Scr~aming, he --~ 
. orders. them from. h-is hous·i:r~· 
-
A few hours later, Byron returns ·to the house with.the news that 
" 
-=~:ten·a' s. baby is about to be born. Significantly, he has made no arrange-




There was a quali~y of profound and complete sur-render 
in it. Not of exhaustion, but surrender, as though 
he had given over and relinquished_completely that 
grip upon that blending of pride and hope and vanity' 
~nd fear, that_strength to cling to either defeat .·. 
or victory, which is the I-am, and the relinquish~ 
ment of which is u~ually death. (p. 345) 
-- -- .. ·-- - .• ·------·: .......... 
' ' 
---~ --- ----- -- . -···-· - __ .. 
•• --~' - .:::;;.s.-J-"-" .. .-...... · ' ---}~. J':.kl'.J< ti!• -- -·-- - ---.... . . ... ,., 
·' 
--· -.?··.· 
.. t .· ~ 
the 
Critics. have frequently interpre-1ted this p ssage a·s a ·forewarning to· 
readef of Hightower' S imp~ndi.ng death. As -shall point out in' my 
----.--------·------- ------------ •. •--·, 
--\ 
- - ·,- "• - •• - • ·-· • •· .o :" I ~ • I • 




--·· --- - ·-------. - --~- ------tionable-. -- -T-he relinquis~ment o.f- pride-~ -hope, va-nity, - and fear-is usual:l-r----~~-----· _---·_ 
y 
·- .. ·. ~ _,-_--death,· Faulkner tells us. ,,,_; In the context~£~ the prricess ~e have traced 
-,~··4···--.~--·---~~ - --- - - --- - ~ -. 
. .t:h.us far, the tension between the impulse to rebirth and. th_e struggle of 
.. 
. . 
.. ~.,,/_/ .. ' ......... ~ 
....... ti1e old ·pat-terns to ma.intain themsefv~s·, ~hat does this "quality of. pro-
- .. • t- . . 
f(?und and comple~,e· surrender,~· this reli.nquishment of •ipride and hope and 
. __.... .. -.-- . . -· 
_ ... .. _, __ . . ·::· ......... _______ .· .;: .. ;..~-=!~~~~;-1:~.~~~-~::;:~~~~!;~_J~~~~:1, .. :~~~~.,~i~~~--~-Q.~::~PQ.$-s~ib-le- :1;--ha:t'4Yha~~~t!-~~-h.e~e i ·· ~ ·-· ,- .- ,-~-:----- · 





--:-... --- ·- .... : -
6 ;; ' ' "' -, 
the-!. surren~er of· Hightower' s -·infantile ego to the _encroachment _of reality,- . 
. .., 
..: _-
'. the death of ~hat -very struggle against' ·the n.~w life that has, .l?een the . 
. 
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m~n' s · 04~~tariding _characteristic.? Certa"inly it._is not uncommon in the - "--- ,'- .. 
--- ·- . - .. --~~ -- - -
,-· 
la_nguage of religious faith to .. speak of spiritual surrender· -in terms of 
death. To cite just one example, consider-this passage fro·m t114i..PauliJ1e 
epistles, found in Romans vi_~J:.8: 
, - . • 




. ----·"---·. ~ 
··- .. -. 
Know ye not that so many of us--···a_s were baptized 
into Jesus Christ were_baptized into his deith? 
Therefore, ·we are buried with him by baptism 
into death: that like as Christ was -rais,ed up·. 
from the dead by the glqry qf the Father, eve~ 
• ... ,, ~.c..,.c. ·~ ~ . 
........ ~. 
· so we also should walk in newness of life. For ... 
if we have been planted together in the like-
- ness of his death, we shall be also in the 
·- ..... - .. 
-likeness of his resurrection. Knowing this, that 
·orir old man is ~rucified with him, that the body-
of sin might be.d~stroyed, that henceforth we 
should not serve sin. ~or he that is dead is 
freed.from sin. ·Now if we be dead with Christ,(\ 
we believe that we s_hall also live with him. 7 "' 
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~- -~-t.e~minology, but that ·the lap.£~age of the passage is beautifully appro-
-·- - ---- . -··----- ---
' ---- ---------·------- -----
··~--~--:_~-~-a-~-·-~~~~='·--=w,prf"ii.fe~:'j:"o·-·a:o·'-'ifif'ense~-Etit~-f,ence of inwa·rd ·cr1ar1ge~·:··· Thts··,p,o·ssibility is f -
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. 
J • 
i · · ~- ----~-'''"' ;,fut'th~r strengthened when we consider that the- sleeping HightoWer stands · ..... '" 
. : r 
' 
· on ·the very threshold of new life. He is about to -deliver Lena~-s baby. . ,-.. 
- --·-------~-~---- - ·-- ----------




Even,..if',·there be no resurrection in Ltght.in August, ·there is surely a ~ .. 
«" ·- .... --· -------··----, .. _ .. - -- . 
nativity. :_-.,,. 
- - . - -~ -- . - - .... . . -. --- - •· - - -
- . . -
If, as Robert M. Slabey has suggested, Joe Ch,;i$tmas ... r~pre.:· 




·sents a kin-d of· _negative incar-nation -in· the --novel., not God humanized bu-t·-~ ,. 
.. . - {'! •• ·-- ·- _______ ..... __ ....,..-4. -· --- ·---. 
man dehum~nized, 8· the novel's positive incarnation .is in the form of .the 
--
· .. , ----
• 
~ . bab_y about to be born in a. rude cabin. As Ilse Dusoir Li.nd puts it, 
., 
Hightower' s · involvement in Lena's delivery nhalt,s th·e ."whee~~·-· of tr-agic 
. . . -J . .. 
.,., 
-$tep back into. life. / _ ,. ,,.. .. 
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----~-;;-:---- - t.he Resurrectio~:-~oPe .:hi.ch this birth .•• brings for~ the world: n10 
.. 
~ . J; 




• - \ ··, ,._. ,_. ~ _ ..... } !· .. '. ' i. ~ _; ' \. .. 
,v . . .. "' .- -..:.-
. High~_Qwer was summoned · .t~ _ his task, recalliVg the dawn imagery o'f the . ---- . ----
l .. 
.. ,----·· . I'·, . . 
---- llesurrection accounts in--the Gospels. At any rate, the passages ·follow-
.. ing t~~ delivery are quite moving. in their descri.-pt·iqn · of the minister's 
• 
r ·, <'1 . 
metamorphosis. He no longer-attributes things to luck (p. 352) .. A glow 
-... 
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,·- ··-~·· .U.-- -----::~,,.. -. - ••• ';~~ yet I II' (p •. 355) •. ·:llis CJl vi nis t f01lS ci~nce warns him ?11 t this is 
· vanity and empty pride; but with a new show of confidencef··"he "d~sregards 
• 
• fl ' 
_it, imperviqus to reprimand" (p. 355). Now, like Byron Bunch in the 
. . 
... ---·----·-·---····--·----------·--------ear ii er"· '·sce'n~-~-·-h~--.. -.. ;~;~·~- ~iik~···-a:····;;~-,.,-;fth a purpose" (p. 355). In place .. ~----' __ 
--
,, ' ,, 
0 f T~nn ys ~ n ' }1 ~ ----~-h~~ s e ~e_n J:·y __ !_Y, ·-~' f_9 ~·~~--!~!.-~~~-·~~-~-~t .. ~,(p~Lc}_? .. ~.l~~-- =~ ~~ ~c.~--~-~~~.~~·=·=--~=--,. n,, ........... ~ .. ~·-·~"'·-,--· .. 
.•. - ,v ~· 
. 
-- - - ---- --·-· _______ ::....~~:....:.,-:._::::-_·.:_·_-::.:: .. :-:·.~-:-.:--:--:- --- ~ - -;··-------·-: - -------. · .. .'.~--- .=:..A~.:.:.~-'-·- ... ·--··· ________ ,._____ ....... ..:,-...!=":':::::-==-..;:::!::::.:,:'..:..'..·:".'~---__ -"<"'...,_ .,....:.=--:----··-----·-· -
, p~easantly excited, wondering what in- the. world Byron w~ll ·think of _next. 
·····-·- ... -. __ . ___ ,.._ ___ , ______ . --··--·-- ·----- .. -~ 
. . . \ . . . ....... 
. ,, 
.. --· 
1···"' -·, -· - . 
' ~ r -. 
·j!i-, • .:.. ;J And_ with an air "forceful :and,._.assured, "· in striking contrast to his pre-
. ----··----.....-- ...... - -- -
-vious· mieri-·~-'·--h·e. .. ~toys witfi the idea th.{lt th~ -chl.lcf~~ight be . named after 
. j· 
f "' ........... . 
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,, She will hive to have others, mo.re remembering the" 
young strong body from out whose travail, even there<~ 
shone something tranquil and unafraid. More of 
them. Many more. That will be her life, her des-
tiny. The good stock peopling in a tranquil obedi-
ence to it the good earth; from these hearty loins 
without hurry or hate descending mother and daughter. 




· (p. 356, italics Faulkner's) -------·-----'--------------•• ·-
. -
. · .. -· - , 
·, 
.. Fo~lowing this affirmation ·of Lena, Hightower rE;joins the world of-
•• .,- . J 
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. ·and fecund odor of the ea.rth, the woods;-the loud silence'.' (p._356)~-·".""-Now_ 
. ' ·--
- -
_ his oft-repeated- wish that he had not ·1ost the habit of prayer leads to 
. 
an· insight:_ th{s new appr·eciation of God's world is ~n it.self a form of 
. 
. . ~ ' pray(?r. Witb· 'the mother· and child he speaks in a "hearty voice" (p. · 357). 
. 
. 
He ·plays the doctor,· combining nqw, a-s· did his father, the roles of min-. 
ister and_ physician.: -Lookin~--.a~ th~u.rden. homestead, he experiences 
whaf Robert S_labey has called ~ vision· "of lif_.e andc~fertility returned 
. " ~ to the _Waste Land'. ~,ll Th~ ghosts ·he now. sees are "the ghosts of rich -
....,, __ 
. '~ 
--'---~~---~-~---··--·· --- .. 
~. '---.--,.-·-·- ...... -.. --. . .. -:·- '.• ·- . ~ ''-'-'-•---·---;:: -- _ _. ____ , ____ ..____ ___ ........ ..__ -~ _ .. .. 
'. -.-.,-··--------·--~-·· ~~- ~~ 
- ~-'. 1 ,} 
fields, and of the rich fecund black life of the quarters'' (p. 357). When 
he counsels Lena to .send Byron away, his motive h-as--ehanged; it is 1>ecause 
---\ , .... 
--- --·- -----~~----'.she::-pas already- "outlived him twi·ce over"-~·(p-.---3-60) ~ And· with his· hand on --·-----
• 
. v 
Lena's bowed head, in th~ manner of the --traditional pries_1: ~Y., b_l~~tssi_t1g, :~~~--d•.--~-.-'.~------
... . ·-- ...... -------- ---·-- ---
.... 
I __,. 
he u-tters a prayer of t_hanks .. &ivi'ng ~nd petition·: ·"'Thank God, God hE:lP 









·--·-. ·- ---,----.. ___ , __ 
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-- ---. -- - - - __ . ..1--..___ -------- -- - ---- ----·--
····· ·· On th~_ ·v_f?~Y next occasio_n ___ in which tlie ___ re_ader_. s_ees. _him, the_ o.nce 
,· •. ----·t""' -~--· -~---- -- --- - . 
, ., ... :.. 
-~ ~· ' 
_.·---.'irresponsible clergyman -lies to· save the life. of a desperate c:riminal. 
. . ·, 
. .. - . - . . ~ - - . -- .... ~. He -is _knocked· dow:n by Christmas, flung aside and insulted by Percy Grimm, · . !l _·. 
Joe's killer. His re-e~,~ry into lif·e, -a-s we. mignt have expected, has_ 
~--·· 
i 
-~- ' . . 
.... bro_tight _the old man both- jo-y and pain • 
~- .. 
.. ..... .. .. 
And there-is a hint in the des-
cription, of Christmas that the process has ··not. been completed; 
. ' - -- -- -----~--- -~ 
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they stoop~d and~ raised ·.Hightower, his· ·face bl_e~d- · 
- · _·_. ing, from the floor where Christmas, runnin·g ·up · 
,the hall, his raised and armed·and-·manacled hands 
43. 
. 
.. ... . .. 
- -- _,.:> - • • • ...... ~ f~ll of glare and gl~tter like lightning bolts, so 








_,_ ··. ~-- .. -:- ~ 
L that he resembled a vengeful and· furious god pro-
· nouncing a doom, had struck him down. (pp. 405-406) 
'.... ~ ·-·--:. ..... 
,-i . 
· ... -~ ~ . ~ - '"" ~ 
., 
_. ·i-. .Jud_gment, the prelude to redemption·,· -has been visited, on th~-~ld 
.i' / . • • 
. - . ' . , . . . 
'" 
minister ~or his irresponsibleJand wasted: life •. 
'\ ,· . 
Ironically, Joe Christ-
' ·' 
mas becomes an unwitting agent in the redemption of another human being.12 
\ • I 
For in the 20th chapter, we arrive at. the final steps in the-clergyman's 
.. ~~'~ _) 
· renewal. It is the key chapter for our interpretition of the Rev. Gail 
Highto_W:~1?·· Ute life of Joe Christmas has intersectea h·is, ·and _he is 
shocked into new awareness. 
~s chapter 20 begins, th~ minister is sitt~ng at his usual ~~ac~ in 
\ 
~he ~tudy window~ ·apparently wa.iting -for evening and ~he onset of his 








·If!!'•~ .· .. .-.,-, -





"~· __ · ________ after Joe'sdea.th,. to contain some central clue to'Efiec:.novel's meaning. 
. . ·-
- --- - - . ---- - ---
- . ------- --~ . --··- ..--- -----·---··. -------- ---"~":"":"-::_ - -· - ---·· ----
--- ------- . ------ - - - - - -----·-· 
. ··: --""~==,,,.;~,, - NoW we get the £~ \t:6ry Of Hightower·, s childhood~ the history of those · ·--·· ·--··--<- ··. · 
. · .. circumstances that led to his· retreat from life. - As-· an almost clinical 
--- ----- : · .;------~----- - ... --· . - -- ---.---···-----------. ---·-- ·-·-· ' .. -·- - -----·----- - - - - -- --- - - - ---
... t.: 
- ·---.---~------· 
description of h~s emotional patho,gy unfolds before us; we are t~mpted 
to v~ew this ~an, as 'h~ has so "frequent_ly viewed himself' .·as th~ victim 
-· ·•.- ., 










• . '1 
of inexorable forces that have manipulated him withotit his·conscioui 
. ··----....... ·,. 
• 
_ac_qu1.escence. Shortly, we are told, it will be time for him to utter ------
h~s .;ritual "Soon now. Now soon," which ushers in the phantoms (p. 410). 
r 
But the words ·are never uttered •. 
.. 
And as __ his p·ast life is summoned 
. ·~ 
• i l 
into present _consciousness, Hightower receives more and more ~nsights _ 
- - i 
-·- ,_ 
.,.,-: ..... ; -=:.----
·c:...- ·- ' 
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childhood, which :formeriy· pr~vid~ea him with excuses, no -longer seems - to 
- ' 
- - --- j 
---
assuage his conscierice. r The reader -is better able to ·assess Hightower_'_s 
I 
. . ·"' . 
, 
. early life because he has been watc.hlng him through the better part of 
. ~ . 
~ . 
. the novel. ·Now, even apparently innocent biographical facts take on mean- . ... ,_ . -- •"" 
,• 
• 't 
-'-------~~-.• +--t • 
•·• ---~lr- Lng 
- .- - . . . .. .. Fo:r. example,-- we learn tpat Gall ·was deliv~red by his own father, 
. .. .• 
·-·:_";._· ... ~ ----
......... ·- ___ , .. ·-.··,.,,.__~s-.,-~ .. 
-::...~.. •· 0 
· --~~~--'="c:::.:a fifty-year-old man who combined the· professions of medicine and the 
- \ .. .._ : - ·, 
, ·~.t .• 
- ·•'" I 
.. 
' 
; .. _A!., 
-,-_ ...... _,. __ 
.... .,.r 
- :ministry, ··for· --W\!Qm the :"laying on of hands" meant that Christ was inter-· -




. ested in ·body as well as spir.t. (pp. 415-416). ~ . 
. 
...... ,._ ~ 
As I shall point out later, 
' 
. it may well be more than coincidental that Lena''s baby, too, was_ d~livered 
by.a fifty-ye~r-old minister, current·ly without a church, acting in the 
' . 
i. .. ', .) . 
,,.- '! 
role of a· doctor_, who lays his hand on his patient~s bowed head {pp.1 357 
, 
' . . ~ 
·· ... ·:... ... - ·-·-·-··------· -·-·----·:-·----~--and · 3~'2); · ··Not- ·only· -d"c>es the parallel link Hightower with his father, 
·--·--··-·-· 
- . . 
.. 
·- . it establishes what {!lay be an important symb~l~c oonn.ection between the . · 
· old man and ··eh'e ··newborg. ·babe. · -~·· .. • r I -
As the minister now .remembers the Wc!L_iil_·whic'h. h~ ha~. misus.ed~hc.=ia,=s...,.,-.. ~------:- ·'-'-~·· ~-~-.,....,..::,,.,~~ ... ~ ..•..,.C...,'=-, •.• ,--.• ~~~~~·--:--
-- ·---------·r-·- . •-. --·· 
.,.~ . ,- .,• .,I 
/ 
\ 
-.; ->· . . 
•• • 









calling, he ~chieves a useful insi.ght into the nature of his self-prot~c-. -




----~-----~~--- - ·--- .. ·- ------------ ------ -----




-:'A . • "' . . -
' ~ . .. . . ~ 
.. ' · .. : ·. · may ~_upp!y b._iq,._~~l_f _ _j.g_ ¢_rj.ses. _with. shapes and sCJunds with ... which :to guard-- --- ._ _ -_. __ ·--~~ -----·-..;::-:-----.. ----J...,.-.----- - -· .. -
. ' 
.. 
. . . 
... 
hims·elf- from truth" {e_~. 419). The shapes ~nd sounds of his fantastic · ' 
• ! 
~ . 




·vtsibri.have kept:him f~om'fa~ing the truth, 
/ 
ery and subterfug~ by which he obtained his call to- J·efferson (p. 422). 
I/ . c----. ,. ·-
· ~ He sees how he abused_ his co-ngregation~an.d failed to see them as· human ·o. , 
' 
_ ~- bein_gs in n.eed of. the resources of faith .• 
' 
He ,prays, spontaneously,.- a .. 
. ~ . 
. . . ., 
prayer of forgiveness (pp. ·425-426). A.rid the man whose shibboleth has . . ~ t .. . . . . 
.._.._, 
. . 
. :·,.- · "been~-t·ru·th ·no~'· s~fts c~iearly __ .his own· part --·in. that" distortion ·of ins ti.tu- .. · _· - :::· . : · . 4 
- ~ .- • - - • • 
• 
• • r, 
. ·--··., .. _ ....... ·~- ~ ... , ·. 
-·. 
~ 
--~- ' ' 
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tional Chri.stiani.ty by, which the Church has become a ~ampart "against_ 
L. 




. . , - -- ~ . the life of man" {pp.- 426;.427)-.----- -~------..-·-·-- ----- . 
. ----- ---......_ -----
. .- -·\.- .. --- . 
·- ----······--·- ~--..#w..---~--. 
.•.. i 
t 
.. '--. ~ .... _ .... , 
- ·-· 





-, - .. 
# :,· 
Then he fa..ces_, for. the fi_r~t ·time, his si-n---again$~ · hi·s. wife":"~ 
-, .. , .. , 
' •• ~-I brought with me one .. trust, perhaps- _the first 
t·rust of man, which I had accepted of my own will 
before God; I considered that pro~ise and tr~st of 
so little worth that I did not kno~ that I had even 
~ .accepted it. And if that was all I did for her, what 
could I have expected? what could. I have. ex-pe.cted · 
save disgrace and despair and ... J:-he· face of God turned 
away in very shame? Perhaps in the moment when I 
revealed to her not only the depth of my hunger but 
the fact that never and never would she have any 




~-... ~.--- ·-------------- 4 
· .... · I became her seducer and her murderer, author and ~-7------- . 
l,,t-1. - •• 
~ 
instrument of her shame and death. After all, there 
~-------- _ must be _some. things for which God. cannot be acctlsed · 
by man and held responsible. There must be.' (p. ·427) 
Following this r.emarkable passage, painful in its self-revelation, 
. 
• .:,-.,,io=., •• :~ . . ;_,_. 
... ~; 
- --·--- ·-· - _,_ __ .' - -- -·-
- Hightower' s thinking beg.ins to slow down,. 11 Iike a wheel beginning to run 
~·~~ . .in san(f~ the, axle-; t~e vehicle, the power which p;ropels· it not yet a;a~e" //_. ----·~--· 
.(p. _4·21). Tl,ie wheel imagery will be used ~ga~n and again .in __ .~he chapter. , r· 
I 
--- . -- ------~---
...... 
---- ----~ - ---- ---- ------ ---- __ _., ___ - -- ..... --- -·-·-- . 
• 
• 
,4. Slabey has .sugge.sted·that it relat~s to the ancient Mandala symbol, 
' 
. "",: . o ,I d b 'J • • f f • d . '•h • • 13 --·-·······----·· -------~-· -~-:---·----.--<---,.1.nterprete y ung to s1gn1 y a pro oun psyc ic · experience. Beach 
/ 
I 
'r~ . r 
. Langston ·has associat~d it ··with the Buddhist Wheel of ft~ cla{ming 
.:- ··:,">:~ 
r 
- '" -- -..... - . . 
that w-hat·. Hightower is about to exp~rience closely, r~sembles full 
Buddhist enlightenment.14 Precise identification of the wheel symbol 
. ' seems less. iniportant than recOgkzing that it functions COnsistently in 
.•. 
': "' i '- . ' J '· . • L..- Ty this part of the novel as the symbol of purposefu~ess 
. ,....... . 
. , ... ,. .. ·, .. , ,· 
. . ,; . 
l 
J 
. • ·• 
toward a g<?al· 
' .. 
difficult to attain. - Though Light in August has a circular quality, 
• - '•.• • • t_ 
b~ginning. and ending with the journeying .. 
0
.L~na Grove, ~-~~~ whee·1 is. not .J.- -..,,~ '\-
:·· 
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.. ,, • 
- _ . .:..- ~ .. 
.. 
simply going around in ci.rcles. The wheel of thought turns in inve&rse 
·- . 
. . 
--A\,• •• , proportion to the relattve·· pain of the insi.ght involved,· until" at last-; - - ------ ------- -..... 
... . • .......... .-
. ------ _;_,.. __ .. . ' . 
. ,........,, 
~----- . 
___ ~- -,._-as _we shall see, it spins freely, the moment of illumin~tion hayi_11g arrived. - -




· · , begin: "'But. I was young then.'" And, beside-~---, "' It is any man's privi-
•• ~' ".'.(,!-
-- ----~.... . 
-· leg_e ·~o destroyhimself, ... so long as he does riot injure anyone else, so 
-
:4ong as he:lives to and of himself--'". (p. 429). ---But this reationalization .. ,, 
dies in Hightower' s throat. His def ens es :make a. final ef f.ort: "' I dont -~ 
·:··· 
- - ..... --------
----------~---· 
.·v., .... _ ... t. want to think· this. I must not think· this. -I dare not think this'-" , .. 
(p. 429, italics ·Faulkner's). Then, ·. p . . . 




.. ... .. ··-------,-.----~~ 
Out of the instant t_he sandclutched wheel of .thinking 
turns.-0n·with the slow implacability of a mediaeval -
t·orture instrument, beneat~ the wr"en~hed and broken· 
sockets of his spirit, his life: Then, if this is so, 
if I am the instrument 6£ her despair and death, 
·• - , _____ . -
. 




then I am in turn instrument of someone outside myself. 
And I know that for fifty years I have not even been 
·clay: I have been a single, instant of darkness in // 





($ .· am my dead- grandfat_her op the instant o·f his·· death., _;?' ______ .,.... 1 ---- . . ---·-- - ---- ---·--. ~--. -,• 
·~ 
i 
then my wife, hi$ grandson's wife .. ~ the 'debaucher 
and murderer of my grandson's.wife, since !,could _____ _ 
. neither let my grandson liv·e or die... · _,, __ , · · ·-
"'4.. ..,-... • 
. ---
·· -----.. ·-- ·· - - .. -
-~---.·----- ----
----~---. ---LA- ~------ · - The whee 1 released, seems to rush on with _ a· io.ng :_ 






~-- ., .. 
. • . 
• 




mini.~t~r' s life. of unreality and fant~sy had very real repercussion.s_. 
' 
The ·p~in.ful insight achieved, the wheel spins more freely. 
,, ... 





"··_-·;, that the above passage -~eem~ tq ~-£ fer. fades - upo_!! _·close analysis. Since 
. , - .... 




::- ..... .... 
.- .,,.~:.,--:- ----~. .... -. . .. 
. . . 
·. tne ·truth of such a charge obviously clashes· with my contentio.n- that w.nat· 
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' J . we ·are· wit~essing is· the final ·insig~t · 1eaging -tC? Hightowe-r' s. illunii.natiott -- . . ... 
. .. . ._... 
I - • 
-
. ... - ·.{-· . .... ~·--: . - ---:.·.: . 
~ltt.: ... : •••• dl 
and redemption, it is important to examine Slatoff.'s argument. As I under- . 
-
- · stand him, he-makes three points relative to the passage:. --, 
----~----
. ~--













Bvt <this is hardly trueo The logic is quite clear . ' 
Highto'tver has been- the instrument of his wife's 
death. She is outside of him.self.· Therefore, .he 
has been the instrument of someone outside of 
himself. 
. .. 
-- . '---. 
.2·: ·(He holds that the p.,assage beginning "I ha1,e been 
______ · a single inst.ant," a highly fanciful metaphor·, - _______ ___,,_.. ________ .. 
-------. -- ... contradicts the s~ggestion that Hightower is an 





--·-··------------ -------- -- .------· -- - ---~ - . 
. -- - -
-
.. 
instrument of his wife~s death. I confess that 
I fail to see what he means. It is precisely 
because the minister has been little more than 
a reflection of his grandfa-ther that he was un-
able to be a real husband. 
~ 
' 3. , He cails the -last part of the passage '_'alogical" 
in its equation of Hightower and his grand~athe~~ 
Thus, though having ~dmitf:ed ~arlier tha_t. Faulk~~r 
seems to have gone out .. of his way to prepa-re us 
for an experience of illumination, he concludes 
.. 
that the final effect of the passage is ~ystifying.15_ 
=~------- -----~~c;-;-~----=--- ---"c".-~~----:-------~---=--- -·····But. surely such an equation need hav~ not.bing-to···· ---
.,~ ' 








_____ _ _ _________ ______ _rather .. than a iogical reality. 
--------··· 
-·-··-·---- ~--- I 
•'-• .. •., -··- -J---M •~ - ---·- ------- •-





_. r..,,' . 
.,. 
a climactic moment i.n .a- process that the novelist ·has. carefully traced. ' 
----~e man has seen clearly hi.s involvement in the_ huran .condition. 
!;tands that he, too, has si~n~> Now-1 there 'ts light in August,: i6 
He. under- . _ --.. 
"In the 
-lambeµt su_spens.ion of August into which night ·is· about to ~lly come, it 
.. '!--
. 
-~ seems. to engender and surround _itself with a faint glow like a· halo" (p. 430). 
' ~ 
-- --- ___ ..,. The halo is full of faces, his--wi·fe' s, the townspeop,le' s-, Byr~n '_s, Lena's, 






' -The old minister now---realizes his common bond- with h';1m~µit·y, a 
.
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~lear· indicati_Qtl tl?,a~ this. vision has not been __ escap_ist. tt has been - -.·· 
t, 





and rushes ~way" (p. 431). · The old compulsions and evasions are gone. 
Hightow~r feels light, empty, .floating. 
'I am dyipg,' he·thinks. · 'I. should pray. ·r· 
should try to pray.' But he does not. He ·does 
not trye 'With all air, all heaven, filled 
,..r:l ':.t • '. ·' • --- • _:... ._ • - • _ .... 
·-
- - ... ;., __ _J 
·~ -. 
wi t·h the lo&t and unheeded·· crying. of all the 
living who ever lived, wailing s-till like lost 
' \ . 
-- . 
·•·,~j .. ; ........ j, 
children·among the cold and terrible stars •••• 
I wanted so little'. I asked so little·: It 
would seem ..• ' (p. 431) ~ 
.. 
- - .. --- -- - -..--...- - .. --·--- ..... ·-- - . 
ciearly, Hightower's re~empt~on is not in orthodox Christian terms. 
"\ ' 
He does not exonerate the cosmos. He has learned, as a"human being, that 
he must a~c:ept mora~ resp_,onsibilit,y; but even "in his moment of illµmina-. 
.. 
_ /,._, . ..;:._ . .,__,._; ..... .;,--.--.__.__..__·---- .. "- -· .,., 
. . . . . . .. . . . "/,,.. .... --,-_--·· ... - ...• --- .,, .. -~ ··-·-· .... '. .... · ··-· . -- ... ·'·· ·····--' -----.·-~---;-- .. ··---~--~+--~----
tion t'! he recognizes that man is .-victim as well .as perpetrator of the 
.. . 
,.... 
. , .. 
world's suffering. As Edmund Volpe· has pu_t it: "He _acknowledges man's 
. -... 
• • • ,. L 
.,. 
- - --- __ _..: _____ ·_., ____ _:___:__ __ · _____ - ----- - - ---· - ·--- - -· - ---· - --- - ---
-- --,-.~-·~--~---·-----
---~-- - -- . ---~- -·--·------- ··-······ .......... , .. 
·1 • '• . responsibility. for the human condition,-: but -~e also· recogni,zes forces . 
... 
.. 
c~---- - -..-:_~~:.--./~ .- --.. =----~..=.~--~ .. ..:,.b-eyond-·-man-1-s · c·ontr~lr -~which ·must- -a·lso· --be -·held -accountable·.'··ul 7- - . - ---··---.------···- '.""----.-- .--- . --~ .- ----'-- ~ ..... -. - - .. ----
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It· is· because critics have looked for a c9mple_te-ly··--otthod.o.x redempti.o.n., ···--------·· 
. . -.-· ... - .. 
.. 
---- ----.,---·- -, 
-I> r Fr--
l l , I 
... 
I think~ that they_ ha~e . taken the above· passa_ge as arii indication that 
... . , 
' - •· ...:.-
.» Hightower s~ips_ back into his old patte,rns -as th~ chapter etJ.ds_. 
'. . .. 
·.. ,• ( 




. commonly assu~ed, too, that the last passage of the chapter portrays the 
· ~ death of Hightower and hi~-~- flnal, 12~!J:hetic retreat tcf · fantas·y. This pas-
sage. is ·of-~ufficient importance to be included in full: 
. . ~ 
• ----~· - ·.. · It is- ·as.,1 though .they had merely waited until he 
could··find something ~d pant with, to be reaffirmed-
in triumph and desire with, with this la~t left of 
. ---~onor and pride and life. He hears above his heart 
the thunder inc·re·ase, myriad and drl).Jnnting. Like ·a . 
-,, .... :_ 
... 
. ,..- .. 
. . 
" ', . . 
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long sighing of wind in trees 'it begins, then they 
.'sweep into sight, borne now upci~ a tloud of phantom 
dust. _ They rush past, forwardleaning in the saddles, . 





.... ... ;~ . 
... 
-
----___:....~ - .. .• 
· :.:~·: -:.·-~ slanted and eager lances; ,;vi th tumult and soundless 
yelling th~y sw~ep past like a tide whose crest is 
···· ·· · ·. jagged with the wild heads of horses and :the brand-
ished arms of men like the crater of the world in 
~-- r • --•· .-


















explosion. They rush past, are gone; the dust swirls•;.f·,.,., 
, slcyward sucking, .fades away into the night which has 
fully come. Yet, leaning forward in the window, his 
bandaged head huge and without depth upon the twin 
blobs of his hands upon the ledge, it seems to him 
that he still hears them: the wild bugles and the 




Faulkner himself has ·indicated18·and receJt critics have agreed that 
H~ght:ower does., not die· as--..- the chapter en·ds. 
\_ 
His own-sensation of dying 
.. 
and the light, -e~pty, floating feeling are common symptom-~ of a profoun~ 
,( , ·-· -~ ...... 
-~__._._________ 
, • • -· # -
'-· • ----- __ , _ _. ___ - -·-------- - -
----
- •• - ---·---- ---- ------- - ... • 
- ------ ·--------
experienc~ of catharsis and illumination. The c·rucial matter is what to 
• /'_, G - .,,, .. 
.... make of this final visitation of the phantom~. It is~commonly beli-~ved· 
.... ..4. 
·- -
---- -------·-- - - - -- - - -- ------- - -
----- ---- - - ---------- ----- .. 
. ·~ 
that· the old minister s'inks into_.-~ ~i-n~d- .of final madness,· ·or, at the 
\ . 
. 
---·- - -- - - --- - --------- - -- ··---- - - - ·- -. . . 
' I 
cites ... this passage as the clearest ex~mple of Faulkner'.$. desire to 1·eave ~ ... ··--~ .:-: ____ ,_'.' ~ ..... ;::!.,.1')_1._ .... ~----x::'!!.: ~------- ---- , ---- - .'S;>_ - -- -----· 
--------·-· 
.......... 
us wi'th-· ambiguity. 19 
•. . ., ~ 
Dorothy -Tuck,. in her perceptive s~ of· the novel, 
--
after granting that H~ghtower."attains insight of a very ·real kind," con-
.. • • "lit, ....... , .. Ot,,1~ 
' .... 
, . eludes that) this insight is followed "not .by an affirmation in· action but 
. . . 
.. 
~ by a visitation of the -ghostly_ cavalry. 20 'And·. even ~rl Benson,_ who 
• ..,i~ •• 
J 
\ 
·accord.s Hightower_ a power,fu-1 role in Light in August. ~nd proclaims him,~*· 
• I 
. . /. .. 
...... 
'!moral hero" of the story, reluct~ntly agrees -that ·th~ old---man has tumbled·_ ... __ .~ 
.. _·ti 
~ ... 
-------4- ---· - -- ----·- -- -~ -• 
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·. , If this .ia_~_J.nde.ed S-0, we must, I think, .agree w~ th Hyatt Wagoner,_ 
.. t:: •• _.,.~, •.·· J. ·, -- -
-.:.:::.:: . . . , ... 
--··w.-- _,_....,_.. .... 
- - --··.,__ __ r::__ • .. 
that· the~·final. effect ·Of the~. no-vel is unrelievedly tragic:. 11A,s we sit 
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" J• t- . 
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.. w~th Hi_ghtower- in the twil~g!)t, we are -likelY'·to feel that -th;e darkness -- · · 
.. ' -. 
r-, .... 
- - . ~ 
_1, • : 
·, · .. i;o,~,'n, ·, . is more. pOWerful than the light. n22 In view of the careful way in :which · 
_, . ·- .,.. 
"'lo..t • .. 
.. ,,,.. ..... ,,... J 
- ~'' 
· ... 
• r· l t • 
" I • , ~ • ~ -- -" ...., Faulkner has traced Hightower' s spiritual ·growth and prepared us fo·r his 




· , illumination, his final defeat· can only evoke the bitterest kind of· irony. 
_. 
• "' ! In-a sense, o~ course; the journey that the old min!ster has t~Ren 
- - ...... 
. ~ fl 
, I 
,. ,fl 
">..... ·- _,, 
remains valid -even if he is not strong. enough to stay with re~lity. _ Bu._t __ 
- • • ! 
... _ 
, 
there are at least two ways. of understanding this f_inal passage, ·--I:.--think, . 
;I 
which mo1:e fully u9de·~score Hightower' s -r~dempJ:ive significance,-. bo~th 
., ... 
of them legitimate possibilities-. -: 
On the one hand, we may grant that Gail Hightower~ though his rebirth 
.,_ 
was significant, was simply too old and tired to ~omplete his retu~n to 
life.- 1 • In ~hat case, one inay· wish to rely on that symbolic identification--
,'· 
. ' . 
of Hightower with Lena's baby mentia-ned earlier. .Since this baby is 
. ~. '.,, .. , 
___________ - ------~-~ ... ~---of.ten acknowl_e_dged __ :to_ "be __ th.e .lo_cus of hope. .iIL--Ligh.t- -in August, one may 
' 






": I ;T 
---- .- 4' ' f , 
is to be carried for.th i)_ the n~w life of the chi.id. . The b~~! is not •· .. :<' . 
, 
......... ·~· .. 
-:--~. -_ --(as--·Mrs. IJ-in-es thought) · 1i·i:-tie Joe Christma~ · -(p :-59); pe is a -n~ --~ersio~-- ~ --------;--.. 
... : ___ . ~.-; ___ ... ~---~-~~~~· --~----·---·--·---- ·- -· .. --:;;--· 'f' • . . \ ' ·---. -... ,.. . . J .... L ·.~". 
. .. ..... ' .. 
.~ 
. ' 
... ',.., ,~ 
··: ~·, 
of Gail Hightower •. Lit_erally, and ·symbolically:, because GaLl High~ower 
was willing to r·~-enter Ji-fe; .the child now lives. ' . If not the old-man, 
then the baby ••• m·an, as Faulkner is so fond of s·aying, will endure. 




... ...... --r.. • . ·--------
j ---......__ -
_ Hightower falls back into his old patterb. In t~~ms of the language of 
' ..... 
-.. ~ .'. ""' 
' . '? . . .. 
·; ',·the passage,. is it ~ot possible ~o suggest tha·t what we ~ave.~here, in-,. A I 
-··-' 




· · ha-d mer~! .. :Y:._.,waited ••• '.': 
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1 • • .. .- .• '. • • • ~ • • . .- • • • - • • • • • • • • .. • ' • • • • • ·- • • • .• - • • • ~--- ~, 
" , 
.. -- - -
.. resources to- g·et along· wi thotit themr · · Thi~s ~ccomplished, · thr.ough his re-
- ~-
. 
and moral illumination, entr·y into life subsequent the ghosts appear a 
-· -~'Ut . + .... . ,. 
- . 
- - . ·. 
•l _ ... 
final time only to vani.sh · foreve·r_, '--·as the language of the paragraph would .. 
' \ --
·. ,;·se.em., .. _to emphasize: 
. . ' 
·, 
. 
they rush past, 'a:re gone, their dust fades away, he 
"· ·-....,~. 
,, __ 
seems·· to hear .the dying ·thunder o_f hoov~·s. ,Do- all the·se ·wG>rds suggesting 
. 
death and.disippearance appear hete accidentilly? Or can we conclude, 
~ 
•,I 
·. as I -suggest, that this is the final visit of the fo-rces of unreality and 
that the renewed Hightower is ready to rejoin life? 
,, 
Again, I am not suggesting the pr~sence of Christian orthodoxy·at 
the end of Light in August.· We may.have here, as in Requiem for~ Nun, 
the_ acknowledging of -guilt as the basis of mora0l· renewal without .any 
- - ---- -- .. ~ \ 
,.. 
- theist{c ~~sumpti6rii~ It is interesting, however, to think of Hightower's 




(. . .... • ... ;-
·-
...... i, .. 
_ , elements. The .. S·toic ideal is that of detachment, the· Chri'stian that of 
' ........ -· - - ---· - - .. 
''.t~'l ,\ 
,, ' 
.; - ~::~-= - . 
The Stoic .se~s man as th~ victim .of ·fate; the Ch~tstian sees him 
.'-' 
_as the bearer of responsible personal guilt. The Stoic views human ·f·ail-
' . 
. -· .... _ . -· - --. - --~,_,. ____ .. ~,-_ ,.___ ... ~_------··--~--•-.;- -•,---:-----"-l_; . .,._..___ ·- '-·~·· -~-. ~--- ·- -· ·-'· ., -·- ·-·· -· -~---- , .... "'_,. -- .• -···-· .• __ , ___ ' • - . '•,_. -------·-~-- ..... ·--·•"-----h..... -~ . . - -- - ~- -
! 
4 
ure in t~rms of fi~itude; ~the Christi~~ acknowledges-hls .sin.23 Is it 
0 
~· '4 • • • 
- I •. •-...J· 
• 
not precis·e~y ·as Gait-·Hightow~r moves '"f-r.om de~achment toward love, as he 
. ~-
.learn:s to view ·-his· c~'.ndition as his_ own personal responsibility and not 
.. tf 
... •• --.¥ ----- fl' 
-
---- • 
s~mply,.:a trap of fate,_ and -a·s-: he acknowled~s that he is not ot;ily "poor 
. --........ . I ,. 
-· 
~ 
· man" but also sinf~l man ·that he. breaks out of bondage into ·new life? 
.... 
-...... 
. ... .. ("_. .. , 
This process, it seems to me,. ccimes very close to whatever hope and re--~----~---
~--------
- ----- -- -- ---~-~--- ------ - - . .--- . 
,, 
: · d~mptive poss1.bility i·s ofr-ered to th.e _ reade"r ot: __ William F~.~lkner' s Li~~~ 
~--
:·"i_n ·August.-- _ 
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--- ,. 
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-- Further· ev-idence o~ the importance that' Faulkner attaches to tlie 
52. : 
··-. - . 
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proces_s in terms" of a series of conf:rasting themes and character traits •. _____ _ 
... 
. ~-. ~- As I ·studied the novel~carefully, I b~gan to note how many of these appear 
-~- I 
;.-.,. ___ ----.. 
. ·-
to .,be arra~ge~ i'n the novel in such a way as to create the aense ~f growth. -
and movemeµt. Walter.J.tSiatoff provides a useful term in his.discussion '\--
of_ .Faulkn~r' s ·'~'conceptual· and thematic· anti-theses. ul Even a f~irly chrono_.· -~ . 
. ~ " \. \: . 
'"logical_ approach to Light in August reveals how consistently these anti:-
.. . 
------- -- ~--- - ~-,~- - -· 
theses suggest the kind of development in Hightower's character that would 
• 1:"'· 
--
·- appear to be so. important to the -novel's meaning. No attempt t<? classify· 
. . 
-\...-----·· •• .a •• ,,, 
· the~, of .course, will result in air-tfght categories, and there will 
.. 
inevitablj.be some overlap~ing. 
-. -~ . -- ----~ -· ·'·-
·• 
- - - - -- - . -
···'··-·--~~'./, . ) ----
-~ __ L., __ 
B~t, for purposes of ·convenience, the 






























. ·-- ... ,.-: ~~ 
... - ...... 
,-- , ..... : . u 
interio·r growth, which I shall c~ll- "p'sychological." Those antitheses 
•.. 
} 
I shall ter.m 11 s·ociologifal." · ·Those; -that describ~_ changes in his bodily 
appe~r_ance are called, appropriately enough,· "physical."-- AI_1d, .finally, 
those that can be discussed most 'helpfully iri- terms of morality aQd re~· ~ 
. . 
ligious faith are called "moral-religious." To a discussion of thes~ 
-antitheses- and their role_ in delineating H{ghtower' s character we now 
turn- our attention. 
. -------
.. 
l:,.:~ ____ -~-Ip_J:~rms of .the minister's interior -development, the ,first ~!1d /most 
. . 
"_ -- -·:~--.. - -· --·-signi~icant movem~nt that can be discerned .is that from death to life. 
"" . '•.r ,_ ~-··""-•'--l •!.. ,-.r-"- ,,.,,.- . 
.. 
.-.-. .. ...._. 
- -··- . -
.. 
(, "'I 
., . _ ,, It is s~_tiking how f.requent__ly,,.;,b~fore his illumination, Hightower is··· 
- .. - ' . ,::. . ' . .. 
. . . - .. 
... . --.;---- ------- - -- ·-. 
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..,. ______ ------ . 
· . -described in·--terms of de~th~ .. , As a boy,· he wishes to be protected froni 





"the harsh gale of living'~ (p. _419) •. "I am not in life" (p. 26:3), he . 
d 
• f • f ... / ... 
,. 





. . in life" (p. 300). Bo~h the stre~t-~and the ]louse he occupies are .. "deao 
.. .,,., --· f 
,,.. -··· ~ ' ' 41 - '\· 




"his dead life in the actual world" (p. 320). · Hightower's vision,_w~ites 
~. '' .. t.•-". f. JL 1i,·· 
·~ . '9'r,,:~ '-
' 
. Peter Swiggart·, "bears ·co·mparison with the· urn' of death and not the ideal·· 
I .... 
on~ of beauty and~th.112 He did not care about _'_'th~,, _living_ people" 
··-·· ------~--~---:----~------~-- --- ---
. 0 (p. 52). That is why his triumphant affirmation of life an<;l the-natural· 
·· forces following the birth of Lena's child comes as such a dramatic con-
~. 
trast: "'Life -comes to t~e old man yet'" (p. 355)! As we have had 
t .• 
------ --- ~--· ------------- - ··- - -- ... " .. -- ------ --
-------
-- -.-- -~ ·------------- . -- - - -




quit,e fully t.he implications of t_his rel;lnion with t,he vital , .... forces. In ... _ ... -,s. 
. ' 
--
- ·-- -- - -- --- - - -- - . - _.-,._~ ·-------- -
-~--context, r:-chink, KarIK.---Zrrik1S tjtiftE! correct in pointing out 
• . I 
l . . ~ ·~_'t.ha~. _life,. -for Faulkner; originates --in and is limited to the mysteriously ' , l -· l 
I 
. --t,'. _. --~ • ,, l 
. .-.:~-- - .. -· - . f 
. ! 
~~--------------------...--.....-·------ ·-····- ··- - ---
- living-surface of the earth •. He has "l!:_~~le,~ Ai_f anythi'ng, to do with·. 
_ ........ .. 






And ~hough being. out o( .. life also involyes·, as I 
i 




shall note, alienation from t~e ·community,· its underlying\'i base is dis-
-~--~-
. ~-, .... 
... . 
-·---- -------------... - -- ~- ----- - --·. --· _ ..... -
's_ociation froni natu~kv:itality. / '. 
. . . 
Th~· life-denying. forc~s associated~ -
J ' 
with Southern religion and social -·abstractio.tis had a great dec,tl- to .do 
. . 
.. -
with the formation of Hightower's.cqaracter. Tne movemen·t of the ·novel,· 
~ . . ..... . . . . ~ '' 
" ~ --_,. --- -
. . 
,,,: 
. f ,. 
--· - ·----'---.-__ ----,, · in terms o.f t.he minister's grow.th, _is. clearly in the direccion of natural 
~~ I • .. ' ,. ~ .- - '. . . 
----~ 
. vitality~ 
- _JL ~ ' 
~-~------ - - - ---~~ -- - - . 
--· .. · . 
. 
...r,, . ~ 
' ._.... . 
·- · There --is a similar movemen~ from· .bond.age'. to . the past toward~· ·confro~-· 
---- - . .. . 
' 
. 
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-Hightower as the ineffectual',· traditlon-minded Southerner. Light in August 
..- -~---··- .;,:· -·--
clearly shows his tendency to look backward toward .a largely imagfned past • 
. 
<·· 
.· We-have already ~9ted the strength and significance of the o~~- ~inister's 
.. 
_vis.ion, which cancels out present possibilities in favor of his grand-
-
~lL)r 
father's glory. But ~his central token of the past's influence is supple-:. 
,-~ • ~ •, i s.' . l . 
·• ' 
ment·ed tht·oughou·t the novel with a number of minor touches. Hightower, 
-for example, lives on "what used to be the main street" (p. 51). When 
t\ie' church organ plays, he assumes tli3E it is Mrs. Carruthers, ·a womB.n who 
--·~-----· --------- - .. - -
. . ~· .... 
.. 
has been dead for twenty years (p. 3?0). For all his ·enthus1asrn about 
- ,,.,,.. 
tradition·, Hightower's is a dead tradition, as Cleahth Brooks has observed, 
r\ ,. ..... r 
~ 
___ ,, because "it does not connect past .. with pres~nt. n4 The truth is that his 
__ ..... , ---... · .. ~ . ..-. -. -~-. --·-mo·s t honest · and compl·et·e- ··understanding of-, hi-s.-·.-pas .t--cqmes--to. him~-o.nly.: ~f~t;e~-~~~ ..~--· -· 
.. 
he has begun to 'assume· th·e · burden of his human~ty_. · Then his interest 
. . 
oe-gins ··t·o·· ·turn·- more-· ·tow~rd -the·-pre~ent-~r-ea·li-t-y,-'~ -eu-ri-os-i·t y---about ---the:- -~b-y!-s-· ----·- -
. , . 




. . ' 
•. ·_; _____ ..... '---~··-....._.__.~-'-~·;J:~~-· s_ de~th, .,he s~es bis ·p~st_ -with a -new clari.ty. Phyllis Hirshleifer 
' 
' 
h~s, I think, overstated the imp.ottance·-·of thi.s antithesis by claiming 
. : ..... ' 
that the central theme 6:f·the novel is.''''the llpl1._·ght of ·man cursed 'by the··--, 
.... ,. 
- .. - -·-·-----~__:...:-·--· L·------- 'ev-i 1 of the past •. •i5 _But~ the theme· is surely there, ai;id Hightower' s . --------------·. --
~ ..... ·.~···· 
.......... 
.. 
· ... . _ggdual release from this bondage .marks one of the ways. in which we can . 
. measure .his. ·growth. 
. - .~.-




_reaiity. The young minister .. co,uldn't get ·the .realities of ·faiJ:h·e.ntangle.sJ .. ,:.b,~,-
. 
·. -..,_,....!.- . . . - .• ·--- ·- .... • 
. . . ~-----------
- --·-·. -- ·---'---- ..:.~ 
-- ----- .. - --- ---- - -
•,,; -
- - -- ·- -·- - -l. - ·-----~- ---~--- --
. 
.... ..... - ---~- -
from his· grandfatlier' s gallo.ping--··hors·e, even in. the. pglpit;· He used 
c----.· : " 
: . : ·: . 
-.--1"---
. z .:_. -
. C 
-·· .. ·····-· 
·. ___ · "religion as though·. it wer.~ a dream. Not a nightmare,. but something which --
-. -·- , .... -
', . 
--- _ ... _ ·•, 
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even. need to touch the actua-1 eart·h!.! (p. 53). He clung. to, his vision_; ,,., .... -
. .... .. ., -~ •.. ,f)4 
. J:((l.. '} /)~ . ' 111
.,Istill believe. 
. ; ..... 
Beca'use even fact cannot stand with it' fl (p. 424) . - ·. 
} 
- -· - ~ - . . • .,,.. • v • - - . During the ~curse of the nove13 he tries to manipulate reality by control-~-
~-- ... 
• I ' ling· his thoughts. . . He fills-in the details ef his vision to. suit his 
desires: "'I like_ to think so. It's fine. so~" (p. 425). He-resists the 
encroachment of truth·:~"' I. dont want · to think---this. 
~ ..... :, ....... ,. ... . 




· r· dare not think-~ this'" (p. 429, italics Faulkner's).· . . He deceives him- . ' l 
.. . ~ 
- . - -- - ·- -------· I . se~f into thinking that his dream is harmless. But, as Olga Vickery.has 
. . "'\.,. 
- s·aid, it is precisely his dream that makes· him "insensitive and· indlf-
, 
I '· • 
ferent to ·the quality of his actual experience. 116 Because of it, he fails I' 





____ . _____ .. __ .. -------~---"'"-----h·i-s--co.ng-regati:on-- -and. hi·s- wi.f e-~--:-- ·Attd-·-it-·t-s---on-ly-a-s·--r-eat·ity- --st·eadfly-an-a-- .. -~ _------~··-···· ·· 1
1 .. " inexorably intrudes upon hts·drea~; as we have seen in ·the description 
1 
, ! ! 
---------,:-------ef---h-i-s--··renewat ·- ·th·at-·-Garrrliglttower l.S able to move b,fclc-lnt-o-..-11.-;c-· .. f e-a-n--d--;-----~-. · r 
. I ' . . . . I ( .. 




.,; • . . ... '1.;. ,,w Another :Eleveroptn.ent that. can best -b.e,· expre·s$ed·.-··in p-sycholog1.cal ~erms ·· · ·· 
--- . --· ----------------~- -·- ---------. -------~ ---------
--~ ______________ _. 
-
- .. ,.. -- -
-- . has to do with ~ightower' s attitJde towar~c sex .and wo1n:n., ~er:e' is. a_ • __ 




- • • • ••.••.. -+, ~ • • ' -- • • • - •• ' •• •• • -
- ~ ' -~~ •• - ··•--, ••• ,ti.. - ..... • ' . . ' ..... - -·-- • ~.- .. - .... - • -·· • • - • --·· • 
··- -· ·-- ·- ·----·---· --- - · )i'f"f'irniation of sexuality and a warnier appreciation. of_ the female prin-
,_ ...... -.. . . . 
·:- ., J ·- .. ' ciple. 4 There have been somE:t·s"'uggestions ·· that the 'clergyman, was overt·ly 
• - .. . .,_.. 
-'--' ,t,---- ,. 
. I -
. .-
. William ·van O'Connor, for example·, suggests that there is· homosexual • 
. • .. 
~-~-"a strong hint"' of homosexual relations, u7 · and ·J;lhyllis Hirshleifer, pro- _ .; · 
r -_. . . . 
... J 
viding examples ·:f.rom other .. ·--·Faulkner novels---to show that horses symbolize~- . 1 .,._ 











abnormal. sex, believes that "the conflict between the· 'galloping hooves' . 
0/1µ.ghtowe~'~ drea~ and his wife has. the: symbolic force of a c0ntiast. . • · ~ 
.. ~--- . 
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. 
_ between no-rmal a~d ·abno'rmirl se·~u~lity_; 118 But apart from the app~re,nt ly ~~-:----· -'_., 
~111-{ounded gossip- of the Jefferson citizenry, _there appears to be little 
• 
to -substantiate these sugge_stions .... There is no question about-liighto~er' s 
.. , impotence •. It was ''as · though the· seed which his grandfather -had trans-
' ,. ' ' ,• 
; 
mitted to ·him-••• had been killed too" (p. 55). Patt of h~s wife's misery 
, 
"" 
was that Hightower "coul~9~ t or wouldn't satisfy her himself" (p. 51).. · 
I 
,:·-. 
'• ' ' -- . --~- -
.The frequent suggestions-.of sterility in the man's physical description 
underscore this diagnosis._ And his general attitude toward women and 
--~ marriage does not dispute it. Wom~n, after all, made marriage for their 
own convenience (p. 276), and what are "a few mumbled words before God" 
(p. 268)? No woman has suffered "as ~en have suffered from good women" 




. --.,.-· -- ----- - - --- ------- - -··--·-··------ ~----------
.,. (p. ·277). Mrs. Hines and Lena.are "two lost women" (p. 320). Marriage_ 
'' 
_, . .,.,, 
'*""'' ... 
ls "a dead state" (p. 4~p). Reading Tennyson is soothing, since. it is 
,-
-- -
-- -/ - . 
- - -- - -
- --· -· 
"like lis·tening, in- a cathedral to .a eunuch chanting'' (p. 278). 
' . "\ , ~ / 
,r, ,~•~7' ... • . _ ..... ~. 
·',,, ,, . ~- F~-llowing the birt!J. of Le~_a' s l?.aby, as we .have already seen, there ....... . 
~ ._ .... ~ .. ' . . . , 
• 
. ' 
is a dramatic ___ c hang.e .. _______ L.e_na !. s___.'!;y.oung ___ s_t rong_bo.dy.!;!.-an.d--~.!heart-y---lo-i-ns!!-a-r-e 
\ 
:; • I 
~ ·.: 
_.-._' _____ ~pa;rt of "the goo~ earth" .. (p. 356)., Hightower' s ·attituc;le-~toward her--and,-·· ___ !__. ------- : 
- • I 
. ,, 





·-. ·-~ -··-,,. 
later, toward his dead.wife undergoes a pronounc~4 change. Looking at .; 
\ .. 
• • f> 
the Burden homestead, he i-s struck by the "rich fields," the "rich fecund 
· ·black life of the quarters, the mellow shouts, the presence of fecund 
womeri, the prolifif .. 1h~k~d _children-;-11 ~ Hi.s face, shedding· ~~s earlier~·----. 
,- T-•-. ~-.. 
. wear'ines·s and rigidity, · be.comes "gentle, beaming, and triumphant_" (p. 357). -
•. ' .. ·• 
--
-&~··_· __ H __ e~_recogni.zes .h~w .4eeply- he has ·f~il~d__}iis wife: "'I have not even.been 
·, 
-:.·~lay'" ·(p. 430). ;_If, as Edmund Vo~pe comments· in arioth~r context,_ impo--
, - , .. ·tence iS a· symbol of Flem Snopes' i~pa;r~_!:fc;m fI'Om his fellow man., 9 i;,. 
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_has ·equally symbolized the· spiritual and psychological · failure of Gail 
Hightowero And his failed marriage.may be'~n miniature the· story of his 
reli_gious failure. ,,10 _ At any rate, as .he receives insight and illumina-
. 
. tion, the minister's attitudes toward sex and marriage change considerab_ly. 
C· 
·-1 .. 
' An obvious psychological change, too,. is the movement from self-. 
· :·: centeredness to outgoing concern for others. At the beginning of the · 
·npvei, Hightower not otily lives· by his thoughts;-he has no·life but his' 
thoughts. We have "traced his continuing resistanee to involvement with 
• , . 
'',.. ... 
' -. ~. 
J 
·' 
-~-· -·· ~- 'f 












- ·- -·· 
' 
others and his eventual impl:lcat:ion,. almost against· his will,'. in the -pre-· ' . 
dicaments of his .fellows •. It is no·t necessa~y _to repeat here· the ways ~ 
in which Hightower :£I.1pves from the\ solitary circle J~~f _.self into the lives 
,, 
.... . ~....:..-.-----~-~--- -· ,. .. . . . - .. ---- ··----'-·· .. : ~\.-- - .. ~~ -· --·-- ···- ····-··-·- - ---·-- ----- -·----- --·· .. -
. . 
·-o·f·-Byro:n;·-L¢na~ ·-arid Joe. -__ Perhaps \of more interest, in tei;-ms o~,!psycho-
• 1 
logical· growth, is· the novel's hint that Hightower early "ide·htifies" 
/ 
=~-m -· =·==~~·~ • ,=·_:==-~~,~~-~.~c~=-=-=~-·"'·=·=~=~=-=~:,<=,-l~::··=···· , .. , .. ,.··--:··~ =·~:··~-~----~-,:~-- __ · ------~---~--- -----·: ·······'-'-~•--,--··-- -. ---· - ... -. 




. --+- .- :· . 
,_. ' ....... 
sickness perso.ni:fied and young G_ail had "organs" which "already re11ui"red.r.;··1~~~?'~·:· ~: 




His -father's "r_ude·....,.c..·------· -· _ .... _ .. _.~_ .. ·-:··_ . 
- -----~, 
\'' .... 
·. , r. ........ 
. --..,__,,l' . 




·. i . . . - ... 
. · ~fiever close to h~m, identified instead with the dead giandfather. · Fol-:·'-v .. 
- •• - ,f ·' 
1;··· 
. -· -··· --- - ·- --,--_-
... 
--- --- ··- -·--·--·· -
--- ·-,ai-'1' • 




·-·· - -~ ·~ -- - ·--·:-:-"--
.... 
.., . .::...,., 
..--:: .. 
things'-· take place. 
. . r ) . . • -
., { ... 
First,, he is conscious of a new<glp.w o( health. 
. ' -· \ . . 
I -- .J 
He 
. 1 • 
- ...... - ,.-
r_ej·oices-in .the" senses· (p~ :·456). ., . And, like his. fathe:t; he ~hows ~ new I 
. 
. 
. concern ·for men's. bodies· .as well as the'l:r·-·souls.· At the ·time of delivery_,.. · 
. .. .,-' 
. ------- . .. 





. . .·. . 
~physic~! and. spiritual health. It is interesting that Hightower' S' ·growth 
·r --- ---
. 
. . . is · reflected in these ~bvi<?us· parali~els to the - father whom he·' has . pre-
. . 
-, ___ .... ··~ 
. . ;.. -- ______ ., --··· 
·viously.rejected. 
.. ~; 
'-,. . .~. 
- _"::-.~:·.=------ ';.. -.- - - .. ,--
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i .. __:;--_ r · • 
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- ....... 
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' ' -~ 
~ 
· ···· Other antitheses can better be expr~ssed in terms of Hightower' s 
relation,ship to_ society._ It is quite· apparent, for example, t)lat Light 
- . • --·- !1~ >- ;,:,• , -
.. 
.. - .: ' ~ 
in August is pa_rtly the st.ory Qf a man who moves from almost co_mplete, 




. ' . Jo. "' __ ,._ ___ ._ 
. ·• 
·of the minister's r·etreat from life. Part of this alienation is reflected 
. • I -· 
·-. -in:~the novel by imagery suggesting hiddenness. · The man's house is an. 
... 
"unobtrusive bungalow," "by bushing crape myrtle and syringa· and _Althea 
\;&.O.. ...... ~\ 1'-'i ... ; f 
.t.'. ,I 
I .. ._ 
, 
almost hidden." It is. so hidden that ''th'e light from the corner street 
.. 
. l~mp scarcely touches it" (p. 49). Strangers looked up c:J.,t.the "small, 
/ . 
brown, almost concealed hoqse." (p. 50). The symbol of Hightower' s ve-fy · 
·1· being was a canvas deck chair, "evocative of disuse and ~upine-ness and 
... 
. ;: · .. 'C .... . $ •'\ - ... . 
. shabby remoteness from the world" (p. 317). ... 
.,.......................... -
From thtf·rvery beginning of the Hightower strand of the rro-vel, he is 
'"· - . 
tr'~ ._ __ --
. J"'='-·-::;:.~~:----;-~· --___ · ·--~-eleFiea----to- -a-s=an····-OU tea=at·=and' a :Lsgrac·e~p :---~~~2·J~:="""Xfnrs~re~'~s~fune ra1=,~-= -. -·· --·-·-: .. ·----~~·~~~·-· 
"' I • ~ •. • 
- • 
•\. "':. 
tb~ Bibl.e. ~-s - t;a_k~n fFom ·him,.~§.tnce it belo.rigs to· the community of- God's 
. .. . -- -- :.....,.---- __...,,., .. -.-- ----- .. -
• '"' ( 
---- -
_ peop1-e .. (p_~_. 5~.) .. __ .. He. steadf~stly_ ref_us.es. to get _mixed -up in the. ·€1.;f f~irs __ -· ~. ____ .. _ .... ~. ·:· 
., 
f ~-
· of others. 
. . . ~ ... 
He is· ~'disst>c.iated: from -mechanical· tim~" '(p. 320), soci.ety' s· 






time. He· pays for ·his groceries ·always in cash·~ anxious to· avoid any 
.......... , .. - ,.{)··• ,_ 
--iridebte'd11esi; tha·i:--woulcl involve him with others. ·He listens to people Is 
........... 
troubles "as though he were listening.t~ the doings.of people of a dif-
.:_ • J .. . l • - / • ·- ; -
ferent race"· (p ~-- -70--}·. - to ·Byron's amazement, :;he ·knows -nothing of the 
' . . . ' . 
....... -.:, . .. __._ .. 
----- ' . 
act!v1.ties . of Brown (Burch). and Christmas· (p.; 69). Other "-people· seem 
.- . ], . 
.. ... ~ 
' . -~ 
only. "mirrors ln which he ;watches himself" (p. 427). · He __ is, as ·he con-
.. . . . 
f~~~-~ .. s, not in -life. Arid yet~ as .Michael 'Millgate· has put i~, _· he is 
.. . ~~'- -, ... 
.. · ..... ...-s 
·.'· .... i:c:.~ 
":the one man .to· emerge from rigldity -into -~life,' "and is perhaps "the 
-!,·.; ... ··-·-· 1 ___ ,. -
-.:,. '. .. - "...:.>,,,;::·.· •''if_: ···~L~~-~•(•\•;. __ 
·'· ... ',.·.· .. ~ 
-·. ,., .. __.' 
-· - _/ 
. l 
., 
. . . 
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_ c-learest guide to the overall statement which Faulkner is maklng in -this 
- ---\ 
, ' book-. nll "''Light in --August ·provides a corrective, I think, to ·volpe' ~ thes,i~~---
... ~.,,~·. 
'--( 
- .-"J ,/r 1.1, 
.... -... -that Faulkner views his characters as prisoners ·of society. 12 - -For, at - ·- ---
~-
----,----- . ' . 
-~. 





anibi valent. One may reasonably deduce that he hates its vindictivenes-~.,.,. 
-
-
. its gossiping women, its murderous abstractions out of touch with the' 
.,. -,_: C 
"realities-of human experience. But-~it is also clear, as Carl·Benson says, 
f 
thai "the individual realizes himself qnly in( te'r!Jls of community values, 
_, 
1 ~~~d he must submit hims·elf to the l~rger good or perish. ul~ One of the ·-
things wrong with many o~ the people in the novel is that they are out 
of to.uch with. the~ larger social reality: 
. . 
( 
. •, ... ·.a 
Because you simply cannot go against a ·_communi~y. 
You can stand singly against a ternpor-a_ry unanimity ,· ) 
o.f even a city full of human behavior, even a· mob._ _ 
===-=·==---~-=--_._,.,h-.,,--~--......-=-w-·--, ....,..-~•·=-~~~-~-,,)1~-~--c,~-~~!?:~~~---- -~~-~~4. ~ga~~-~c~••· t_g_~ __ c;()i4._ -~--~.f !~~-~tJ:>_J~~~c~~====-==.-=+•=-•~=-~=~-~-__:_;:_, . -· .... ~-.c--~· 
-----~----~---------------'-~----~;, (l - -· • abstraction of ·a· long-suffering community's mora-1 ----- - ·- - -------
po:tnt of view. 14 · 
Hightower realizes this also. Re~al ling, th~ faces of the older· 
• • ..:.;:--:-::: <- -- -~· • ·• ., - -- - -
-':- "''. . ·-- ' .. . '\ - "· . ·. ~ ·- .. .: . l .: ... ·! •.. -- .... ~--.. - I • ' - . ;- - - --- #' •-- .-.. tr _ _. ~_...._. - • 
. . . 
members of his_.congregation, he_ reflects: ··"'.They did the1r part; ·they 
- » 
---~~--:~-~:__-~:~4.:~~-~~- <-played by· fh-e tules ... _-.-.I was· tlie one who failed, .who' i'nfringed. ·~Petha15s 
' ~ 
. - ----- --...1.......-....!... __ --
• 
- . 
. . . 
,u·••-•··•• <•·•-' --•-•-•- --··· ------ -·'-•--•---..----- - --·-
that is __ tJ1e gre,c1:test _ s-q~i~l ~,i.n_. qf_ .~ll; ~Y, _ perq~ps roora..l sin_~" (p. 426). _. __ ---'----
. .J 
' •_ ·- I 
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·---· 
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It is quJ.te'·apparent that Light in August is, at .least in part, the story 
. 
\ . .. 
of Hightower'·s .movement ·from_alienati~n back· into community. 
' 
·Equally, the· novel shows a-, gradual ch~nge in Hightower' s role in hls 
.. 
• ' - • , - j , • ~ • • - 'l 
soci.ety. Olga Vickery has suggested., that part of the minister•·s offense 
to Jefferson was his -"~efusin~ to· play J:l;l~. role 0£ ~~ev:erend' in the man-
ner .est~blished by c~stom and.-tr-aditio.n-'. 1115_ The··novel exhib.i_t_s a gradual. 
. '\ -. -- : . ·- ' . . ' .. 
,.. . 
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--. . chan-ge· in Hightower' s self-understanding-, -as well a·s i-1! the way ·people - . 








' . ; 
The -Bibl~ is .,t;__aken from him.- He preaches 
., . situation as an ex-iinister. 
. . 
•. ,· .. ,.<!- .>·· i. ... ,.-8: ... .:.--· 
, L ·, ...-.. :1· - - "' , 
.. I -
· ~nd ·,-prays for a ·tima. "in the-·'empty church" (p. 60). Yet, from the begin-
..--.-· 
ning, too, B·yron continues to v~ew him as a man of God • Lena's question_ 
-r~· '. 
I 
~ . __ _.,_.-., 
. . 
. /fl ---......__ ~ -------
- I· 
·.. about· 1;J:1e oltf'~7man is functional: 
..-..a.-------··· '·'' Can he s;till marry folks?' ,i (p·. 77). 
-· 
"' 
, When Hightower cries in· self-pity, Byron reminds him: "' But you are a .. 
... 1. -, ......... 1,.;, .... n, 
·' 
~man of God'rr {p. 319). Even ~avin Stevens refers to him. as "'the min-·- - ------· . ..:.. __ ,-:..--·---·, •. "l' -------· • .... • • - • 
• • 
-- -
• ister,'" one of "'those who are the vQluntary slaves and the swor1' bonds-
-' - . -
• 
men of prayer'"·(p. 39l). What is interesting is the way in which the 
" 
I' -
town's troub,.les (insofar as we.meet them in the novel) keep coming to the 
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-Anc.f,;ii s-· -un'aei·s fancri·ng-- o"f. --the ___ p_astoral function deepens and becomes more 
' 
< " human and, ~onipassionate. Ex-minister and outcast Hightowe,r cares for 
·--. 
I' 
.. ~ . --:-. 
- . 
• . . 
• . . 
. . •. ' • . • • . .. _f . . • .• . . . • . . . . . - . . • .• \.; the stck (Lena), is ._w.il_lirig to sa<;:rifice himself f_or ano.t~e.r (Joe), and 
"' _.. . ' 
., 
" 
.. . . ,., 
. 
. 
-----------"C_Q_mes to __understand. the reas-ons for his previ-e-t1s----professional _ inadequ~cy ~ -- -- ~~~-
• ---- • - -· C. 
-~One other contrast .that has been implicit in a number of· the fore- - · 
- . - . -....._ _ . ' - ·- ·-·- __ ...... -·· -- - --
-- ----- ··-- . - ----. --- - - - .. -, ~- --~--- -· -·. 
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. . going discussions is that between alienation from and reunion with the .. - -- -- • t:. 
·worlds of Nature. - ·we have already noted -Hightower' s renewed -Joy in -walk-
. . 
' 
log,_ feeling.)· c1:nd smelling foll~wing the b~rth of LenJ 1 ~ baby;- signifi-
~----· 
- - . cantly he compares ·1t to a kind of prayer (p. 35~)_. ~arlier ·inthe novel, ._ ... 
• 
______::....a. • .-. --
(;,..:,.; tt}!.ri/\~~.; ~-:-------· -- -the minister seems to represent the artificial and unnafural. · The ·sign ,., :-
!\. • 
• ' 
-... 1' i.-,. ·~ .......... ... 
" -




-~ · pi~~ures of real -1ife--(p.: 50). The lettered sign is~·:contrasted with "the · 
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.-·tragic and inescap~ble earth." -Hightower -does :·not even -see the trees 
~-- .. ---·· 
--· __ · ____ :_ ________ -·_, th~t spread over his house (p. 51). . His on7 r·eal contact with greenness;, ' : .. 
---- _app~arently, is t~e.gre.en-sha~ed reading lamp sitting on his d_~sk.(p. 67)-.-~_~----~ 
.. -- - .~ 
' . 
. - . 
. 
• -- . :1, .. JJ{•I'.· 
Un~ike· Lena, he. is not· attuned to· "the very immutable_laws··which eart11.-. -. _ 





' . _....., 
. cribing his childhood (p. 278) tells how he c~me to hate Nature and, iri 
, ..... ~ ....... 
"I, ... , 
so doing, lost· the ha.bit of pra:ye.r. If ·man cannot· hold himself rlgidly ·· ~-~ 
'ltoof frbm his fellow men, neither can he safely_exist .in isolation· from 
--·- -- ------- . - - - -· . --
'"'- ...... "' -· 
-
nature. It ·is not surprising, then, that this man's rebirth brings with 
it renewed contact with the natural world. 
, 
. 
As we might expect, ._physical descriptions frequently reflect some of 
-- 1 .· 
----~---------~---~ --------- -- ... - - -~- ___ ..._ .- - -.- - ..... ~- -- _ .... ---·-t"----------- ----- ----- -------------~~---_ .... ______________ ----·-·-·-~----------------
: ~ . . 
those more inward changes.-
,, . . 
For example, Fau,lk~er helps. the reader appre-
. '. .: ' 
ciate Hightower' s e.ventual :r~juvenation by piling up images suggesti~g 
---
I 
--.~~----.. --r- _._. --~~QIU.'l..7>.t.J:iUJ..~.,...,,.,.,..,.,.._a,.:...:_•Jr.ir~':"...,_.t;r.r~o:r~a~.c..1:.,:;1J..1,.'-',a•.i-.""'"~~i.:...w.-..r,:.rM~.:r-..-rL...,.....__..,~.~-.,.a::,,-cz.,.._....._ • ..._.,.-..~.,_.._......-.... 111 .-- ·, - ,,...~-.z.;:,;........,.-.-..~~ ... ~"'-"".....,.,..:,."'~ ... .,,~~~..,,.......:r,._~~-<t.,,~"--"""'1...._,:.._u;i""-"""~"'"'__. ....... ..,.,~n,.o,n•1 . 1.Si.--..-1.111-=c =m:&1,;r.r~:~-1-._,,,._.,._~. 
--~ · - - -:· ----- ·-hi-s---p-revious physical deb-i litation:- -''His -s-kin-i-s---the ct,lor of--flour-------------------------------
• r ' 
.-· sacking a~d his upper body in shape is like a loqs-ely filled sack" (p. 68). 
,· . 
He is· '.'shapeless, a.lmos,t mon.stroas#, ~tth a soft-. and sedentary_ obesity" 
-
. . . 
-···--' ·. 
. (p •. -77). He is "gaunt, misshapen, with: h·is gray stub~e and h·is-dark 
' ;;_-.. · . ·-:. . ' . - .. - - .. 
~ . ~---·•-· .~-· 





-- -~--------- - -- - . ___ ...:. -- . ·-- - -· --· ---------~- ;;-
.' .: h~s sedentary and unwashed flesh" "(p·. 269). 
- " 
~- .... -- . '"" 
- -----:··- ' "' 
~·~.:··: 
I - -.- - - o 1·-·-·. ---- ----~--- ------- -
! 
He sweats frequently, ·ustially 
' s.mells bad. When ,this sort of man experiences "a glow, a wave, a sµrge 
,.,_ 
.... 
of somethingayst hot,=almc;,st triumphant" (p. 355); the reader can be 
. ...:~ .. ·...; . ' ' 
. 
.. -
.... - . 
- . 
• 
' . quite ~4~.e. that somet'hing extraordinary ha·s happ.ened~-
·;;· . ... -1 
. -·,,,. ""·· ·'! t. 
J .. ·.. • 
·, ., 
_J 
\' ,: . 
.. It- is- ··inter~sting, too, to watch the• imag_ery develop' _from suggesfio_ns 
- -" 
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' ::'I: :, Nowhere is · this t)lore ~vi'.aen_t than in the early descriptions of Hightower. 








I I ·· 
He is constantly "just sitting there" (p. 51). Again, "Beyond ·t·he desk 
,_ . 
Hightower has not moved" (p. 75) •.. "Hightpwer has not .. mov.ed'.1-(p.· 77),. . -
And again:~ -~-'His voice sounds light, trivial, like a thistle bloom fall-
. 
i ng in to-. si,lence without a sound, without any -weight. · He does not mo~e 11 
. , 
/ 




observes, '!even when a ... novelist ·says merely 
. . I . 
a character 'did not mo·v_e,' 
- f'; 
,• 
. -- ... 9:.' 
he has made a choice to tell us this and not something· else ••.. •! 17 I~ ·is_~---..:_...!,_---·- ___ 
-----------------
• -- _ _' •--•-- ·-- ·- - ---·~------ C ••·--··-·- -· ·•·- -·· ·-
.:c~ ... -.. -- ---· --------·- -- - --·--·-
\. 
precisely this early emphasis on silence and immo~ilLty that helps us to 
sense that something is really happening when Hightower yells and shakes 
. 
. 
his fist· (p. 342) /wher'e "speaks loudly" (p. 327_), when he wilfiilgly 
-,'.~'---·-------,-.r : . .. //. . . • • . . ··. • .. -. ~,o . ' --,- . ):{;~ . ····· ·- ..... - "I . ·--·· . - .... 
. walks to the Burden /homestead, willingly speaks- out to save Joe. These 
. physical descriptions, again, .reflect some of the larger changes ta,king 
-·--- · .. · ·-.:-···-····------·------------·· ,.-,.-.-·--.-
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Perhaps· t'he most, impo'rnant contrasts, in terms of the major contention 
.( 
·~. of·· this thesis·,_. ·are relat~d to the areas of morality· ~nd religion. In a: · 
.. .,.-. , more general ·.sense, of co~rse, most of the deve~opm~nts described· up· to · .· · 
.. -• 
this point have redemp~ive signif.~cance, those_@ovements,.for example, 
. away from decJth, self-centeredness, fan-tasy, alienation, and artificiality. 
-· 
-, . 
More ~pecifically, several ·antitheses. focus }Hightower' s ··growt~ i.n terms 
of its moral .~Q...d religious significan.ce. 
. . 
First of all, Hightower comes to unders·tand that genuin·e peace in-
v~lves more .. ,than mere quiescence •. Volpe has argued that: t~~ ·min_ister 
---~;-, -.--4 
. . . .... ...... .... 
-~ 
. 
never does achieve peace "because the peac~ whic~ c·omes of accepting li_f·e_ . · 
. . 
\ :r,-- .-.. ---
"· ..... . 
. .. 
• - J,• •• ~~- -~_,•c;"!' 
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One .~ust grant that some~as-eotnp!e; as Gail Hightower will never achieve:-:--:-
- ------- ' . 
the bo~ine simplic'ity of a Lena·~·(jrove, but ar.e . .:,there n·ot hints that -in .-~,-.:-:-
,, ...... _.--.-_ 
confronting reality the minister finds, at several points during the story,· 
.... ,. 
' . '','r.~ "-· ·-..:~'• ·-.. · ; I I 
a new basis for self-acceptance? The·-p-eace that pomes with --the acceptance 
~-. ' . - J _. 
' • - I --
----- -· ; .. ~-- _______ ... __ 
• I'" ' ' • ~ • , ,• 
- ... ~ .-- . of self. and reality is never·--static, to be sure. When th~ minister say~, -, 
" 
' 
e~rly' in his story, ·"' I just wanted peace'" (p. 271), what he has in mind:· ·' ·· 
I., .. ..~ -; 
is the kind Qf_ q_uiescence that can be obtained on~y by withdrawing from 
... "I • 
life. _ And·, as, we have se~n, Faulkner wil.1 i:iot let him get away with i.~·- _______ ______i.__;,_ 
- - - --·- --·· - - • ___ ;<. - ...... _ -
• I 
. . '",.-;··-.· 
It is considerably later that Hightower speaks more profoundly of "that 
peace which is the promise and the end of the· Church" (p~ 321). It is 
'•. 
I 
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. of "t.hat peac·e in which .. to·--sin and b.~-- f.orgiyen which is t·he life 9f man" 
.J - . - .. • - ·- • -
-(p. 427). Now he understands-that- q.y9iding lite,i~ order to avoid'sin, 
--
catastr~p~~ is the way of d~ath~ The kind of peace· t·hat 
. -· 
' . 
is .man's birthright and the Chqrch' s le.gitimate go-spel is .thatc___p_eace given 
'v 
- ,- - -~~- ... ..__ .. ?., .. ,,.._ ... 
. - . - . ---' 
to mal\7 as the courage of imp_e_1;.Je~tion, the g;ace to be human.· , Hightower 
.. ! -' - ' . -- . ·-
' 
. J... . -
has learned that to deny the bill, to refuse the ris.k of humanity, .is to 
·- -' -- be disloyal to one's fellow. men. The insight pr~p;:tres him fot;"~· the. achieve-
- ... ' • ........ 1.l 1 
··-
·ment of genuine peace within, whether or not we conclude that he finds ft ,,. . 
..... ~ ... 
....... .t 
durin-g the course of tlte.-novel •. 
. .... . 
,.L. Michael Millgate has sugg~sted~a'f the ·novel's. titleb that it "c·arrfe~· _.. ~~ 
_:-~uggestions of, imagery of light and dark which runs th];'ougbout the book 
.·· and of th·e mora'! i1lu:minat;ion which comes finally ~o Christmas and, above 
___ __:;__ -·· 
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all, to Hightower. 1119 I am not prepared to d_efend thi·s observation with 
• 
,_ .... 
regard to·· Christmas, but it is t-rue that there is a kind of chiaroscuro 
-. I .... --. . 
:;; __ ·-.L. . 
•• J : • 
f """ I' '• 
pattern in the novel and that Hightower moves slowly toward the light. 
. ' The most obvious example of the dark imagery is ·provided by Faulkner-' s 
~:;..,;1fi 
atteriti~n to the recurring onset.of ni~ht, the time of the galloping 
-ghosts. Hightower· s house is· "poorly .1i"ghted" --(P. 42). It is scarcely 
. · .touched by "the light from the corner stre~t lamp" (p. 49). a.-;JG1'r{., , . . .. ....... - •·- At the in-
... _ ..... 1 ~ - • • i 
·· · ,r 
. 
stant of the vision there is only "that faint light which daygranaried 
.... 
leaf and grass blade reluctant suspire'' (p. 52). ·Rather than face up to 
• .0 





light" (p. 278). His face is "flabbyjowled and darkcaverneyed" (p. 268). , 
,, .. .. 41 He. wears "worn black trousers" (p. 317) .. Faced ~by the Hineses' need, '. 
. . . (> 
- ·-----~···- __ .... -t-.---. _,.,..... _ _. __ ..., "--~··· : " .. ' --- -
- .... ,. I 
-- .... ,.. ...... -.~~ 
·Hightow~.r has "a spe~t· quality like a charred wick of a'candle" (p. 338). 
--· ------ --
---·' - ·- ~ 
. -:--"Reg~nfilng w1·fn:-tlie-cr~-rivery' '-1-i.glit ____ i:mage·ry is--.in -fhe--·--~scendancy .-- rt· . 
r ,. 
_' '· i-s ·. dawn when Byron approaches Hightower' s · house (p ... _ 344). When Byron. 




... (.- . ' ··cc, •• ,.~·-_.,,.·,---~~----' . ~ and the doctor- finally reached. -the cabin' "the east. was prim.rose-color .... . ... -
l ••• 
. ' ---~ 
and~ ___ t_here was a:lready a·hint of -~-the swift sun o~ ·summer" (p. 3"47). ··As 
- - - ------- ,I -- • -·- • ~ --_... ------ .----·--- • - --· -- ·- _________ c _____ -
'•.f 
Hightower walks back to town; the sun "is now high,· · th~ town h~-~- ~akened" 
··-- ·· ...... ----... 
t ~ (p. 354). His face i-s "gen~le: b~aming, · and tri!-1-mphan~" (p-~ 357). .And 
, 
..... _.-_ ••• _ •.. 't __ ..1. 
-
when Christmas I s~eks out the old man's home as refuge, t_he men entering 
--- ·- :-~ ·- - -· 
---......____ 
............. "' . the house bring !.'into . its . stale and cloistral dimness some~hing.· of the 
- . 
••• .. H ...... ~. 
I saylig'e summer su~light. which they_ had. jus·t lef.~" (p. ~61}. The· light of.· · 4 
. ... . ~ 
l . 
·re~lity penetrates the gJ2omy structure. 
Once agai~ such ·details ~ay be me·re·ly-·coincide~tal~_. · But when the - ---a_ -._, .......... , .... :"""···· 
' 
~ - .... 
_·_.· __ · _- s*ggestions '9'.~. light· and dark are set in· the con·~-ext -of: Hightower' s 
· t,···"-1-.... •-- • ' 
-
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. growing moral ~llumination, theirvr;einforceing .function becomes more 
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· clear. . Though "night is _about to fully come" at the moment of the old 
, -. - . --·...-..--. 'M-. ,-
- < -Jr,-'.. 
minister's final illumination,_ when the wheel of thought rushes freely, 
~ . 
- . 
: in the lambent suspension of August there _remains_ "a_ ·faint. glow like a· 
.. ...  ' 
halo". (p.· 430). There is da·rkness without; but within the consciousne.ss ·· 
.. 
. 
· of··ca·il Hightower. there, is the light of recognition and truth • 
- . , 
We have already partially traced the movement from fatalism to 
I 
• • 
·--~responsibility. . It is._, in summary, a gradual process of facing up to 
4 . , 
• Le~-. •J ""IIIJ.·~ • 
the· truth that "' there must be some· thtngs .. for which God cannot be 
· accused by man _and held responsib.le'" (p. 427). As ~e have said before, 
Hightower .never fully exonerates the cosmos for its apparent share in 
-man's suffe_ring and .guilt, but the dire-ction -of his growth is definitely 
toward the assumption of p~r~.oQal fre-edo~.. As Carl Beu.son says of the 
-·-··-- \, ...... . 
---i. --\- -
--·----M·•-·••-... ----·•••-·•-•->•• • ,.-,•O~•·• '• • -••-••·--•~•" ·--·--· '"•·-····---·-· ------~--------· ______________ ....... - -
-------------------------···------·--·-··------·-·----
· 20th-. cltapte.r, "In. summoning before himself· f-or review and rejection his 
.,. ____ _. ·-· -- - -:- - -· , __ -.~-· . ··-
past •life, ijightower reveals the sou~c_e -{)f moral achievemen~: he mani-
\ 




-. _ _:___.in_ F_aulkner ,..and -in.life., .is a con di tio·ned- one, sti Ll.- th: sJgnif f·cant - --- -- - ---------~~•-•.t..--·~----· -
• ,r 
-· - --- . - - - ~ . 
thing in Light in August is that, as Hightower is led s.tep by step toward 
life and moral illumination,. there is an· accompan·ying :recognition- of his 
• • •• ~~- ... h • 
capacity fo~. responsible action.· As he acknowledges personal guilt, he 
l. . , 
becomes a real .Pe~sbn. 
,.., ... 
i 
As ·one might.expect from the previous discussions, another·anti~hesis,. ),- .. , ......... . it . ' . 
;:-·.,: . I 
·:.. ,. 
. .. 
that betw_een deceit:_ ~nd truthfulness, pr_ovides an excellent yard_stick for 
........ 
..:.,., .... 
--.. ·· · - ~·:.-. / measuring Hightower'~ ·mo·ral progress.·. The contrast' is·-especially· force- ~-
. ·· .. ,'.- ~ 
1 . a 
. . C 
ful because tru0ch is· a kind of· ·shibboleth with the ·minister. - His life 
. . ·, . ····· ! . 
- -· .. . ·-·-- ... 
"'\ . . .... __ 
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- ,was based on an illusion, but he believed "that if ever· truth ~ould-· walk 
naked and without shame or fear it would be in the seminary" (p. 419). · 
During· most of his life he was careful "to guard hi!Dself from truthf' -· 
,· 
(p. 419),. but he scolds Byron piously·:,.,.,.:.,Shali I refrain from the· trutJ} -
. . . ., .. ~ 
····'*'" 
• ' I 4 
. I 
···- - - - -
_,:;.· _..::--- -
because Byron Bunch hides it?'" (p. 319). · Deceptive is liis bid for· the ·--··"··-··-· 
_;·-~-
Jefferson ·p1.i°i'~it (p. 422), deceitful his pretense that "there was nothing 




wrong" (p. 54) with his wife when the congregation came to call. He is 
; : ~ •• J ,; ' ,• • ~ 
· a man who·· lie·s to himself (p. 55), .a man. of "two fac.es" (p. 77). He masks 
' his true self from the world (p. 429)". Only "the final and supreme Face 
... 1... 
• It~elf, cold·, terrible because of ·Its omniscient ·detachment" (p. 428) 
knows him to .. the core. Hightower' s proc~.ss of illumination, 'tlierefore, 
~ ;is at the same time a prog;essive truth-facing. As if in just retribution 
for his hypocrisy, he· is con-strained to tell a mortifying lie in order - • . I 
--· ·----·· -······ ·---·--, --- ·----·-·--·--·--·---- -· 
_ _____. ______ -----··------·----· --- - - ------ -----·-- . ..::....--~-- --- -- - '-
. --
-----·---
-· -4J. _________ -· 
-. . ·t.o-provide :a.tf alibi--r,ir--Joe •· -Arid. as the -s-hoik. of. Joe• s cfe~th spur_s hi~ · ~ ·, 
,. ,··, . . .. 
. ".·to ·greater and gt~ater insight, the wheel of thought rolls it;texorably ___ on, 
r -~ -
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from damnation to redemption. Since this movement appears to me to be 
: implicit in much of wh~t··;e have said thus far and quite e~plicit in 
,.. 
.... 
some of· it, we shol1ld be quite· clear about the terms involved,. As I have 
... 
, 
- .,· '.,- .. · ... 






novel. To be sure·, there· are quite or_~ho~ox element-s. But. the redemp-
.t:Lon that comes to Gai 1 ··Hightower does,,.. not. appear·. to be. ·by· benefit of __ 
' - . 
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Protestant context,- ,I suspect 'that 'Carl Benson's pas sing comment that 
Hightower earns his redemption21 ·may be taken quite seriously._ In Pelag-
ian fashion, the-old minister wins his way through to r~-entry into life 
~nd moral illumination. Even supp6sing Hightower's eventual retreat into-. 
fantas.y, which I do not grant,. he has still .. traveled the longest mora! 
~ - . journey of any of the book's char~cters. 
rr-"f t f>'t...- •'- . 
Those who would deny this 
;..•.!..'..,~~ .• ' ,,.. •. r.,. • 
# . 
. , 
• · · ~,•·r~•"T""r•-~n 
of° thE! power. of the yast ignore the e:t~t redemptive ~cu-lminat-ion becaus~ 
to-whichLthe minister achieves ~ndeistanding of~ past and of its power 
over him. Those who deny it because of his alleged final madness.ignore 
-
Hightower' s steady growth from pathological t_owa~d psychologically 
healthful traits. Those who would individuali~e-his accomp~ishment but 
deny lt.s redempti:ve significance to- others in Light in August grossly 
. -
undervalue the im~o~tance t·o~·Faulkner of the idea of community. And if 
- . V 
......... 
~------~---'-/ -~ we a~Sk-=by-~liat-cr1i~tia F~uikiler· U.sU.~1lY~:jiidges liis · cliaracter~J'h~ two . . . 
; . . / i 




.. ·-··· ' . 
. /,• . 
- . . . ./ 
mentioned most consistently .by critics, the rel~·tioI?,ship to nature and 
' 
. . . • ..g 
.; ,._ • - • • •. ~ ._ • I • • • ~- ... ~ .. _ :t.h.~ _.capc3:;city ·for: ··compassio_n ,·, botb s.upport .the~. th~sis of ·Hightowe-r--' s -growt-h-· .··. --·.=-,.- .·:··- ,_, 
. t towa:cd moral salvation. In terms of the novel's apparent criterion, the 
,, .. ----·-•--•--e·----·----it-;--·---'--·----•·--·-- -··•-•• • - -·•• - -•--·•, - ··-·- -••~ ·-•·--· ••- -- ------ - - ,_ •- ' •,-•·- --••• ,· .. •••••• • - • ··--· -• -- • •••• -·- ••-·--·----: .... .-= ................... •• 
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- . 
response to Joe Christmas, it is th_e minister, again, who -moves from self-
·centered isolation t'O"'"·an act of sacrificial love. . ...... ' 
_:r,Gail Hightower Done Damneci_-in· Jef_fer-son" (p. 52). becomes. the- most. 
profoundly changed and morally illumined charact·er in Faulkner's novel • 
• '/ i. r • 





•traits. support.s this as8-ertion. . In the story of ~is rebirtb."~:ancf .. !re~ewed 
moral consciousness, .. I believe, we find the locus.of redemption in Light-· 
t.,.---· ·- .. ~------·- ....... 
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In the light of the foregoing ·co~clus·ions, it may ·be helpful to 
attempt a~ reassessment of .sc;,me of the ·more common. critical opinions· re:-···--~---·-·-------
• < -
I ~ 
garding ·Gail Hightower.. What, for example, does -Faulkner's attitude - . .J 
~ ., 
-t~ward High~ower appear to be? Does he intrude unduly on the character 
' ' ' ' , ~ - ,- }~,-. 
of thi_s minister' as so.me_. have claimed? And ·how., finAlly, are we to 
__ ·understand Hightower's role or function in the novel? ..._, . 
-r· ,. 
~ . ·.~ 
· Alleged autho.ria.l intrusion 1.s, of course, a very diff~cu.lt · thing -
-- . . / . 
to document, ~s is an auth'or' s· pre~umed att:i,rtude--toefard hi:5- character •. 
. \ ·-· ri" 
· Critical opinion has--ranged froni · the suggestion that Faulkner's handling 
. ~--~,. 
of Hightower is ambi~uous, fluctuating "between compass_!.onate pity and 
, ' 
sarcast~~ indignat-ion, ul to the· claim that, .. though the ministe_r repre-
... ., 
sents a serious ·moral fault-, --he is treated -almost c·o~ically.2- Richard 
• J •I .~ ' 
·-·----· - ' - - -- ---~---- -----------------·--· -- ·------·- ·-·--·---------- ·- - --· - ... - -
• that his sexual and spiritual· impotence can be projected back,· onto_ .the 
·, 
- ,-· ._;._ --ii 
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· _ ~uthor gives. High_tower' s w:eakne_ss and delusion "a trag~c cast ~they cana6t 
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.. --rr· ·-. " 
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- - . 
,., '"'" 'l:. ,t,.. 
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• .-.. .. __ .. _ .. r'"f 
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.. 
~ ·. possibly deserve • 
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B:etween Faulkner and Hightower · ther~ is insufficient . ...:··. 
'la 
- ~ - .. . • ... ,o• ·. distance~; a lack of ironic play ..... 4 . But 1f the -~haracter of 0L•,Hightowe~---is r :--"'~,i~' . 
. . • ~ r. 
give!} the attention _it deserves, the force of. compla'ints such as -these. 
/ . 
. ' ', 
--·-~----··<· is -largely diminished. 
~"--=--
FaI:ilk-rier·' s apparent decis·ion to allow Hightower· 
. ~ . . 
.. 
- I 
I • ~ 
-to .... speak for him. does not< nece.,gsarily weaken· the artistry of the novel; 
.. 
• ,4 -. . 
'i'1:
0 
does underscore• our co'i1tention, __ that the character of the minrster de~., ~~·:; 
' .... -. ~ -
- . . . - \. ' 
• ~--~ 
1
-,. _:·serves major_ consideration •.. Is it so surprising that·'.many .critics ·have ' 
' '-~ -- . . ----
- "!. .". -
. -- '. 
seen: _Hightowe_r ··as Faulkner'·s - "mouthp'iece,". if, as _.I believe, his growth-·.. · ~·· 
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cand illumination provide the novel's central positive thrust? Thus, 
-- . 
" Irving Malin calls him "the spokesman for his c.reator when he thinks about 
j: .·· --
I • 
----,-··--~--~·----- ····the destruction Calvinism can· bririg"5 ; Hya;tt Waggoner beli~ves that "the 
-;; ·~-
_~. I 








meditations of Hightower come- closer than·anyth1ng else in the book to 
the voice of Faulkner the Moralist116 ·; Michael Millgate sees him as ·"intel-
;-
ligent co~mentator"7 ;· (r,. 49) and Lawrance Thompson insists that Faulkner' S. 
. 
s . . 
"fury_ a.~d _indignation may· be· obtruding througµout most of H_ig9tower' s 
-.... " " -·•-,t 
Whether or tio.t this constitutes "intru-
sion!' is another matter. It is, a..fter all, not neces'1arily reprehensible 
for a novelist to use one of his characters as spokesman for his own views • 
. Only if the presumed voice of the a~thor were to weaken that ~f Hightower, 
or be in obvious conflict ·with the·mintster'.s character would we have • I • 
/ 
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·obtai11s in Light in August. 
'-
, What about Hightower'-s role in the novel? I~ 9-ur. emphasis on his 
. ... ., •· ... 
_.. - _ .. 
·' 
'import·ance- is .even.· reasonably -valid, theµ ·th1f"~prob.lem with many previoq.s _ , .... , 
' . . ./ -- , - ·•. / . 
--· ·_ discussion·s is that they assign the minister only a pa,;rt of· his legitimate--
function. O'Donnell, Cowley, an~ Warren, for--~cimpl·e, are not wrot)g __ in 
assigning Hightower to the ineffectual Sartoris tradition; but they empha-
size -.his bondage to the past at the expense of othe-r important character-
istic~. Irving Howe is surely---not wrong in suggesting that Hightower 
serves. as a l{.ind of. choru~9.; but he underplays. -his 'ro]._e as ~~-tor in t~e . 




· narrative and the ~~ght ~,f .~eaning he carries. Beekman Cottrell's · . 
- . 
. 
11-----~-~~-. ---------- - - - . - -- -- ---------- --- --
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- ••• ._. .. I t 
_, 
. .. _.-. -· 
suggestion that- he plays Pilate to Joe's Ch,;istlO i$ .not withoµt merit, . . -
·' 
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·.--~.-·~ -~~'·<for a-t oi1e- point Hightower does. indee~·wash- his hands of responsibility ,, 
for Christmas. But, unlike. Pilate, the old minister makes a brave and 
-~- -- . 
____ :--·--- -.. potentially dangerous· if . futi:le effort· to save the victim. Similarly 
-~ . ' . , 
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stood as "the•conscience that broods over the action of the nov.el 1111 and- ..... _ 
1' ' ' ' . ,,, ~-- -~ 
Southern society.12 - Even· 
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...... . . "'-.....i. ·- those discussions that correctly emphasize the_.minister's relationship 









. -·-·nrs significance in the total context of the novel. My frequent refer-
ences to~ -their work in the foregoing pages incdicates my substantial 
(i] 
.. 
..... ; ... 
agreement with Carl Benson and Michael Millgate. Benson's article not 
--1·1 •. ' • : 
. . 
only stresses Hightower's narrative importance but posits him as moral 
' . 
. -: ' , .... -,. ' .. ,. __ . • !.... • 
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to.what 
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Faulkn·er appears to be saying. 7 
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. -- -~ . It will be evident that one's interpretation pf Gail Hightower has 
) 
a··-very real bearing on one' ·S final assessment uQf Light ~in Augtist. I-s· ·~ ., 
the .bQok· hopelessly .pessimistic /or does it offer t.he _possibility of 
.. :; ,f 
~. 
,. 
-- -- ~- -----------~ ----
redemption? · Is\..~ a loose_ly, connected collection of essentially separ- • ! 
-
1, -· ate sto'ties ~. or is there thematic unity? Wha·t is the role of religion in 
\-··· -. d• -:. . 
t·he-----novel? Careful attention to the ·character of Gail Hightower~ I betiev~, -~-
J;.., ,. ,r· '• • 
• = r '\ 
.. 
provides us with a most useful to.ol in ·answ·eri~g these questions. He 
( .. .. • p... ' -,, 
illustrates perfec·~iY -~he _4_e~~t.ructive ·conse_guences __ pf __ t~~tsta.nce~. ~t~.o~.-~l~i~f~e'---~~~~ 
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-Southern Calvinism. At the same_a time' his 
• 
carefully delineated 
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